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1 Introduction
Numerous applications of computer-based technology are to be found in everyday
life. Computers are used where they can perform tasks faster than humans (e.g. in
performing calculations), where they can facilitate jobs (e.g. the use of an automatic
pilot in airplanes), or in situations where complex systems have to be controlled and
where this control requires fast action (e.g. for the control in factories). Computers are
also used for carrying out time-consuming 'routine' jobs that would otherwise be done
by humans. Examples of this can be found in factories where robots continuously
perform one specific set of production-line actions, or in an environment in which
mailing labels are automatically 'read' and processed.
Applications of computer-based technology are also be found in medical
environments. Computers perform image processing, they are utilized to maintain
clinical databases, they are used to assist in taking therapeutic decisions, and they are
used for monitoring purposes during surgery.
The subject of this thesis is part of a project in which a computer-based system is being
developed for monitoring purposes. The eventual goal is to create a system that
provides objective and reliable information on the effects anesthetic drugs have on the
central nervous system of a patient during surgery. To maintain the 'right level of
anesthesia' the magnitude of these effects has to be quantified . Measurement of the
level of anesthesia is important because too high as well as too low a level can cause
problems. Too high a level of anesthesia can lead to a prolonged recovery time or
circulatory and respiratory problems; this may be harmful to the patient. Too low a
level may result in the patient being aware of surgical procedures; this can be a very
traumatic experience.
It is very difficult to determine what the effects of anesthetic drugs at any given
moment are. An anesthetist is aware that administration of more drugs will increase
the level of anesthesia and that the provision of less anesthetic during an operation is
likely to result in a 'lighter' anesthesia . The absolute magnitude of these effects
however, is not known .
In the past, several clinical signs, e.g. those obtained by observing respiration and
reflex activity, were used to provide some form of information on the effects of
anesthetics. The introduction of muscle relaxants during surgery, however, made the
application of these methods virtually impossible. Methods that directly monitor the
effect of anesthetics on the central nervous system (CNS) were thought to be
potentially useful for monitoring the effects induced in modern anesthetic techniques.
Measurements involving such methods are called neurophysiological measurements.
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This dissertation describes the development of a system that processes one type of
neurophysiological signal; auditory evoked potentials (AEPs).
Auditory evoked potentials are signals that reflect activity in the CNS after an
auditory stimulus has been presented to a subject. This signal can be recorded at the
scalp using surface electrodes. Auditory evoked potentials are used in various clinical
applications. Examples of such applications include the detection of lesions in the
auditory pathway and the assessment of hearing loss in infants and other noncommunicative subjects. Another clinical application might be found in monitoring
the effects of anesthetic drugs during surgery. The potential usefulness of AEPs for
this application is indicated by studies that show that certain characteristics in
auditory evoked potentials contain information on the effect 9f anesthetics on the CNS
[Cluitmans, 1990; Thornton eta!., 1983; Thornton and Heneghan, 1984; Thornton eta!.,
1985; Thornton and Koniecko, 1986; Thornton, 1990; Chassard eta!., 1989; Newton et
a!., 1989]. Examples of these characteristics are the location and amplitude of certain
characteristic peaks in the AEPs. They are usually assessed by human experts who
examine the AEP signals visually . To include this information in an anesthetic depth
monitoring system used during surgery it is necessary for the information to be
obtained automatically. The research on the feasibility of this automated retrieval of
information from AEPs constitutes the main theme of this dissertation.
Automatic determination of peak locations in AEPs has been the subject of much
research since ca. 1980. Recognizing peaks in these signals is comparable to
recognition of handwritten characters; it can be carried out relatively easily by humans
who examine the patterns visually, but automation of this task is complicated. An
expert in the interpretation of AEPs gave the following illustrative description of the
problem [Grundy, 1985]:
" .. .measurements are made of the poststimulus latencies and amplitudes of the
individual peaks or throughs. These peaks and troughs must be identified using the
gestalt pattern recognition skills of a trained observer. Automatic measurement of
the minimum or maximum amplitude in a given time window or even the
calculated points of change in slope cannot be used to identify these peaks or
throughs. Pathologic conditions, drug effects, and reversible physiological
alterations can change poststimulus latencies dramatically, so that any
identification of peaks based solely on time-window criteria is likely to be
deceptive. The human brain recognizes patterns more accurately than any
computer programs so far devised, and peaks must be identified by a trained
observer before definitive measurements are taken. Thus, we see the absolute need
for qualitative characterization of evoked potential waveforms. Once points of
interest are identified using qualitative techniques, quantitative methods are used
to describe the waveform more precisely."
In bygone years, various methods for automating peak identification tasks in AEPs
were investigated. Publications report proposed systems that include a variety of
signal-processing and pattern-recognition techniques. Investigated techniques include
filtering techniques, syntactic pattern recognition techniques, and rule-based systems.
The performance of these systems is almost invariably 'acceptable' for AEP recordings
that contain no 'missing' or 'extra' peaks. However, AEPs with a poor signal-to-noise
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ratio or AEPs whose morphology differs from that of 'normal' AEPs pose large
problems for these systems.
Since humans gain experience in recognizing AEP peaks by processing known
examples, the plan was conceived of studying a system that uses a similar procedure
to create 'experience' in processing AEPs. This system should in some way try to learn
to recognize the qualitative characterization of the waveforms that is performed by
experienced humans. Subsequently, it should generate a qualitative description of the
waveform to describe it more precisely. A computing paradigm in which knowledge
is gained by processing and characterizing sample patterns is found in the field of
artificial neural networks .
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are based on the idea that many human
computational processes are performed in a parallel fashion, and that these processes
can be emulated by employing a suitable architecture in machine intelligence.
The study of ANNs can be approached from two directions. One is to concentrate on
the biological aspects; using the neural networks as models to study or simulate the
operation of the CNS. The other is to study them as a tool for performing
computational tasks in the field of pattern recognition, signal processing, robot control
etc. It is this latter point of view that is the basis for this treatise.
The main goal of the study was to investigate the usefulness and the applicability of
artificial neural networks for identifying characteristic peaks in auditory evoked
potentials gathered during neurophysiological monitoring experiments. To
accomplish this, various artificial neural network architectures were analyzed on their
possible suitability for this task. Performance measurements were carried out using
synthetic AEPs, AEPs measured in cats during anesthesia and AEPs measured in
humans during sleep or general anesthesia. An evaluation of the most suitable
architecture was performed using another set of human AEPs measured during
general anesthesia.

1.1 Scope of this thesis
The outline of the thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 gives an introductory explanation of what evoked potentials are and
presents a survey of various types of evoked potentials. Three types of evoked
potentials, viz. somatosensory, visual, and auditory evoked potentials are discussed .
This chapter focuses mainly on the possible use of auditory evoked potentials for
clinical applications.
Chapter 3 brings the signals that form the basis of the problem to be solved into focus;
auditory evoked potentials. The ways these are measured and the complications that
exist with these measurements are treated here. The various signal components and
the signal properties of auditory evoked potentials are also dealt with. Subsequently,
the various factors that play a role in the interpretation of these signals will be
discussed. In the concluding section the objectives of this thesis will be specified.
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Chapter 4 reviews pattern recognition techniques with the emphasis on applications
dealing with neurophysiologic signals. A taxonomy of pattern recognition techniques
is presented and various pattern recognition techniques are discussed separately.
After that, a review of studies on pattern recognition problems in auditory evoked
potentials is presented. A summary and some conclusions that can be drawn from the
literature conclude this chapter.
Chapter 5 mainly discusses artificial neural networks . Various concepts regarding
their use and properties are discussed, and a synopsis of the various existing neural
network architectures and their specific aspects is presented. The artificial neural
network paradigms and biological neural networks discussed are then compared in
order to assess their similarities and differences.
Chapter 6 provides a review of neural networks in practice. Aspects and problems of
implementing artificial neural networks to solve a given problem are considered.
Performance measurements, problems concerning the available data, and the quality
of a chosen neural network are treated here. After that, the implementation of neural
networks in terms of software and in hardware is discussed.
In Chapter 7 the practical considerations concerning neural networks discussed in
Chapter 6 are related to the environment of the underlying application; the recognition
of characteristic peaks in AEPs .
Chapter 8 describes the architecture and operation of the various neural network
architectures that were examined during this study.
Chapter 9 gives the results of measurements carried out to assess the suitability of
various artificial neural networks for identifying peaks in AEPs. Results of the use of
artificial neural networks on synthetic AEPs, AEPs measured in cats, and AEPs
measured in humans are presented .
Chapter 10 presents the results of application of 'the most suitable' neural network on
AEPs measured in humans during general anesthesia. It provides an evaluation of the
implemented neural network architecture.
In Chapter 11 the findings presented in this thesis are discussed. Conclusions are
drawn and several recommendations given.
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2 Evoked Potentials and their Clinical Use

2.1 Introduction
An evoked potential (EP) is a signal that is generated as a result of the transmission of
information induced by the application of a sensory stimulus to a sensory pathway.
Examples of such stimuli are electric stimuli, visual stimuli, and auditory stimuli. The
application of a stimu lus invokes a sequence of ac tion potentials that is transmitted via
a nervous pathway to the central nervous system (CNS). The activations of different
parts in the nervous pathway lead to variations in the electromagnetic field th at can be
recorded on the scalp . Using surface electrodes a sequence of negative and positive
peaks can be recorded; such a sequence is called a sensory evoked potential . These peaks
are characterized by their amplitude and the time after the stimulus at which they
occur: the (post stimulus) latency.
Evoked potentials recorded on the scalp are recorded simultaneously with the
spontaneous EEG; the evoked potential signal is superimposed on this spontaneous
EEG. The EEG signal has a much larger amplitude than the evoked potential; special
methods are therefore needed to distinguish the evoked potential from the
spontaneous EEG. Averaging techniques are used to extract the signal related to the
stimulus and reduce the amp litude of the on-going EEG signa l. Usually, a large
number of stimuli is presented (typically in the order of 1000 stimuli). After each
stimulus, a signal is recorded during a specific time interval; this is ca lled a sweep. This
signal contains both the spontaneous EEG and the evoked potential. To retrieve an EP,
the sweeps are summed. This summation results that in the evoked potential being
elicited from the backg round EEG 1 .
Whereas the EEG signal only reflects the ac tivity in the outer cortex, the different
pea ks in an evoked potential are generated by different parts of the nervous pathway:
therefore an evoked potential has ana tomical significance.
Evoked potentials are used in various clinical and laboratory app lications. Often they
are used to test conduction in the visual, auditory, and somatosensory systems, i.e. to
detect and localize lesions in the sensory pathway. During surgery they can be used to
monitor the condition of structures at the operative site. Sensory evoked potentials can
also be used for monitoring effects of anesthetics on the CNS.
This chap ter will discuss some of the evoked potential techniques that exist, together
with their clinica l use. First, a review and classification of evoked potentials will be
1 This

is true on ly if the reco rd ed signals fulfill ce rtain requirements; a more detailed discussion is found
in Section 3.2.2
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presented . Then various types of evoked potentials will be discussed separately. The
data used in this thesis are auditory evoked potentials; AEPs will therefore receive
most attention here .

2.2 A Taxonomy of Evoked Potentials
Various methods are available for describing and classifying evoked potentials.
Usually, four methods are used. These classifications are based on:
• the moda lity of the s timulus;
• the post stim ulus latency of the peaks or complexes;
• the neural structu res that genera te the evoked potential ; or
• the distance between the neural generators and the recording electrode.
A synopsis of evoked potentials is presented in Table 2.1. This is not meant to be
complete, but to show the most commonly used Eps.
classification
method

type of EP

modality of the stimulus

somatosensory evoked
potential (SEP)
visual evoked potential
(VEP)
auditory evoked
potential (AEP)

characteristics

methods of stimulation
• electrical current

•
•

latency

post stimulus latency

short latency evoked
potential
middle latency evoked
potential
long latency evoked
potential
neural generator

cortical evoked
potential
subcortical evoked
potential
distance between neural
generator and recording
electrode

near-field evoked
potential
far-field evoked
potential

10 -40 ms

•

<

•

20- 120 ms

•

120-500 ms

origin
• cerebral cortex

•

brainstem , spinal cord,
cranial nerve, peripheral
nerve, sensory receptor

distance
• less than 2 em

•

Table 2.1: A synopsis of various types of evoked potentials.
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flashes, checkerboard
patterns, diffuse light,
clicks or tone pips

larger than 3 em

stimulus modality

Evoked potentials are brought about by applying somatosensory, visual, or auditory
stimulation. These various types of stimulation can be divided into somatosensory
evoked potentials (SEPs), visual evoked potentials (VEPs), and auditory evoked
potenti als (AEPs). The choice of stimulus type to be used depends mainly on the part
of the nervo us system to be investigated and the circumstances under which
measurements are to be made. Som atosensory, visual, and auditory evoked potentials
w ill be desc ribed in more de tail in the following sections of this chapter.
post stimulus latencies
The post stimulus latency, or simply latency, of an evo ked potential is the time after
the stimulus by which this potential w as invoked . Evoked potentials ca n be div ided
into short-latency evoked poten tials, m iddle latency evoked potentials, and long
latency evoked potentials. The sugges ted boundaries of these latencies as listed in
Table 2.1 are meant to be interpreted as a rough indica tion onl y; no genera l agreement
exists on the exact values to be used .

Short-latency evoked po tential components are generated near the location where the
stimulus is ap plied. These potentials arrive at the sca lp mai nl y v ia volume cond ucti on,
w hich occu rs much fas ter than when the signal is cond ucted v ia the nervous pathw ay .
When this signal is recorded , relatively few synapses have contributed in its
tra nsmission; therefore this signal is usuall y less affected by anesthetic or other drugs
th an longer latency components. When these signals are recorded with sca lp
elec trod es, the amplitude of these evoked po tentials is usually very small (typically in
the order of 1 !-LV or less) making extensive averaging (using 1000 stimuli or more)
necessary. Short latency evoked potentials usually show less in tra- and inter-subject
variability than mid dle latency evoked potentials and long latency evoked potentials
[Thornton, 1990].
Mid dle latency evoked po tenti als are generated in specific parts of the cerebral cortex .
These signals are more affected by anesthetic and other d rugs than are short-latency
components [Thornton, 1990] .
Long latency evoked po tentials arise in the association areas of the cortex, therefore
they are closely related to cognitive processes. These signals are heavily influenced by
the app lica tion of drugs and the subject's indi vidu al emotiona l state and awa reness of
his or her situa ti on [Thornto n, 1990].
neural generator

Evo ked po tentials can also be cl assified according to the neural structu res that
generate the signal. Exa m ples of these generators are the ce rebral cortex, prim ary
cortical struc tures, the sp ina l cord , perip hera l nerves, and sensory receptors. This
class ifica tion ca n be useful w hen lesions or tumo rs in nervous pathways are to be
de tected or loca ted [Spehlmann, 1985] or w hen neural structures are to be monitored
d u ri ng an opera tion.
distance between neural generator and recording electrode
Here, two types of evoked potentials can be distin guished , v iz., near-field evoked
potenti als and far-field evoked potentials. Near-field evoked po tentia ls are recorded in
7

the vici nity of the ne urwl generator. The evoked potential is ca lled a near-field evoked
potenti al when the distance b etween the electrode and the neural generator is less than
about 1 to 2 centimeters, otherwise it is deno ted a far-field evoked potential. Th e
amp litu d e of near-field potentials is usually in the order of 1 to 50 11V whereas the
wmplitud e of a far-fi eld evoked potential is typically sma ller than 1j.1V.

2.3 Visual Evoked Potentials
A visual evoked potential (VEP) is genera ted by presenting a visual stimulus to a
subject. Stimuli that may be presented include al ternating checkerboard patterns, light
fla shes, and appearing or disappearing diffuse light patterns. VEPs are usually
presented by means of a television screen or light emitting diodes (LEDs) . Based on
the stimulus rate, two types of VEPs can be distinguis hed, vi z. transient VEPs and
steady-s tate VEPs. Transient VEPs con tain waveforms whose peaks appear at a
cons tant time after the stimulus (a typical stimulus presentation rate is 1-2 Hz).
Stead y-s tate VEPs contain rhythmically reappearing waveforms that occur with the
same frequency that the s timuli are presented (typically in the order of 10 Hz). Visual
evoked potentials are usually recorded using scalp electrodes on the occipital scalp.
In clinica l ap plications, transient VEPs generated by presentation of alternating
checkerboard patterns are used most frequently . The pattern of the VEPs is affected by
elements such as the subject's age and sex, the type of stimulation, the contrast and
intensity of the stimuli, and location of the recording electrodes.
A typ ica l transient VEP generated by an alternating checkerboard pattern consists of a
large positive peak, ca lled P100, that occurs a t approximate ly 100 ms after the
stimu lus. This peak is preceded and followed by two negative peaks: N75 and N145. A
schematic exa mple of such a curve is presented in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: A schematic example of a transien t VEP (after /Speh/mann, 1985]).
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Most often, transient checkerboard VEPs are used to study the conduction in the
visual pathway. Studies that concentrate on the prechiasmal part of the visual
pathway are able to detect lesions of the eye or the optic nerve (Spehlmann, 1985].
During surgical operations changes in recorded VEPs can be used to detect inadequate
cerebral perfusion during cardiopulmonary bypass (Grundy, 1985]. Studies have been
performed to investigate the use of VEPs in monitoring the effects of anesthetics on the
CNS. Graded changes in amplitude resulting from varying concentrations of different
anesthetics have been reported (Sebel et al., 1986] but a major problem in measuring
VEPs is the large variability that exists between subjects as well as between trials per
subject (Grundy, 1985; Thornton, 1991] .

2.4 Somatosensory Evoked Potentials
A somatosensory evoked potential (SEP) is usually generated by the application of an
electrical current to the arm or leg using surface electrodes or needle electrodes. The
signal is passed, along peripheral nerves and the spinal cord, to the sensory cortex.
SEPs are recorded simultaneously at various sites along this nervous pathway.
Many factors can influence the SEP. These factors include the location of the stimulus
electrodes, the amplitude and repetition rate of the stimuli, and the length of the limbs
and the age of the subject (Spehlmann, 1985]. The most important factor in measuring
SEPs however is the location of the recording electrode. An example of a SEP signal as
generated at the wrist and measured at different locations on the body is presented in
Figure 2.2.
Somatosensory evoked potentials are often used to detect and localize lesions and
potential damage in the somatosensory pathway. Clinical interpretation of the various
recorded SEPs usually involves looking for the presence or absence of characteristic
peaks in the SEP and the evaluation of the conduction velocity in various parts of the
neural pathway. This velocity can be determined by measuring the time delay
between peaks in the SEPs and the calculated length of the nervous pathway.
All SEPs generated at the arm are delayed by peripheral lesions. The presence of
lesions can be inferred by a decreased peripheral conduction velocity, or the absence
of SEPs at all recording sites. Lesions in the cervical cord, such as traumas, tumors and
infarcts leave an SEP measured at the clavicle intact, but they may delay or reduce
cervical SEPs and SEPs measured at the scalp. If it is only the late components of SEPs
that are changed, lesions of the brainstem and cerebral hemispheres such as tumors
are usually indicated.
SEP stimuli can be applied to the leg to diagnose disorders of the spinal cord such as
multiple sclerosis, tumors, or spinal cord injuries. Here, again, this is detected by
examination for the presence or absence of peaks and the determination of conduction
velocities.
Another application of the measurement of SEPs can be found in the operating room.
SEPs can be used to monitor nervous pathways at risk during surgery or to detect
possible inadequacy of cerebral perfusion during cardiopulmonary bypass
(Grundy, 1985].
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Figure 2.2: A schematic representation of recording SEPs generated at the wrist and
111easured at various locations on the body (after [Spehlmann, 1985]). Tlze black dots indicate
recording electrode positions, the lzollow dot indicates a recording electrode at the back of the
head. Positivity at the electrodes connected with a dotted line is plotted upwards.

2.5 Auditory Evoked Potentials
Auditory evoked potenti als are generated by delivering clicks or tone bursts; this is
done via earpho nes. The stimuli are applied with a typica l repetition ra te of 10-20Hz.
The AEPs are measured using scalp electrodes on the vertex and ear lobes of the
pa tient.
Auditory evoked potentials typ icall y contain a sequence of positive and negative
peaks or waves. These peaks are assumed to be generated in specific parts of the
neural pathway. The various componen ts can be classified by their neural genera tors
as w ell as the distance between their neural genera tors a nd the loca tion of the
recording electrode (as was discussed in Section 2.2).
When considering neural generato rs we can distinguish between brainstem
compo nents, ea rly cortical components, and late cortical components. The auditory
evoked potential can be divided into parts based on these classifications; this division
is depicted in Figure 2.3. The first part of the evoked poten tial is ca lled the brain stem
aud ito ry evoked potential (BAEP); it extends from 0 to 10 ms after the stimulus. The
second part is the ea rl y cortical or middle latency a uditory evoked potential (MLAEP);
this ranges from 10 to 50 ms after the stimulus and contains peaks that are believed to
represent ac ti vity in the medial geniculate and in the primary cortex [Thornton, 1990].
The third part, more than 50 ms after the s timulus, is ca lled the long latency auditory
evoked poten tial (LLAEP); it conta ins peaks that are generated by activity in the
frontal cortex and associa tion areas .
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Figure 2.3: A schematic representation of an auditory evoked polelllial, its various parts and
tire supposed generators of the peaks. Although not all the generators /rave been proven, the
identifications are clinically useful.
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To identify the various peaks, they are named according to a generally accepted
convention. Positive peaks in the BAEP are denoted with Roman numerals I to VII. In
the MLAEP and the LLAEP, names of positive peaks begin with the letter 'P' and
names of negative peaks begin with the letter 'N'. An MLAEP contains peaks NO, PO,
Na, Pa, and Nb. A LLAEP contains peaks Pl, Nl, P2, and N2. Any peaks found after
N2 depend more on cognitive processes than on the stimulus and will not be
considered here.
Typical amplitudes of the AEP parts are in the order of 1 JJV for the BAEP, 1-2 JJV for
the MLAEP, and 3-5 J.!V for the LLAEP . A more detailed description of the properties
and recording of these AEPs can be found in Section 3.3.
In most neurologic and audiologic studies involving AEP measurements, the BAEP is
used. Factors known to affect the BAEP are the age and sex of the subject, the stimulus
rate, amplitude and polarity, the filter settings used, and, with a more limited effect,
the dose of administered anesthetic agents and other drugs [Thornton, 1990].
For neurological studies, the determination of peak latencies and interpeak latencies
can help to detect and localize vascular lesions, tumors, and areas of demyelination
(Grundy et al., 1982; Spehlmann, 1985].
In audiologic studies AEPs can be used to detect and assess hearing defects in
noncommunicative subjects such as small children and mentally disabled people.
Here, hearing loss can be detected by examining at what stimulus intensity level an
AEP is generated, and by examining the latency of peak V as a function of the
stimulus intensity [Delgado, 1993].
BAEPs are used in the operating room, e.g. as predictor for post-operative auditory
function [Grundy eta!., 1982], and in the intensive care unit (to monitor the function of
the nervous system) [Litscher et al., 1993].
Middle latency auditory evoked potentials show a larger variability than BAEPs and
they tend to be contaminated with muscle artifacts. They are used less frequently in
neurologic and audiologic studies than BAEPs. In combination with BAEPs they can
be used to detect multiple sclerosis [Spehlmann, 1985]. In the operating room they can
be used to assess the effects of administered anesthetic agents on the CNS (Section
2.5.1).
The use of LLAEPs has its main interest in psychophysiology and research on
cognitive functions [Regan, 1989]. The LLAEP is sometimes used to detect multiple
sclerosis (Spehlmann, 1985]. For audiologic studies it is generally not used since the
determined threshold for the LLAEP tends to vary with the alertness of the subject.

2.5.1 Monitoring Depth of Anesthesia using AEPs
The term 'anesthetic depth' refers to a relation between the amount of administered
anesthetic drugs and the effect these have on the CNS. This effect is extremely difficult
to measure. Even today there is no measurable graded effect on the CNS known that
can be employed to determine anesthetic depth reliably . An anesthetist knows that
administering anesthetics will increase the level of anesthesia, but does not know what
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the anesthetic depth of a patient is, or how much of a drug should be administered to
reach the desired level of anesthesia .
Not being able to retain the right level of anesthesia may cause severe harm to the
patient. Too deep anesthesia may lead to problems such as circulatory and respiratory
depression and prolonged recovery time. Too light anesthesia may result in the patient
becoming aware of surgical procedures, which could lead to psychological or
physiological damage.
Being able to measure anesthetic depth would obviously be very useful, but the
problem is that there is no agreed quantity, or golden standard, with which to
measure depth of anesthesia.
General anesthesia can be thought of as a combination of four functions that operate
upon the nervous system [Woodbridge, 1957]. These are,
1. depression of sensory input processing, (analgesia) or insensibility to pain;
2. creation of unconsciousness or amnesia;
3. evoking muscular relaxation , to fa cilitate surgical access for specific operations
(which introduces the need for ar tificial ventilation);
4. control of autonomic reflexes, to keep changes in blood pressure, heart rate, and
respiration rate within reasonable limits.
Contro lling the depth of anesthesia implies control of these four fun ctions while
si multaneo usly preventing the pa tient from psychological and physica l damage while
ena bling the surgeon to operate upon the patient.
With today's use of anesthetics it is extremely difficult to estimate a 'level of
anesthesia'. Muscle rel axants prevent unwanted movement in the patient as a
response to surgical incision, and changes in respiration are not measurable because of
the use of artificial ventilation . Therefore, a method is to be sought that ca n measure
the effect of anesthetics and that is not influenced by muscle relaxants or the analgesic
nature of anes thetic agents. Thornton [Thornton, 1990] s uggests that a method or
signal to be used to measure the effects of anesthetics shou ld have the following
properties:
1. it is unaffected by neuromuscular blocking drugs;
2. it indicates whether the patient is (almost) awake or not;
3. if the pa tient is unconscious, it shows graded changes with changes in
anesthetic concentration;
4. it shows similar graded changes with all drugs used for genera l anesthesia; and
5. it shows appropriate changes resulting from surgical stimulation.
Possible signals that fulfill these requirements might be obtained from
neurophysiological measuremen ts. Especially auditory evoked potentials seem to
contai n information that is valuable for the development of a method to monitor the
effect o f anesthetics.
In auditory evo ked potentials, the features of the brainstem peaks change as a function
of the concentration of anesthetics for some agents [Sebel et a!., 1986 Thornton et a!.,
1983; Thornton and Heneghan, 1984; Heneghan eta!., 1987; Chassa rd et a!., 1989], but
not for others [Thornton eta!., 1985; Thornton and Koniecko 1986; Cluitmans, 1990].
Such features are therefore unusable in a generally applicable monitor of anesthetic
dep th . The ea rly cortical components of the AEP, however, show similar graded
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changes in their latencies and amplitudes for a variety of anesthetic agents [Thornton
et a!., 1983, 1985; Thornton and Heneghan, 1984, Thornton and Koniecko, 1986;
Chassard eta!., 1989; Newton eta!., 1989; Cluitmans, 1990]. Also, surgical stimulation
is reported to have an effect on the amplitude of early cortical peaks that is opposite to
the effect caused by an increase in the concentration of halothane and nitrous oxide
[Thornton eta!., 1988].
The results of studies on the effect of anesthetic drugs on the AEP indicate that there is
valuable information present in this signal. The reported graded changes in features,
general applicability and the reversal of changes in features after surgical stimulation
make the AEP a promising candidate for use in monitoring the level of anesthesia.
There are also disadvantages in using AEPs in an anesthetic depth monitor; the signal
is very sensitive to external sources and artifacts; it takes considerable time to measure
an AEP, and measurement of AEPs requires expensive and bulky equipment.
Techniques to overcome these problems are presently being developed
[Cluitmans, 1990; Cluitmans eta!., 1993].
Until now, the AEP features and their changes have been determined by visual
inspection of the AEP signals. If AEPs are to be used in an on-line monitor, the timeconsuming method of visual interpretation cannot be used anymore: the various
features will have to be extracted automatically. It is this automatic extraction that
forms the main theme of this thesis.
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3 Auditory Evoked Potentials

3.1 Introduction
As was discussed in Chapter 2, the measurement and interpretation of auditory
evoked potentials can be useful in various clinical applications. However, the
measurement of auditory evoked potentials is no simple matter. Before an AEP is
usable for interpretation, various data-acquisition and processing steps have to be
taken;
1. the signal must be recorded using sensitive amplifiers;
2. it must be filtered in order to suppress background noise and to enable it to be
digitized and stored in a computer;
3. subsequently, the signal must be validated; an finally
4. the small AEP signal must be separated from the large background EEG signal as
well as possible by an averaging process.
Once it has been decided that a retrieved AEP is of acceptable quality, it is ready for
interpretation. To be able to do this, knowledge about the signal has to be present.
Auditory evoked potentials consist of vario us peaks or waves and, to be able to
identify these peaks, their shape, the order in which they appear and the time at which
they generally occur have to be known.
AEPs are usually interpreted by humans with experience in inspecting these signals.
Different experts arrive at their results by using different 'strategies'; this makes the
process of interpretation of AEPs a rather subjective one.
This chapter describes how AEPs are obtained, what their properties are, and how
they are examined by experienced interpreters. The chapter concludes by discussing
what a system that automatically extracts information from AEPs ideally should do
and how; this leads to a description of the objective of the study described in this
thesis.

3.2 Acquisition of AEPs
The first evoked potential measurement systems were based on the superposition of
ink-written or photographic traces. The introduction of the electronic averager in the
1950's and the digital averager in the 1960's led to the development of modern evoked
potential data-acquisition systems that rely heavily on digital equipment. Currently
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used data-acquisition systems are computer-based systems with multi-channel
recorders and powerful signal-processing capabilities.

3.2.1 Methods of Stimulating and Recording
To generate AEPs, broadband clicks or tone pips are usually used as stimuli. They are
presented, usually at fixed intervals, via a headphone or ear-insert earphones. The
duration of the clicks usually varies between 100 and 500 JlS. If the initial movement of
the earphone membrane is towards the tympanic membrane, we speak of condensation
clicks, if it initially moves away from the tympanic membrane we speak of rarefaction

clicks.
The intensity of the clicks is measured in decibels (dB) . Frequently used reference
levels to measure the intensity are the hearing level (HL) and the sound pressure level
(SPL). In audiologic studies, the hearing level is usually used as reference; it is the
average threshold intensity of normally hearing young adults tested with pure tones
of at least 0.5 s duration. The sound pressure level is a purely physical quantity and
does not take account of any physiological effects of the sound; it is defined as 20 JlPa
for a tone of 1000 Hz. An increased intensity leads to an increase in amplitude and a
decrease in latency of all peaks. This is valid up to about 70 dB HL; above this, muscle
artifacts may substantially alter the signal. [Thornton, 1990].
The auditory stimuli are applied repeatedly; the stimulation rate is important. An
increase in stimulus rate leads to a reduced recording time but too high a rate results
in a decrease in amplitude owing to a non-linear interaction between the responses to
stimuli that follow each other relatively quickly. Usually, presentation rates between
10 and 20Hz are used; this enables the presentation of 1000 to 2000 stimuli in about 1
to 2 minutes.
Auditory evoked potentials are measured, together with the spontaneous EEG signal,
using surface electrodes on the scalp. These surface electrodes are usually placed on
the scalp using an internationally standardized system; the 10-20 system (Figure 3.1) .
In AEP recordings, electrodes are placed on the vertex (Cz) and on the ear lobes (A1
and A2) The signal is, for two-channel recordings, recorded between Cz and A1 and
Cz and A2. Another electrode (e.g. at Fpz) is used as ground electrode; it is connected
to the amplifier ground. The polarity of the signal is often defined in such a way that
an increased positivity at the Cz electrode causes an upward signal at the amplifier
output, sometimes referred to as vertex-positive up. In some laboratories however,
especially where mainly LLAEPs are examined, the opposite polarity is used . The AEP
signals depicted in this thesis are all shown using the vertex-positive up convention.
The signal measured at the stimulus side of the scalp is called the ipsi lateral signal;
that measured at the other side the contra lateral signal.
During AEP measurements, so-called masking noise is often presented at the ear at the
contra lateral side of the scalp. This is done to prevent the auditory stimuli, that may
be conducted via the skull, or other unwanted sounds present in the measurement
environment from exciting the contra lateral ear. Masking noise is usually applied at
30 to 40 dB below stimulus level and should contain a wide range of frequencies .
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Figure 3.1: Placement of electrodes in the 10-20 system.
The amplifiers used should have a good rejection of any electrical noise at the inputs
and should also have a low intrinsic noise level. The amplifiers must meet the
generally accepted standards of safety for the electrically susceptible patient: the
leakage current to the patient should be less than 10 J.lA and the leakage current to the
instrument case should be less than 100 J.lA (IEC 601 norm). When measurements are
performed in the operating room, special care that the amplifier is well isolated at
diathermy frequencies should be taken to protect both patient and amplifier.
Computer-based equipment is usually used to record and store AEPs . This requires
sampling of the signal at the amplifier output. The sampling rate at which the signal is
recorded has to be at least twice as high as the highest frequency present in the signal.
Since the frequency content of an AEP ranges much further (to approximately 2000Hz
[Kamath et al., 1987a; Boston, 1981; Delgado, 1993]) than that of a spontaneous EEG (to
about 60Hz), a much higher sampling rate than that used in EEG recordings is
needed. An anti-aliasing filter is required to eliminate all frequencies above half the
sampling frequency from the signal before the signal is digitized.
Other filters may be used along with anti-aliasing filters. The signal under study can
be filtered to eliminate frequencies supplying no information. Suitable filtering can
also reduce the noise in the signal and enhance components that are of interest. In the
case of AEP recordings, it can help to eliminate the frequencies of the spontaneous
EEG that are unrelated to the AEP. The improvement in signal quality thus realized
can lead to increased detectability of the characteristic peaks in the AEP
[Kraus et al., 1987; Thornton, 1990] and reduction of the number of stimuli needed to
retrieve an acceptable AEP pattern.
Analog and digital filters can be used . Analog filters are used before the signal is
digitized and stored in a computer, digital filters when the signal has already been
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sampled . Analog filters have the disadvantage that they tend to distort time-related
properties of the signal owing to phase shifts in the signal. When signals are filtered
with a high-pass filter, the components in the signal that contain low frequencies tend
to appear earlier, when signals are filtered with a low-pass filter, the high-frequency
components of the signal are delayed. This manifests itself most strongly for
frequencies present in the pass-band in the neighborhood of the cut-off frequency,
where the signal is both attenuated and shifted. The problem increases when analog
filters with a sharp cut-off are used; for this reason it is suggested that only analog
filters with a shallow filter slope should be used (<12 dB / octave [Spehlmann, 1985]).
Digital filters do not cause temporal distortion in the signal. The high cost of these
filters is a disadvantage however, although this concern becomes less important as
faster hardware at relatively low prices becomes increasingly available. Some
commonly used ranges of filter settings are presented in Table 3.1.
type of AEP measured
BAEP
MLAEP
LLAEP

high-pass filter (Hz)

10
1

0.01 -

30
30
2

low-pass filter (Hz)

1500
100
15

3500
500
100

Table 3.1: Commonly used cut-offfrequencies for filters used with AEP measurements.
Using filters in the data-acquisition process can improve the signal quality . However,
when filters are used one has to keep in mind that the frequency content of both the
signal and the noise can change owing to the effects of sleep, anesthetic drugs, and the
subject's age [Thornton, 1990], and that the filtering may alter properties of the
recorded AEP signal.

3.2.2 The Averaging Process
Averag ing techniques are used to extract the small evoked potential signal (with an
amplitude in the order of 1 - 5 JlV) from the EEG background signal (with an
amplitude in the order of 10 -100 JlV). Stimuli are presented, at a fixed frequency, to
the subject. After each stimulus, a signal, which consists of the evoked potential, the
spontaneous EEG and other noise, is recorded during a specific interval that is timelocked to the stimulus (a sweep). This method will be referred to as the conventional
measurement technique in other sections of this thesis. By averaging these sweeps, the
evoked potential can be extracted from the background activity, but only if the signal
fulfills four requirements:
1. the noise is a random, zero-mean signal whose stochastic properties do not
change during the recording time;
2. the response to the stimuli does not vary with time, i.e. the evoked potential
remains stationary as to phase, form, latency, and amplitude for all stimuli;
3. the recorded signal is a linear summation of the evoked potential and the noise;
4. the evoked potential and the noise are not correlated .
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When these four criteria apply the expected value of the estimated potential and its
standard deviation can be derived. Let each recorded signal after a stimulus be
described by
X;(t)=s(t)+n,(t)

075,t75,T.

(3 .1)

Here, x;(t) is the signal measured after the presentation of the ith stimulus (sweep i);
s(t) is the evoked potential part of the measured signal, which is assumed to be the
same in each sweep; n;(l) contains the EEG background signal and noise from other
sources in sweep i and Tis the duration of the sweep. From N sweeps, an ensemble
average can be calculated that yields an estimation s(t) of the evoked potential s(t):
I

N

I

N

N

;=I

N

;=I

.set)=- I x;(t)=s(t)+- L,n;(t)

(3.2)

The expected mean value of the noise is zero, the variance of the noise E[n/(t)] is
denoted by 0 2 and, because of the assumed independence of the noise samples, it can
be said that E[n;(t) nk(t)] =0 for all i ot. k. The expected value of s(t) becomes
II N
l
I N
E[s(t)]=Et-;vt-x;(t)j=s(t)+ Nt-E[n;(t)].

(3.3)

This indicates that the obtained average is an unbiased estimator of the evoked
potential. The standard error of the average (SE) can be calculated by
(3.4)

which can be shown to result in
(3.5)
The averaging method thus yields a noise residuum directly proportional to the
intensity of the background noise and inversely proportional to the square root of the
number of signals averaged. In theory, the noise component in the estimated evoked
potential can be made as small as desired. In practice, where the amount of data
available is limited, the noise component will always be non-zero. Equation (3.5) is
valid only if the noise components in the sweeps can be regarded as uncorrelated and
unchanging. If the evoked potentials in the recorded signal do vary during the
measurements, or if the evoked potential and the noise do not add linearly, the
equations (3.1) to (3.3 ) and (3.5) do not hold. When data are measured during an
extended period, the assumptions about the stationarity and the uncorrelated noise
may be oversimplifications and the equations (3.1) to (3 .3 ) and (3.5) will then only be
approximations. If the noise in the sweeps is correlated, the standard error will not
decrease proportionally to the reciprocal of the square root of the number of stimuli. If
the noise contains an occasional large, abnormal component (an artifact), the
cancellation as seen with stationary noise will not work; this will be discussed in more
detail in Section 3.2.3.
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3.2.3 Signal Validation
As discussed in the previous section, the signal measured after a stimulus comprises a
part containing the evoked potential (s(t)in (3.1)) and a part containing EEG and noise
from other sources (n;(t)in (3.1)). When the quality of the estimated evoked potential is
to be assessed, both the evoked potential and the noise will have to be considered.
The evoked potential was assumed to be constant during the recording process. If this
is not the case, the average of the sweeps will represent a mixture of evoked potential
shapes, and as such will have limited physiological meaning.
There are several methods for assessing the stationarity of the evoked potentials
[Glaser and Ruchkin, 1976]. A visual, and superficial, assessment of the stationarity
might be obtained by scrutinizing the averaged sweeps; if the variability of the evoked
potentials is low, the averaged waveform may show fine details that reflect the
underlying, stationary, evoked potential; if the variability of the evoked potentials is
high, only a broad 'silhouette' of the evoked potential may be visible. Another method
is to calculate averages for subsets (for example, one for the odd-numbered stimuli
and one for the even-numbered stimuli) of the total set of available waveforms and
compare both averages visually. The noise can be visually assessed by alternately
adding and subtracting recorded signals. The supposition here is that the, constant,
evoked potential part will vanish during this addition/ subtraction process so only the
noise component will remain. Although these methods provide some possibilities for
assessing the validity of the assumption that the evoked potentials are stationary, a
more quantitative description would be useful. Such a description may be obtained by
monitoring a quality factor during the averaging process [van de Velde et al., 1993a].
This quality factor can be used to detect large changes in the signal (evoked potential
or noise) that may occur during the averaging process.
The noise component in the recorded signal contains both the spontaneous EEG and
noise that originates from other sources. This 'noise from other sources' is usually
called an artifact. Artifacts can have various causes, such as muscular activity, eye
movements, interference from equipment used in the operating room, and movement
of electrodes.
If artifacts with large amplitudes occur, they are likely seriously to affect the eventual
estimated evoked potential since the averaging process may not be able to attenuate
such a large signal sufficiently. It is therefore necessary for artifacts to be removed as
nearly as possible from the series of sweeps used to calculate the estimated evoked
potential.
To accomplish this, the artifacts first will have to be recognized as such (artifact
detection). If possible, the artifact is removed from the measured sweep and the
resulting sweep is included in the averaging process; otherwise the sweep is excluded
from the averaging process (artifact rejection).
Artifact detection and rejection can considerably enhance the quality of the estimated
evoked potential. The number of detected artifacts can also provide information for
the assessment of the reliability of the estimated evoked potential [Cluitmans et al.,
1993].
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The key problem in implementing an algorithm that excludes artifacts from the
averaging process is the detection of an artifact in a recorded sweep .
The most simple method, which is used in most commercially available evoked
potential monitoring systems, is to check the amplitude of the signal in a sweep; if this
amplitude exceeds a certain threshold value, the sweep is rejected. This works well for
'large-amplitude artifacts' such as artifacts caused by surgical equipment near the
evoked potential system, but it does not detect artifacts with a relatively small
amplitude such as those caused by movement of an electrode.
A spike-detection algorithm is a tool for removing high-frequency artifacts caused by
interference from equipment in the operating room. Additionally, a detection
algorithm can be used that employs the statistical properties of certain parameters in a
'normal' evoked potential [Cluitmans, 1990; Cluitmans et al., 1993]. Here, detection is
based on the notion that in a sweep containing an artifact, one or more observable
parameters deviate strongly from their normal range of values. This normal range of
values is determined by assessing statistical properties of parameters for a set of
recordings that, after visual evaluation, is considered to be free of artifacts . If a
parameter in a sweep diverges too strongly from its normal range, a sweep that
contains an artifact is detected. Examples of parameters that can be considered are the
minimum and m aximum amplitude and their difference (to detect artifacts caused by
electrosurgical equipment), and the values of the slopes in the signal (to detect
artifacts caused by muscular action). To operate effectively this algorithm requires the
correct setting of thresholds that define the normal range. If the normal range is too
wide, sweeps that contain an artifact may be accepted. Too small a normal range
causes the rejection of too many sweeps and so increases the time needed to measure
an evoked potential. New threshold settings should be estimated whenever a new
study is started or new equipment is to be used. New settings are determined using
data recorded from a subset of subjects; these settings are then used for all data in that
study.

3.2.4 Alternatives to the Conventional AEP Measurement Technique
Although the conventional averaging technique is used in the majority of clinical and
laboratory environments where AEPs are measured, other methods of measuring
AEPs are known.
There are methods that attempt to analyze AEPs without using averaging techniques
at all, i.e. they aim to extract evoked potentials from the signal recorded after a single
stimulus. Examples include methods that extract the evoked potential from sweeps by
using parametric models of the evoked potential [Spreckelsen and Bromm, 1988] and
methods that use wavelet transforms [Bartnik et al., 1992]. Such methods are
potentially useful since the recording time required is shorter than that needed for the
conventional technique. However, they have mainly been investigated only in
preliminary studies and no routine use of such much methods is known to the author.
Another method that can be employed utilizes random stimulation intervals instead of
fixed intervals. Evoked potentials used during the study described in this thesis were
gathered using the conventional measurement technique discussed earlier as well as a
technique that uses random stimulation.
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In the random stimulation technique the interstimulus intervals are distributed
according to a Poisson distribution. Applying such inputs to a non-linear system
enables the determination of so-called kernels that describe the input-output relations
of that system [Krausz, 1975]. The non-linear system in this case is the nervous
pathway. In this technique, the mean stimulus rate is much higher than that used in
conventional techniques (50 to 100 Hz instead of 10 to 20 Hz). This implies that a
shorter time is required for obtaining an averaged waveform that is a reliable
estimation of the evoked potential. The shape of the first-order kernel is the same as
that of a conventionally averaged AEP [Cluitmans, 1990]. However, the amplitudes of
averaged waveforms obtained this way are smaller than those measured using a
conventional technique; this is a result of the interference of stimuli in overlapping
sweeps. For this reason, more stimuli must be presented for a reliable estimation of the
evoked potential to be made. Despite this, evaluation of this technique has shown that
the time required to make a reliable estimation of an AEP can be reduced by factor 1.5
to 3 as compared with the conventional technique. Reliable AEP estimations with less
than 1 minute measurement time are thus possible, also, the random technique seems
to show better reproducibility in the estimated AEPs [van de Velde eta!., 1993a].
An example of how an estimated AEP emerges from the background signal using the
random stimulation technique is presented in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: An estimated AEP calculated after the presentation of various numbers of stimuli.

Random stimulation was used with a mean stimulus frequency of 100Hz on a normal subject
while awake. Estimated AEPs after
a: 400 stimuli (4s measurement time)
b: 1020 stimuli (lOs measurement time)
c: 2300 stimuli (23s measurement time)
d : 5600 stimuli (56s measurement time)
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3.3 The AEP Signal
In this section, a closer look is taken at the signal that emerges from the averaging
process; the estimated AEP. Since this signal forms the ' input variable' for various
techniques and methods described in this thesis it is important to have an idea of its
properties first. AEPs were described generally in Section 2.5; this section will deal
with the AEP signal in greater detail.
The remainder of this thesis deals with estimated evoked potentials, or more
specifically, averaged waveforms that are considered to be reliable estimates of the
true AEP. Henceforth they will simply be referred to as 'evoked potentials' and 'AEPs'
respectively.

3.3.1 The AEP in the Time Domain
As discussed in Chapter 2, AEPs can be used and examined for various purposes.
Examples can be found in attempts to localize lesions in the sensory pathway or to
detect audiological disorders . In those studies AEPs that differ considerably from
AEPs measured in healthy subjects are found. None of these 'abnormal' AEPs were
used in the study described in this thesis. Therefore, the description of AEPs here will
concentrate on 'normal' signals recorded from healthy subjects.
3.3.1.1 The BAEP

A brainstem auditory evoked potential consists of 7 peaks that are positive at the
vertex with reference to the ear. These peaks appear within the first 10 ms after the
stimulus. Of these peaks, peak V can most often be identified as it is the most
prominent peak in the BAEP. Peaks I and III can also be detected if the signal quality
is reasonable. In most BAEPs, peak II cannot be detected. Peak IV may almost
completely disappear in the upgoing slope to peak V; this makes its identification
difficult. Peaks VI and VII may sometimes be detectable. Indications of the latency of
BAEP peaks are presented in Table 3.2. Amplitudes of peaks in the BAEP have a
typical magnitude in the order of ljlV.
peak

I
II
Ill
IV

v
VI
VII

latency ± standard deviation (ms)

1.62 ± 0.12
2.80±0.19
3.75 ± 0 .17
4.89 ± 0.23
5.62 ± 0.23
7.14 ± 0.29
9.26 ± 0.25

Table 3.2: Latencies of brainstem peaks found by Stockard and co-workers in 64 neurologically

and audiometrically normal adults [Stockard eta/., 1979].
Although the small standard deviations in Table 3.2 suggest that the latencies of a
certain peak show a relatively small variation, it should be remembered that this is
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only true for a given set of stimuli and parameters. AEP measurements in another
environment might provide significantly different values, even if the subject is the
same. Some factors that change the parameters of peaks in BAEPs are the age of the
subject (with increasing age, the latencies of the peaks increase while the amplitudes
decrease), sex (BAEPs of female subjects tend to have shorter latencies and higher
amplitudes than BAEPs of male subjects) and the temperature of the subject (a
decrease in temperature of 1 "C is reported to increase the latency of BAEP peaks by
0.2 ms [Thornton, 1991] and to reduce the amplitudes). Other factors known to
influence the BAEP include the polarity, intensity and presentation rate of the applied
clicks, the filters and filter settings used, and the use of binaural as against monaural
stimulation.
Examples of BAEPs recorded during surgery are depicted in Figure 3.3. These give an
indication of the variety of shapes the signals can have even when identical equipment
settings are used. They also show the prominence of peak V, and the absence of some
of the other peaks.
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Figure 3.3: Examples of BAEPs measured in patients undergoing cardiac surgery. Auditory
stimulation was performed with monaural 100 J.lS rarefaction clicks at 75 dB SPL, with a rate
of11.1 Hz, and contra lateral white masking noise at 45 dB SPL. For each AEP, 1000 sweeps
were used to calculate the average. A sampling rate of 5 kHz was used. The signal was filtered
at 5 - 1500Hz. The large values for the latencies of the peaks are mainly caused by low body
temperature. The locations of the peaks were determined by visual inspection.
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3.3.1.2 The MLAEP and LLAEP
The middle latency auditory evoked potential contains negative and positive peaks;
these peaks are: NO (8-10 ms after the stimulus), PO (10-13 ms), Na (16-30 ms), Pa (3045 ms), and Nb (40-60 ms) . The long latency auditory evoked potential has peaks P1
(after 50-70 ms), N1 (after 100-150 ms), and P2 (after 170-200 ms) (values from
[Spehlmann, 1985; Thornton, 1990]). The amplitudes of these peaks are usually slightly
higher than the amplitudes of BAEP peaks. Normally, they have values in the order of
1-3 11Y. Some examples of MLAEPs and parts of LLAEPs are presented in Figures 3.4
and 3.5.
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Figure 3.4: Examples of MLAEPs and the (first part ofJ LLAEPs measured in humans before
(figu res H, I, and J) and during (all other figures) cardiac surgery. The recording settings used
are the same as the ones described in Figure 3.3. The peaks were scored visually. In figures H,
I, and J, the effect of muscle artifacts can be seen and the short latencies (as compared with the
other figures) of the various MLAEP peaks are clearly visible. Figures F and G show MLAEPs
measured during deeper levels of anesthesia for the patient whose 'awake' AEP is depicted in
figure H; the longer latencies and smaller amplitudes of the peaks are discernible. The effects of
interference of equipment can be seen in figures K and L.
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Figure 3.5: Examples of AEPs measured in humans during normal stationary sleep stadia.
Auditory stimulation was carried out with broadband rarefaction clicks of 100 f-lS duration
and an intensity of 75 dB SPL. The signal was filtered at 30-1500 Hz. For each evoked
potential, 1000 stimuli with an interstimulus interval of 90 ms (figures a to d), or 10000
stimuli with varying interstimulus intervals (figures e to i), depending on the type of auditory
stimulation, were used.
For these parts of the AEP several factors may influence the latencies and amplitude of
the peaks. The role played by age on the MLAEP is not clearly understood, and
various studies on this subject have produced dissimilar results [Thornton, 1990].
Peaks in the LLAEP tend to show increased latency and reduced amplitude as the
subject's age increases. Peaks in the LLAEPs of females tend to have higher
amplitudes than peaks in the LLAEPs of male subjects. The temperature of the subject
also affects the latency of peaks in MLAEPs (1-1.5 ms increase with a decrease of 1 "C
[Thornton, 1991]). An increased level of alertness or attention of the subject increases
the amplitude of peaks in the LLAEP. Also, stimulus intensity, stimulus rate and filter
settings can change these parts of the AEP considerably [Kraus et al., 1987;
Thornton 1990]. As discussed in Chapter 2, anesthetics administered to the subject also
affect the latency and amplitude of MLAEP peaks.
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3.3.2 The AEP in the Frequency Domain
The greater part of research on the frequency characteristics of the AEP to date has
concentrated on the BAEP. Various studies regarding the frequency content of this
signal have been reported (e.g., [Boston 1981; Kamath et a!., 1987a; Delgado and
Ozdamar, 1990; Delgado, 1993; Delgado and Ozdamar, 1994]). The signal spectrum
does not exceed approximately 2000 Hz. It has 3 major components; a low-frequency
component at around 100-200 Hz, a mid-frequency component around 500 Hz, and a
high-frequency component around 900-1000 Hz. The mid-frequency component is
believed to be associated mainly with peak V in the BAEP, the high-frequency part
with the earlier peaks. The low-frequency component is either considered to be caused
by a slow wave on which all BAEP peaks are superimposed [Boston, 1981] or a
contribution of peak V [Pratt et a!., 1989]. A schematic illustration of the power
spectrum of a BAEP is presented in Figure 3.6.
For the MLAEP, the main frequency components for normal adults are to be found
between 30 and 50 Hz with a peak at about 40 Hz [Suzuki eta!., 1983]. Examples of
power spectra of MLAEPs are presented in Figure 3.7. It should be noted here that the
part of the evoked potential between 0 and 100 ms after the stimulus is used; this
includes the BAEP. However, since the power of the BAEP part is much smaller than
that of the MLAEP [Suzuki eta!., 1983] this spectrum is still a good representation of
the MLAEP spectrum. Three signals are presented, viz., the spectrum of the recorded
MLAEP signal, the spectrum of the spontaneous brain activity, and their difference.
This difference is the ratio of the two spectra since these are presented using a
logarithmic scale. The figure clearly shows the predominant power between 30 and
50 Hz.
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Figure 3.6: A schematic representation of the power spectrum of a human BAEP (after
[Kamath et al., 1987a]).
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Figure 3.7: Mean power spectra of MLAEPs, spontaneous brain activity, and the difference
between both power spectra (after [Suzuki et al., 1983]). The spectra were obtained by
averaging spectra recorded from six subjects.

3.4 Interpretation of AEPs
As was explained in Chapter 2, peaks play an important role in the characterization of
AEPs. The absence or presence of peaks, their latencies and interpeak latencies, their
amplitudes and the fusion of various peaks are some of the parameters that can be
considered for the detection of abnormalities in the AEP.
These parameters are usually assessed by visual examination of the waveforms. The
interpretation of waveforms is mainly dependent on the pattern-recognition
techniques used by a human observer. These techniques are typically acquired by
prac tical experience. Along with this experience, an understanding of the recording
procedures and the theory and background of AEPs is required in order to make good
interpretations.
However, even when observers are experienced and have a thorough knowledge of
AEP measurement techniques, they are not always able to interpret the waveforms
correctly. In addition to the reliability of the AEP, the reliability of the human scorer
should also be taken into account. Whereas sufficient attention has been paid to the
former in previous studies, the latter has received scant consideration. An example of
a study in which the reliability of human scorers was investigated, required
experienced observers to determine if a given signal actually contained an auditory
response or not; the number of correct results varied from 57% (for stimuli with an
intensity of 10 dB SL') to 97% (for stimuli with and intensity of 50 dB SL) when 4000
' SL is the senso ry level, i.e. the hea ring threshold of an individual. For a normally hearing subject SL
and HL are exactly similar. In a subject wi th reduced hea ring, the difference between SL and HL
expresses the magnitude of the hearing loss for the stimulus under consideration.
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stimuli were used to determine the averages. When waveforms were presented twice,
each observer's evaluation was consistent in 93.4% of the cases [Mendel eta!., 1984].
Not only in the process of deciding whether a signal contains an auditory potential or
not, but also in the assessment of the position of characteristic peaks in AEPs the
human interpreter plays an important role. As was explained in Chapter 1, merely
looking at the local maximum or minimum in a certain time interval does not yield
acceptable results; when looking for peaks the complete 'picture' of the AEP has to be
taken into account.
One scorer may interpret one complex in a signal as representative of a specific peak,
while another places that peak at ano ther location. For example, in Figure 3.4A the
trough at about 25 ms might have been chosen as the representative of Na instead of
the one at 35 ms. Even if two observers are unanimous as to which complex represents
a peak, still one may determine the latency and amplitude of a given peak differently
from another, especially in the case of 'spli t peaks' (such as the Pa complex in Figures
3.4H, I, and J). Examples of methods for determining the latency and amplitude of an
AEP peak are presented in Figure 3.8. If one particular method of determining the
latency or amplitude has been decided upon, this should be used consistently in all
waveforms to be scored. Even if the same method is used for assessing the latency and
amplitude there is still some variation possible between the scorings of different
persons, particularly in the determination of the latency in relatively flat peaks (e.g.
the MLAEP peaks in Figures 3.4F and G).
Although an important element in the assessment of characteristic peaks in AEPs is
the application of visual pattern-recognition techniques for the examination of the
morphology of the signals, there are some explicit rules that can be used to aid this
task. This a priori knowledge can be based on a variety of factors, e.g.:

• the origin of the various components of the signal. For example, the peaks that occur
in the signal are generated in specific parts of the auditory pathway and the
sequence of these parts in the neural pathway is also known: the sequence of the
various peaks can therefore be deduced; peak V occurs after peak Ill, peak Na
precedes peak Pa, etc.;

• knowledge about the properties of a 'normal' AEP. For example, it is known that
brainstem peaks (peaks I - VII) have latencies shorter than 10 ms and that the
most prominent peak in the a BAEP is usually peak V; peak IV often coincides
with this peak. It is known that peak Pa is usually present somewhere between
30 and 45 ms (but there are recordings in which it occurs as early as 25 ms or as
late as 70 ms) and that it is likely to be represented somewhere in a positive
complex in the signal;

• knowledge about the equipment used. For example, knowledge about the filter
settings used and stimulus intensity presentation rate: it is known that certain
filter settings affect the shape of the recorded signal so that certain peaks in the
MLAEP might coincide or completely disappear, and an increased stimulus
intensity is known to increase the amplitude and decrease the latency of
brainstem peaks;
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Figure 3.8: Methods for determining the amplitude and latency of peaks in AEPs. For an
explanation of the methods, see next page.
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In Figure 3.8A, the latency of a peak (LNx and LPx) is measured as the time between the
stimulus (time 0) and the occurrence of the peak. The interpeak latency (IPL) is measured as
the difference between the latencies of two peaks (e.g., IPLNxPx between Nx and Px). The
amplitude (ANx and APx) is measured from a baseline drawn through a quiet part of the
waveform. To determine the amplitude, the distance to the average DC-level of the AEP may
also be used (especially for determination of amplitudes in MLAEPs). The peak-to-peak
amplitude (ANxPx) is determined by the difference in amplitude between consecutive peaks.
In Figure 3.8B, an alternative technique for calculating a peak's amplitude is shown. Here, the
amplitude is defined as the height of the vertical from the peak to where it bisects the line
joining the two neighboring troughs.
Figure 3.8C illustrates various methods for determining the latency in the case of a split peak;
the latency of the first tip (Cl), the second tip (C2), the middle of the two tips (C3), or the
intersection of lines through the rising and falling slopes of the peak (C4) can be used. N.B.: the
methods exemplified in figure C are only relevant where the two tips are attributed to noise,
not when the two tips characterize a so-called bifid or bilobed peak that is a true variation of a
normal wave shape.
• knowledge about the condition under which the AEPs were recorded. For example,
AEPs recorded in the operating room during surgery tend to have different
shapes than e.g., AEPs recorded in a laboratory with the same subject while
asleep . Muscle relaxants used during surgery reduce the presence of muscle
artifacts in the signals and interference of equipment in an operating room can
contaminate the signal with high-frequency noise. This type of interference is
usually absent in a laboratory environment;

• knowledge about the condition of the subject. It is known that with increasing subject
age, the amplitude of peaks decreases, that a decreased body temperature
increases latencies of BAEP and MLAEP peaks and that anesthesia can influence
both the latency and amplitude of peaks in the MLAEP;

• knowledge about sources that may produce artifacts during the recording. Equipment
might have interfered with the recording system, undetected by an artifact
detection / removal algorithm. Also, peaks may occur in the AEP that resemble
'real' peaks, but that in reality are muscle artifacts, these will have to be
recognized as such.
In conclusion, it can be said that the interpretation of AEP waveforms and the
assessment of various parameters is a task that is open to influence by the properties
of the signal itself as well as by the human interpreter. Pattern-recognition techniques
play an important role in the assessment of characteristic peaks in the signal, but also a
priori knowledge about the signal can be of use when AEPs are to be examined .

3.5 Objectives of the Study
The study described in this thesis concentrates on the automatic assessment of
characteristic peaks in auditory evoked potentials. As was discussed earlier in this
chapter, this task until now has usually been performed by visual examination of the
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signal. If characteristic peaks in AEPs are used in a laboratory environment, the visual
assessment of the peaks has the large disadvantage that a substantial expenditure of
time and effort is required of human observers; automatic processing of the AEPs
would save a lot of this. If the locations of peaks in AEPs are to be used for monitoring
purposes, as during surgery, the automatic determination of the peak latency and
amplitude becomes indispensable.
Various methods for automating this task have previously been investigated, with
varying degrees of success; these will be considered in Chapter 4. These methods
depend mainly on a set of features that adequately describe the evoked potential. A
human interpreter mainly uses pattern-recognition techniques on the shape of the
signal together with a priori knowledge to recognize the peaks in the signal. He or she
learns these techniques by processing many sample signals. It is this human pattern
recognition, and the way it is learned, that provided an incentive to investigate the
possible use of artificial neural networks for this task. The fact that artificial neural
networks have been applied successfully in various pattern-recognition tasks evinces
their potential usefulness for tasks like these.
The main objective of this study was to investigate the feasibility of applying artificial
neural networks to the automatic location of characteristic peaks in evoked potentials.
The study concentrated on auditory evoked potentials, but it is reasonable to assume
that the results obtained using auditory evoked potentials may, to a certain extent, be
significant when considering other types of evoked potentials.
The locations of peaks determined visually by a human expert were used as a
yardstick for the feature extractor's performance. As indicated in Section 3.4,
individual observers may not agree as to the locations of the peaks; this makes it
difficult to use the scoring of one particular human expert as the 'only true' scoring in
comparing the feature extractor's performance. The feature extractor tested cannot be
expected to agree better with a human expert than two human experts mutually. The
performance of the network is therefore tested against the mutual agreement that
exists between human scorers for the scoring of a specific peak. If a series of AEPs is
scored both by human experts and by a computer-based peak labeling system, the
performance of the system is acceptable if the scorings made by humans and those
made by the system are indistinguishable.
The number of different artificial neural network architectures in existence is very
large. Therefore, an inventory of the existing network architectures must first be made.
It is not feasible to investigate all possible network architectures thoroughly with
regard to their use for this particular application. Hence a subset of the most
auspicious network types has to be chosen; these networks will be tested on their
suitability for determining peak locations in AEPs.
Synthetic evoked potentials can be used to obtain a 'first impression' of the
performance of networks investigated. This has the advantages that the location of the
peaks is exactly known, that the performance of the networks can easily be tested for
various SNRs in the patterns and that the number of available training and test
patterns can be made arbitrarily large. The information obtained concerning the
behavior of the neural networks on these synthetic evoked potentials can then serve as
a basis for research on feature extractors that have to deal with 'real' evoked
potentials. For these data, the best suitable architectures will be developed and various
artificial neural network configurations will be tested . Possible pre- and
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postprocessing algorithms will also be investigated. Not only good performance, but
also considerations of implementation, such as software and hardware requirements
and the environment in which the feature extractor will have to fu nction pl ay a role in
the investigation of neural-network based feature extractors. The results of these
studies, then, will lead to the cho ice of the most appropri ate feature extractor. Finally,
the system chosen will be tested with real data not used d uring earlier training and
testing sessions. Its scorings will be compared with those produced by human
interpreters. From this comparison conclusions can be drawn about the suitability of
the investiga ted neural-network based feature extrac tor for practical use.
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4 Pattern Recognition Techniques and their
Application on Auditory Evoked Potentials

4.1 Introduction
Pattern recognition techniques are used for describing or classifying measurements
(patterns), and find applications in a variety of fields. Examples include computer
vision tasks, speech recognition, fingerprint identification, character recognition, and
medical diagnosis. This chapter will provide a general survey of pattern recognition
techniques, with the emphasis on those applied to auditory evoked potentials.
The recorded patterns discussed in this thesis can be regarded as a deterministic part
of physiological signals. The patterns are thought to belong to certain classes. These
classes represent physiological events or 'states'. Not only the classes, but also such
factors as the properties of the conducting medium and the characteristics of the dataacquisition system affect the recorded patterns. Pattern recognition may be regarded
as a process that maps information from measured patterns to a 'class-membership
space' . Such mappings may be probabilistic and most often they cannot be described
by 'straightforward' functions.
A pattern recognition system comprises various components; see Figure 4.1. The dataacquisition system records signals and issues them as the recorded patterns x. The
recorded patterns are then preprocessed to make them more suitable for classification,
for example by suppressing noise and enhancing the relevant signal.
Feature extraction is usually performed to reduce the amount of 'raw' pattern data
while maintaining, or even enhancing, the vital information for the patternrecognition task at hand. A feature is a characteristic that can be extracted from a
pattern. This can be a low-level feature, that contains only one value (e.g. a numerical
value like a signal amplitude) or it can be a high-level feature (e.g., in a medical
application, the 'symptom' features may be used for classifications into 'disease'
classes) . Although feature extraction can reduce the amount of data to be processed, it
should be noted that the feature extraction process itself may require extensive
computational efforts.
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Figure 4.1: A schematic representation of a pattern recognition system.
Feature selection can be employed to reduce the amount of data to be processed even
further. Here it is important that the features most relevant to the underlying pattern
recognition task are selected, a task that can be facilitated by using mathematical tools
such as principal component analysis.
The eventual task is to classify the selected features, i.e. to identify to which class c
pattern x, from which these features were calculated, belongs. Patterns that are
quantitatively similar may belong to the same class, in which case techniques that
cluster feature sets or that match patterns against prototypes can be used. On the other
hand, patterns that bear no obvious similarity to one another can also belong to the
same class. To find a serviceable means for expressing the hidden similarities in these
cases is much more difficult.
It is important to realize that in all stages of the process noise that alters the patterns
may occur. In the data-acquisition process motion artifacts, interference, and device
noise can occur and in the preprocessing phase digitizing errors can occur. Feature
extraction and selection may be impeded by the use of parameter dependent
transformations . The classification can also be hampered by the use of incorrect
clusters or incorrect template models. Noise may add unrelated information, it may
obscure relevant information, or it may distort information in the signal. An important
facet of pattern recognition related techniques is the abolition of problems associated
with noise as far as possible.
Various techniques for solving pattern recognition problems exist. These techniques
can be divided into statistical, syntactic, and artificial intelligence (AI) techniques.
Statistical techniques base their classification upon the probability distribution of
characteristic measurements. Syntactic techniques use a structural description of the
shape of the patterns. Here, the emphasis is less on the numerical values of the
features than on the interrelationships between features. Artificial intelligence
techniques are usually divided into two main techniques: symbolic AI techniques and
connectionist AI techniques. Symbolic AI techniques use symbolic representations of
class structures. To perform pattern recognition and interpretation tasks they
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manipulate information, often by employing logical statements. Connectionist AI
techniques aim to relate characteristic measurements to class structures. Here, the
information is supplied in an applied feature set and fed through a series of connected
units. So-called output units provide information about the class that is most likely to
be associated with the given feature set.
This chapter will provide an essentially introductory survey of the three main streams
of pattern recognition techniques. A review of the literature describing applications of
these methods to AEPs follows and a summary and some conclusions regarding the
various pattern recognition techniques conclude this chapter.

4.2 Statistical Pattern Recognition Techniques
Some often-used concepts like feature space, decision regions, decision boundaries, and
discriminant functions will be clarified before statistical pattern recognition techniques
as such are discussed. These concepts are used not only in statistical but also in
connectionist approaches; in fact they provide a strong link between the two.
A set of N features extracted from a pattern can be treated as anN-dimensional vector

x in a N-dimensional space. Such a vector is called a feature vector and the Ndimensional space is called feature space. Usually, the feature space is R'"', but it can also
be a subspace of R'"' .
In statistical and connectionist approaches, classifications based on the determination
of so-called decision regions are often made. The feature space is divided into decision
regions that are associated wi th classes. To enable an unambiguous classification
pertinent to all possible feature vectors these decision regions should cover the

R2
R2

R4

a

b

Figu re 4.2: Examples of decision regions and boundaries in a 2-dimensional feature space:
a: decision regions separa ted by linear decision boundaries;
b: a general division offeature space into decision regions.
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complete feature space and should not overlap. The borders between decision regions
are called decision boundaries. The classification is performed by determining the
decision region in which the applied feature vector falls. The main problem here in
constructing a convenient classifier is the method of determination of the decision
boundaries. Some examples of decision regions and decision boundaries in the case of
a 2-dimensional feature space are depicted in Figure 4.2.
The decision region to which the applied feature vector belongs is often determined by
a discriminant function . A discriminant function g,(x) is defined for each decision region
i. Often, the feature vector xis assigned to region m for which the relationship
gm(x) > g,(x)

v,,m

(4.1)

holds . The linear discriminant function
(4 .2)
is often used. Here, vector w 1 is a so-called weight vector associated with class i.
In Figure 4.3, two decision regions are depicted, their discriminant functions being:
(4.3)
Here, the feature vector is assigned to the decision region with the smallest decision
function; this is called a minimum distance classifier.
Decision strategies are usually based on the use of decision regions and discriminant
functions. To come to these strategies a priori knowledge about distributions and
available measurements is often used. Two methods [Schalkoff, 1992] to define a
classifier are based on:
1. the conversion of the a priori class probability P(c;) into an a posteriori (based on
measured patterns) probability P(c;lx);
2. minimization of the expected error the classifier will make.

R1

R2
g1=g2

x1

•

•

x2

Figure 4.3: Two decision regions and their discriminant functions (see text above). Based on
the two example vectors x 1 and x 2 , the two decision regions Rl and R2 can be constructed.
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For the first method, Bayes' theorem
P(c1Ix)=

is often used with

p(xk)·P(c1 )
p(x)

p(x) = Lp(xk);

,

(4.4)

(4.5)

the unconditional density function. The discriminant functions used by such a
classifier are then g1(x) = P(c1ix). The remaining problem then is how to find the classconditioned probability density functions (PDFs) p(xlc;). This assumes that information
about P(c 1) and p(x) is present, either known a priori or obtained from measurements.
Class-conditioned PDFs can be determined using training sets. A training set contains
measurements, either with or without their known class. Using such a set to make an
estimation of the PDFs is usually referred to as learning or training.
Two types of learning schemes can be distinguished, viz., supervised learning and
unsupervised learning. If class-labeled feature vectors are available in the training set,
often supervised learning is often used. If the feature vectors cannot be labeled, or if
the classes change with time (and thus require an adaptive classifier), unsupervised
learning is often used.
In supervised learning, two approaches can again be recognized: parametric and nonparametric supervised learning. In a parametric supervised approach, the form of the
PDFs is presumed (e .g., a Gaussian distribution), but the parameters that affect this
form have to be estimated. In the maximum likelihood approach, an attempt to find the
parameter set that maximizes the probability of obtaining the used training set is
made. The Bayesian approach treats the parameters as random variables with some a
priori known distribution, and the training set is used to update the 'training-set
conditioned density function' of the unknown parameters.
The non-parametric supervised approach may be used if no specific form for the
pattern distributions is known. A non-parametric approach may take one of several
directions: 1. making an estimation of the class-conditioned PDFs directly; 2. making a
direct estimation of P(c11x) (e.g. by using a nearest neighbor approach; here x is assigned
to the class that best 'matches' x); 3. transforming the feature space in order to simplify
the problem.
Unsupervised learning approaches make use of training sets without class labels in
which an attempt at representation of the presented data is developed by defining the
classes. Here, a parametric approach that employs known forms of the classconditioned PDFs, or a non-parametric approach that partitions the unlabeled feature
vectors into subsets based on their similarity can be used; a concept also known as
'clustering'.
The field of statistical pattern recognition techniques is very broad, and it is impossible
to present an in-depth review of all the various aspects and approaches mentioned in
this section. In the remainder of this thesis, a more elaborate treatment of methods
will, where relevant, be presented.
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4.3 Syntactic Pattern Recognition Techniques
Whereas statistical techniques aim at classifying feature sets with the help of assumed
distributions of these feature sets, syntactic techniques concentrate on the structure of
the presented patterns. The basic tenet is that patterns belonging to the same class can
be characterized by a common structural description. Such descriptions are made with
the aid of low-level features called primitives such as arcs, corners, and straight lines.
Properties which represent hierarchies in the signal can be described with
combinations of primitives.
Signals can be decomposed into primitives by means of grammars. A mechanism that
matches the extracted structural description against known structures, often referred
to as a 'parser', recognizes the patterns presented . Pattern recognition techniques that
use a syntactic approach define grammars that reflect the class structures or they
match so-called 'relational graphs'
The usefulness of syntactic techniques of pattern recognition in practice is sometimes
believed to be limited [Schalkoff, 1992], mainly because of the parsing difficulties that
exist, especially when 'noisy' patterns are to be processed. However, there are
applications where syntactic techniques are superior to statistical techniques, e.g., in
the analysis of handwritten characters or in speech recognition. Also, studies show
that a combination of syntactic and statistical techniques may provide powerful
pattern representation capabilities [Fu, 1986].

4.4 Artificial Intelligence Techniques
The third main approach to solving pattern recognition problems is artificial
intelligence (AI). These techniques concentrate mainly on two concepts:
• knowledge presentation - the choice of a method to represent facts;
• learn ing - the AI-based system should be able to increase its efficiency and
effectivity when a similar or identical task is processed repeatedly.
Two main techniques can be distinguished in the AI approach, viz. symbolic AI
techniques and connectionist AI techniques. These techniques will be discussed in the
next two sections.

4.4.1 Symbolic AI Techniques
In a symbolic AI system, symbolic representations (or simply: symbols) of class structures
are handled in such a way that the system is able to describe and identify the
structures and states referred to by the symbols. An example of a symbol can be the
word square to represent a square-shaped part of an image, or the words low
temperature to represent a temperature in the range of -5 - +5 "C. Usually, these
symbols are manipulated by using logical statements (e.g. an if ... then ... else ...
construction).
Expert systems are well-known systems for manipulating symbolic information. These
machine-based systems use knowledge of the problem domain to interpret data and to
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provide feedback to the user of the system, i.e. they can 'explain' how they interpreted
the data. This domain knowledge is put into the expert system as a result of the
interaction between a domain expert and a knowledge engineer: an AI specialist
skilled in analyzing the expert's problem-solving processes and encoding them in a
computer system.
An expert system comprises several components. A schematic representation of these
is presented in Figure 4.4 .

knowledge base

1
J

~~

' - d a - base_.l
ta

inference engine

user interface

Figure 4.4: Various components of an expert system.
The user interface allows for a variety of functions that can be used to let the expert
system interact with the outside world. These functions include the input of
knowledge, performing tests, and explaining the reasoning process followed.
The inference engine searches the most suitable part of the knowledge base for use at
any point during a problem-solving task and also evaluates the various rules in the
knowledge base to add results to the data base. The data base contains the current
problem data. In the search process of an inference engine either backward chaining or
forward chaining is used. Backward chaining starts with the goals of the problem and
infers subgoals on the way to the final solution of the problem. This process is
continued until the data supplied with the statement of the problem are reached.
Forward chaining starts with the data and infers their immediate consequences. These
consequences are used together with the available data to arrive at further
consequences. This process is repeated until the original goals of the problem are
fulfilled . Ideally, the inference engine is constructed in such a way that no software
changes are needed to enable the use the expert system in different domains.
The knowledge base contains the domain-specific knowledge. This knowledge is
divided into four levels; each level consolidates items of knowledge from the level
directly below [Rychener, 1988]. Concepts include the basic terms of the problem
domain, this knowledge can often be culled from textbooks. Rules are empirical
associations that link events, characteristics, and relationships in space and time. In
rules, the degree of certainty to which these associations are believed to be valid also
plays an important role. This type of knowledge is often empirical and it is typically
obtained by consulting an expert. Models are collections of rules that strongly interact
with each other; they can be associated with a certain problem hypothesis or a
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diagnostic conclusion. Strategies can help to use the rest of the knowledge base, e.g. by
helping the inference engine to select the relevant part of the knowledge to be used.
An important property of expert systems is that they operate in a transparent manner,
i.e. the path to their conclusions can be traced. Certain facilities enable the systems to
explain or justify their conclusions, and they also enable developers to check on the
operation of the systems themselves.
Expert systems have been successfully applied in a variety of fields, but they also have
limitations. One essential step in the construction of an expert system is the storage of
knowledge in the knowledge base. To this end, this knowledge has to be present in a
structured form. The transition of the domain expert's knowledge to rules cannot
always be made; this is especially the case when this knowledge is partially based on
experience. Another problem may occur when the domain expert's opinion or method
of acting changes over time; it is then often difficult to change the knowledge base in
order to reflect the altered situation. Also, if expert systems are used in real-time
applications problems often occur in dealing with the temporal aspects of such
applications. A solution to such problems can be found in a toolkit designed for
developing expert systems that deal with temporal aspects. An example of such a
toolkit is Simplexys [Blom, 1990].

4.4.2 Connectionist AI Techniques
Connectionist AI approaches in pattern recognition mainly concern the use of artificial
neural networks (instead of the term connectionist techniques terms like neural network
techniques or parallel distributed processing techniques or neuromorphic techniques are often
used).
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) consist of a large number of rather simple and
typically non-linear units that are densely interconnected. Typically, the units
(processing elements, nodes, or neurons) in artificial neural networks are ordered in socalled layers. Processing units in the input layer (input units) receive information about
the pattern to be processed in order to be able to use the pattern for learning or for
testing. Processing units in the output layer (output units) produce information about
the class that is most likely to be associated with the input information presented.
Units between these two layers that are typically ordered in one or more hidden layers
are present. An example of a small and simple artificial neural network is presented in
Figure 4.5.
A large variety of different ANN architectures is known. The various architectures are
usually characterized by:
• the characteristics of the processing units;
• the topology of the network, i.e., how the processing units are interconnected;
• the scheme to be used to train the ANN.
Similar to techniques applied in statistical pattern recognition, ANNs may use
supervised or unsupervised learning schemes (an 'intermediate version' of these two
approaches can be also used; this is called a reinforcement learning scheme). The
supervised learning techniques require data labeled with the correct classes during
training, unsupervised learning techniques group unlabeled training patterns into
clusters based on their similarity.
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Figure 4.5: A schematic representation of an artificial neural network (jeed forward type')
with one hidden layer.
This section will concentrate on how ANNs can be used in pattern recognition tasks . A
fuller discussion on ANN concepts is presented in Chapter 5.
As explained in Section 4.2, classifiers are intended to determine the decision regions
in feature space. Various types of ANNs for pattern recognition problems can be
categorized according to the method by which they try to estimate decision regions
[Lippmann, 1989]. The grouping of ANNs according to their method of 'decisionregion estimation' is represented in Table 4.1.
The group of probabilistic classifiers contains the conventional probabilistic or Bayesian
classifiers. They use a priori information to describe the assumed distribution functions
of the patterns presented and use training patterns to estimate the parameters of the
distributions by means of supervised training. If an accurate estimation of the
distribution of the data can be made and if enough training patterns are available,
these classifiers provide optimum performance.
In hyperplane classifiers an estimation of the decision boundaries is made by
hyperplanes that divide the feature space. These hyperplane boundaries are
constructed by calculating a sum of weighted inputs for each node and by passing this
sum through a non-linear function . An example of this type of classifier is the multilayer perceptron trained with the back-propagation algorithm.
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Table 4.1: Four groups of ANN classifiers. The first column gives the name of the group of

ANN classifiers, the second column shows schematically for each group how the decision
regions in feature space are estimated. The third column shows the kind of com putations
performed in the processing units and the fourth column contains examples of ANNs that
belong to each group (after [Lippmann , 1989]).
Kernel (or receptive-field) classifiers employ processing units that establish overlapping
receptive fields across feature space. Each processing unit has a kernel function (e.g.
similar to that depicted in Table 4.1). If an applied input is near the 'center' of a
processing unit's receptive field, the output of that processing unit will be high;
otherwise it will be low. Decisions regarding the classification are made by using a
weighted summation of the outputs of these processing units.
In exemplar classifiers the d istance between the input pattern and the training
exemplars is calculated; the classes of the training exemplar(s) nearest to the input
pattern are used to arrive at a classification.
The main difference between the discussed groups of ANN classifiers is not the
performance of the classifiers but is to be found in aspects such as memory
requirements, complexity of the training algorithms used, training time, and
classification time. Hyperplane classifiers have low memory requirements but they
tend to use complex training algorithms that need to run a relatively long time before
training is completed. On the other hand, k-nearest neighbor classifiers (from the
'exemplar' classifier group) train very fast but have high memory requirements. Many
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other exemplar and kernel classifiers take an intermediate position; they are flexible
and are able to provide a satisfactory balance between memory requirements, training
complexity, and classification time .
Artificial neural networks have received a lot of attention in recent years. The overly
optimistic view of their potential for solving 'all' pattern recognition problems
sometimes common in the late 1980s has been replaced by a more realistic appraisal of
their usefulness. Nowadays, they are usually regarded as one of the possible 'tools' for
solving pattern recognition problems. They are especially useful in finding solutions
for problems where no, or very little, explicit knowledge is available and where
sufficient representative specimen cases from which heuristic knowledge can be
derived are available.

4.5 Applications on Auditory Evoked Potentials
Pattern recognition and feature extraction problems in auditory evoked potential
signals have occasioned much research . Methods originating from all three 'main
groups' of pattern recognition techniques discussed in this chapter have been
investigated for various tasks . The studies described in the literature can roughly be
divided into three groups based on the task the investigated pattern recognition
system is intended to perform:
• to detect whether a given signal contains an evoked response or mere noise, in
order to determine automatically the hearing threshold in non-communicative
subjects, e.g., infants or the mentally disabled;
• distinguishing between normal or abnormal evoked potentials, and, if possible,
in the case of abnormality to make a diagnosis; and
• the location of characteristic peaks in auditory evoked potentials.
evoked response/no evoked response detection
In research that concentrates on the automatic detection of the presence or absence of
an auditory evoked potential in a given signal, most studies dealt initially with the
application of statistical techniques such as hypothesis-testing methods, e.g. [Glaser
and Ruchkin, 1976; Wong and Bickford, 1980]. The divergence between these studies is
chiefly to be found in the different assumptions made regarding the nature of the
background noise.
To investigate the usefulness of various statistic quantities Valdes-Sosa and coworkers [Valdes-Sosa et a!., 1987] compared statistic indices such as the crosscorrelation between duplicates of averaged evoked responses, the ratio of the energy
of the averaged signal and its (±) reference, and the so-called 'Hotelling T2' . They
conclude that these statistical indices yield results comparable to, or sometimes even
better than, those of human scorers. They also suggest that it would be pertinent for
these indices to be used in conjunction with visual inspection. In another study,
[Boston, 1987], the ratio of the mean square amplitude of the response interval and the
mean square amplitude of an interval preceding the stimulus was used to decide
whether the response interval actually contained an evoked response or not. This ratio
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was shown to be a better estimate of the presence of an evoked response than the
cross-correlation calculated between two response intervals.
In the late 1980s, renewed interest in neural network research was also reflected in
research on the detectability of evoked potentials. A multi-layer perceptron algorithm
trained with the back-propagation algorithm to determine automatically hearing
thresholds was developed, tested, and implemented [Alpsan and Ozdamar, 1989,
1991; Alpsan, 1991; Ozdamar and Alpsan, 1990]. The results of this network are
comparable to the results generated when human experts examine the signals under
the same conditions as the network does. From this research it was also concluded that
the way the neural network makes its classifications resembles the way the human
experts arrive at their conclusions. The study of this classifier was further extended by
the employment of a two-level classifier. The first level contains four neural network
modules to recognize basic waveforms, and the second level contains either a rulebase module or a neural-network module that makes the final classification [Wen and
Ozdamar, 1991]. From this study it was concluded that this modular system yields
higher recognition rates and is trained faster than the non-modular version.
normal/abnormal evoked potential detection

Preliminary studies regarding the normality or abnormality of auditory evoked
potential waveforms in relation to automated diagnosis concentrated on statistical
methods. A statistical classifier that uses the latencies of characteristic peaks as
determined visually and one that uses the powers of the principal bands in the power
spectrum of the BAEP have been investigated [Kamath eta!., 1987b]. These systems
were tested on their ability to determine whether a given BAEP belongs to the 'normal
class' or the 'patient class'. The reported classifiers use a Bayes' classifier and Fisher's
Linear Discriminant. In the time domain the use of the latencies of peaks III, IV, and V
only as features gave the best results: in the frequency domain, use of the power of the
frequency band around 900 Hz gave the best results.
A combination of statistical and structural techniques is presented in [Ciarson and
Liang, 1989]. The structural part describes the shape of the waveform by means of socalled Fourier descriptors and employs a dissimilarity measure between pairs of
waveforms. The statistical part utilizes the projection of feature sets into a 'pseudoEuclidean vector space' and employs a calculated interdistance matrix to provide a
classification into normal or abnormal waveforms with reported accuracies of 90%.
A combination of syntactic pattern recognition techniques and neural networks-based
pattern recognition techniques to distinguish between normal and abnormal
waveforms is presented in [Bruha and Madhaven, 1989]. Here, the evoked potential
waveform is represented as a string of symbols based on the gradient of the signal.
This string is processed by a syntax classifier using an attributed grammar; the results
of this classifier are used as input for a multi-layer perceptron trained with the backpropagation algorithm. This system did not work satisfactorily in cases where
'delinquent' waveforms, i.e. with unidentifiable characteristic peaks were to be
processed. To overcome this problem the authors suggest the integration of a
knowledge-based subsystem able to process normal, but irregular, waveforms.
An example of symbolic AI techniques for AEP classification is presented in [Brai et
a!., 1992]. Here, an expert system is used to produce and evaluate the likelihood of
hypotheses about the nature and the topography of possible lesions.
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An example of the use of neural-networks for the classification of auditory evoked
potentials can be found in [Wu et a!., 1993). Here, a statistical classifier and neural
network classifier were used to categorize LLAEPs into waveforms from either
multiple-sclerosis patients or control waveforms. The two classifiers showed better
results than statistical methods reported earlier that used P300 latencies; the neuralnetwork based classifier proved to perform better than the statistical classifier.
peak identification

In the third task, the determination of the location of characteristic peaks, methods
were initially used that relied heavily on digital filtering techniques and peak-picking
algorithms. One of the first such studies [Gabriel et a!., 1980) was based on the
detection of the zero crossing of the first derivative of the BAEP signal in a specified
time window. This method was further employed and enhanced by the application of
suitable band-pass filtering (450-1400 Hz) prior to the use of a peak-detection
algorithm [Fridman eta!., 1981). This method was found to be useful for increasing the
accuracy of peak determination, but it failed when significant 'false', uncharacteristic
peaks were present in the signal (approximately once per 3 subjects), thus leading the
authors to conclude that visual inspection of the BAEP remains necessary. Also, since
these systems rely heavily on the expected temporal sequence of peaks, they are not
suited for the processing of pathological BAEPs or other BAEPs in which the latency of
the peaks can vary significantly.
Techniques to be used in BAEP monitoring systems that track the latencies of peaks
continuously [Miskiel and Ozdamar, 1987; Bertrand et a!., 1987; Bohorquez et a!.,
1992; Litscher et a!., 1993) were also based on filtering and estimation of the local
maximum in a known time window. Here, an initial reference value for the latency of
characteristic peaks (often peak V) is entered into the system by a human observer.
The latencies of peaks in subsequently recorded BAEPs are determined by looking for
a local maximum in a window around the reference peak location in the filtered BAEP.
If no local maximum, or more than one local maximum, is found in that window the
systems either sound an alarm to notify a human observer that a new reference latency
should be entered, or arbitrarily choose the peak with the largest negative slope, or
determine no latency at all.
In another study the matching of a dominant peak in a low-pass filtered BAEP with a
'medium' component in the original BAEP was used to identify peak V [Pratt et a!.,
1989]. The latencies of other peaks were calculated based on the temporal sequence of
local maxima with regard to the observed peak V. This method shows an
improvement over the methods discussed earlier. A mean difference of 0.43 ms for
peak III and 0.15 ms for peak V (the average latencies of peaks III and V are 3.8 ms and
5.6 ms respectively) between manually scored peaks and automatically scored peaks
was found. A major limitation of this method however is that it is crucial that peak V
contributes sufficiently to the filtered BAEP. If the algorithm is to be applied to BAEPs
in which peak Vis not 'dominant' enough it will not be able to identify any peak at all
correctly.
Although these 'peak-picking in a time window' methods show useful results in
typical BAEPs, their usefulness for BAEPs in which the peak locations differ
substantially from normal, or where the signal-to-noise ratio is small is very limited.
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The application of symbolic AI techniques as an alternative to the methods already
discussed has also been investigated [Boston, 1989]. To this end an expert system was
used to interpret the results of an analytical module. The analytical module calculates
various parameters such as the cross-correlation coefficients between intervals and
ratios of mean-squared amplitudes and amplitudes of peaks in the signal. The expert
system decides whether an evoked response is to be found in the given interval. If so,
the location of peak Vis determined on the assumption that it is the largest peak in the
signal. The system performed reasonably: 11 correctly identified peaks out of 13
signals that were found to contain an evoked response. However, the system became
deranged when peaks other than peak V were present in the BAEP or when it was
doubtful whether an evoked response was present in the signal at all. The author
concluded that the system is comparable to previous efforts but not adequate for
clinical use.
A rule-based system was also used in combination with matched filtering techniques
[Delgado and Ozdamar, 1990, 1994; Delgado, 1993]. First, the BAEP signal was
convolved with three frequencies of sine wave (200 Hz, 500 Hz, and 900 Hz motivated
by the peaks in the frequency contents of the signal discussed in Section 3.3.2). The
rule base uses the peaks in the various convoluted signals to determine the latencies of
the peaks; the 200 Hz convoluted signal for a 'rough' estimation of peak V, the other
convoluted signals for re-adjustments and determination of other peaks. This method
could demonstrably detect the location of peaks correctly in 88% of BAEPs of normal
subjects and 83% of abnormal subjects (allowing an error of 0.2 ms). It only made
serious errors in noisy recordings where even humans experts were not able to
interpret accurately.
Syntactic approaches combined with other techniques, for solving the peak
identification problem were also investigated. In [Bruha and Madhaven, 1988] a
method using a grammar to produce a 'BAEP recognizer' in the form of a grammar
was proposed . A parser uses a string that represents the waveform and ascertains
whether it belongs to the provided language; if this is the case, a list of features
regarding the waveform from which the locations of the peaks can be derived is
returned. No qualitative or quantitative results regarding the performance of this
system on recorded BAEPs was reported. Another study presents a syntactic approach
in combination with a mathematical / statistical technique [Gronfors, 1992, 1993a]. In
this case an attributed grammar is used to identify all possible peaks in the recorded
signal. From all these candidate peaks the characteristic peaks are chosen by
calculating so-called evaluation functions that compare the location of all peaks
against pre-set normative locations. The major limitation of this method lies in the set
of normative locations; for abnormal BAEPs this set will not be adequate so a different
set will have to be provided. To overcome this limitation a syntactic approach was
investigated using results from the filtered AEP with a dominant peak (as discussed
earlier in this section [Pratt et al., 1989]) in a syntactic system [Gronfors, 1993b]. With
optimum filter settings, the performance of this method varies from 66 % (for 70 dB
clicks) to 81% (for 90 dB clicks), the main reason for its misclassifications being extra or
missing peaks in the signal.
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4.6 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter various aspects of pattern recognition techniques have been discussed
with emphasis on their use with auditory evoked potentials. First, an introduction
regarding the general operation of pattern recognition techniques was given. The three
main approaches used in pattern recognition were then discussed separately. These
comprise statistical pattern recognition techniques, syntactic pattern recognition
techniques, and AI techniques, the latter being divided into symbolic AI techniques
and connectionist AI techniques.
Statistical techniques were discussed based on their methods of approximating classconditioned PDFs. Syntactic approaches use strings of primitives that describe the
patterns. Here, pattern recognition is performed by verifying the presence of a string
in a language generated by a specific grammar. In symbolic AI pattern recognition
systems, mainly represented by expert systems, an attempt at employing the same
knowledge used by human domain experts to arrive at their conclusions is made.
Finally, connectionist AI approaches, represented by artificial neural networks, use
training-example patterns to make an approximation of the decision regions that
represent the pattern recognition problem.
Reported research concerning pattern recognition in auditory evoked potentials can be
roughly divided into three main groups, viz. research to detect automatically the
presence of an evoked response in a recorded signal; research to detect whether a
measured evoked potential is normal or abnormal, and, if possible, to make a
diagnosis; and research that concentrates on the automatic identification of
characteristic peaks in the recorded evoked potentials. The first line of research was
initially dominated by the use of statistical methods; later systems depending on other
techniques, such as neural networks and rule bases, were also investigated. The
second group of research projects was initially mainly dependent on statistical
techniques . Later studies also investigated syntactic, neural networks and rule base
approaches.
In research concerning automatic labeling of peaks in AEPs the earliest studies made
extensive use of filtering in combination with peak detection algorithms. Although
these methods proved to be useful for processing normal and 'well-behaved'
recordings, they generally fail in cases where abnormal and 'delinquent' AEPs or
signals with a low SNR are to be processed. To solve these problems, more
sophisticated techniques were investigated, of which syntactic and symbolic AI
approaches constitute the main part. Although in general these methods provide
better results than the more simple 'peak-picking' algorithms, the problem of
automatic labeling peaks in 'difficult' AEPs has still not been solved satisfactorily.
When we regard the literature describing studies of pattern recognition in AEPs, two
general trends can be discerned:
1. the vast majority of research projects concentrates on the processing of BAEPs,
not on MLAEPs or LLAEPs;
2. initial studies using statistical methods and 'straightforward' algorithmic
approaches have been succeeded by studies on syntactic and AI approaches.
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The first trend is probably mainly owing to the fact that the brainstem part of the AEP
contains the most valuable information for most audiologic and neurologic
applications. Therefore, the general need for automatic processing of recordings is
higher for BAEPs than for other parts of the AEP; this motivates a more concentrated
research effort. Another reason might be the fact that MLAEPs show an even larger
variability than BAEPs and are usually more hampered by noise than BAEPs; systems
already have trouble in processing non-standard and noisy BAEPs, so the prospects
for automatically processing MLAEPs will probably be even worse.
The second trend probably has several causes. In the case of 'no response/response'
and 'normal/ abnormal' recognition the most obvious method to try was a statistical
approach since this concept was already both thoroughly understood and well
developed. In the case of 'peak labeling' the most obvious method, founded on
common sense, is to use a peak-detection algorithm based on the zero crossing of the
first derivative of the signal. When these methods were not able to perform
satisfactorily in every case, alternative, sometimes more sophisticated, methods were
adopted . In the choice of the various methods also factors as increased available
computer power, insight gained into the merits of the various methods and changing
' fashion' in pattern recognition approaches have probably played a role.
As can be seen from the literature on automated peak identification, several AI-based
approaches have been investigated, all of them concentrating on BAEP processing.
However, the proposed use of AEPs in anesthetic depth-related measurements
requires automatic labeling of MLAEP peaks in particular. Research regarding
methods that automatically identify MLAEP peaks could not be found in the
literature. For this reason, we concentrated on processing AEPs with the emphasis on
the middle latency part of these signals. As reported, determinations of the location of
these peaks so far have relied heavily on the experience of trained observers, not on
explicit rules. Since connectionist techniques have been shown to be useful in various
pattern recognition and feature extraction tasks and especially tasks in which no
explicit knowledge is available, this study concentrated upon the investigation of the
potential usefulness of these techniques for automated peak identification in AEPs .
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5 Neural Networks

5.1 Introduction
The term neural networks is often used for both artificial neural networks and biological
neural networks. The latter term pertains to the neural system present in humans and
animals, the former to a, man-made, parallel distributed information-processing
structure. The neural networks discussed in this thesis are mainly artificial neural
networks (ANNs); in Section 5.6 the supposed similarities between biological neural
networks and artificial neural networks are discussed.

Neu rocomputing systems, computing systems based on ANNs, differ from the more
traditional programmed computing systems in that their operation is not based on the
use of software-encoded algorithms or rules but on adaptation in response to
information in their environment. Whereas programmed computing is dependent on
the possibility of converting the solution to a given problem into a set of procedures or
rules, neurocomputing techniques depend on the existence of usable 'exemplars' of
aspects of the problem from which information is extracted.

5.1.1 History of Neurocomputing
The history of neurocomputing is generally agreed to have begun in 1943 with the
publication of a paper by McCulloch and Pitts [McCulloch and Pitts, 1943] in which a
model of a neuron that was able to calculate arithmetic and logical functions was
presented. A learning law for the synapses of neurons, based on the idea that
psychological conditioning is a property of individual neurons, proposed by Donald
Hebb [Hebb, 1949] inspired many researchers to study neurocomputing.
The development of the first 'really used' neurocomputer, the perceptron, by
Rosenblatt and his co-workers [Rosenblatt, 1958] marked the beginning of a golden
age in neurocomputing research, which was to last until 1969, when many ANN based
architectures were developed and implemented. Several developments in
neurocomputing research brought this era to an end. The first factor was the
qualitative and experimental emphasis that was put on the research: an analytical
approach to the systems was often absent. Also, the overly optimistic claims about the
expected performance of ANNs 'in the near future' could not be fulfilled . The absence
of beneficial ideas to sustain the line of research caused many scientists to leave neural
network research and to study other fields so much so that it had become clear by the
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late 1960s that neural network research was a dwindling field . In their book
'Perceptrons' [Minsky and Papert, 1969] the authors cogently established the already
known but not well understood computational limitations of perceptrons; their claim,
now untenable, that these limitations would also hold for multi-layer neural networks
had enormous consequences and effectively put finis to continuing lines of neural
network research.
An effect of the book 'Perceptrons' was that research fundings went to other fields so
neural network research had to 'go underground'. It did however still continue under
names like 'adaptive signal processing' and 'biological modeling'. In these 'quiet
years' many researchers such as Amari, Fukushima, Grossberg, Kohonen and von der
Malsburg, whose importance would become clear later, emerged.
In the early 1980s, lectures and highly readable publications especially by Hopfield
(e.g. [Hopfield, 1982]) motivated many researchers to (re)start research on neural
networks. Renewed interest caused various organizations to start funding neural
network studies from 1983 on: the neural network renaissance had set in. The
publication of the 'Parallel Distributed Processing books' (often referred to as 'PDP
books') [Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986] and the rediscovery of the backpropagation
algorithm [Parker, 1985; Le Cun, 1986; Rumelhart et al., 1986], which had already been
discovered in 1974 [Werbos, 1974], led to an explosion of activity in the field.
Important journals such as Neural Networks, IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks, and
Neural Computation were founded and large-scale, international, conferences such as
the International Joint Conference on Neural Networks (IJCNN) as well as smaller-scale,
national, conferences were instituted.
However, owing to over-enthusiastic claims and the creation of a 'hype' around
artificial neural networks there was a real danger that history would repeat itself.
Minsky published a paper in which he again questioned the usefulness of artificial
neural networks [Minsky, 1991]. In a reply to Minsky's paper the editor of IEEE
Transactions on Neural Networks [Roth, 1991] published an appeal for artificial neural
networks to be allowed to prove their value with real-world requirements and for
research efforts to be redoubled in order to prevent history repeating itself. The 'hypeeffect' diminished in time and made room for a more realistic view on the use of
artificial neural networks . Here, the analytical and fundamental insights gathered by
those researchers who had continued their work during the 1970s could be put to use,
and research on neural networks could flourish on the basis of these insights.
Research on artificial neural networks covers a very broad spectrum and comprises
various very different fields of exploration. Research regarding
1. physical and mathematical theoretical concepts of artificial neural networks;
2. biological modeling using artificial neural networks;
3. implementation of artificial neural networks; and
4. applications of artificial neural networks.
can be recognized .
Research on the theoretical concepts concentrates on the development of new
architectures and theories about the operation of these architectures. This line of
research provides the basis for the understanding of the properties of neural networkbased techniques used in applications.
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In biological modeling research an attempt is made to manufacture 'biologically
based ' ANNs in order to both gain a better understanding of the functioning of
biological neural networks and to try to 'mimic' some of the ways humans perform
certain tasks.
Research regarding the implementation of ANNs concentrates on the development of
ways to implement ANNs on physical hardware. Research is being done on the design
and development of dedicated hardware to implement ANNs as well as on ways to
describe ANNs using computer languages. The ability to use ANNs for practical
applications results directly from this research area.
The greatest effort is in the domain of applications. This embodies research efforts
performed in a large variety of spheres in which problems exist that can potentially be
solved by ANNs. Here, the main emphasis is on the use of ANNs as a tool rather than
as a subject for research, although a good understanding of the operation of the ANNs
used is indispensable for their sensible application.
This chapter presents a synopsis of the first two lines of research mentioned: the main
part of the chapter surveys of the most common mathematical techniques and
architectures used in ANNs, the last section discusses the relation between biological
and artificial neural networks. Some aspects of implementation research will be
discussed in Chapter 6. The application of ANNs, with emphasis on peak
identification in AEPs, is discussed in Chapters 6 and 8.

5.1.2 Artificial Neural Network Terms
An artificial neural network can be understood in this thesis to signify a structure that
processes information in a parallel and distributed manner via processing elements
(often also called nodes or neurons) . These processing elements can exchange
information through uni-directional connections. A processing element has an arbitrary
number of input connections through which it receives input signals, and it has a transfer
function , a local memory, and one output signal; copies of this single output signal may
be carried to other processing elements by branching the signal. Input and output
signals can be of any mathematical type . The information processing that takes place
in an element is strictly local, i.e., information processing in an element is performed
using solely the input signals, transfer function, and local memory of that particular
processing element. Processing elements in an ANN are ordered in layers. In a layer all
processing elements have an equivalent transfer function. The input layer and the
output layer are special cases of layers. The input layer contains processing elements
that have one input connection that is used to feed information from outside the
system to the ANN. Processing elements in the output layer are used to transmit the
ANN output signal back to the 'outside world'. The layers 'between' the input layer
and output layer, which are not externally visible, are referred to as hidden layers.
These elements of an ANN are depicted schematically in Figure 5.1.
The local memory of a processing element typically contains information about the
'strength' of the input connections; the so-called weights. The signals that are
transported through the incoming connections of a processing element can be
regarded as elements of a vector. Such a vector is called an input vector of that element;
a vector composed of the weights of the corresponding connections is denoted weight
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vector. A transfer function usually operates both on input signals (the x, in Figure 5.1a,
that together form input vector x) and the corresponding weights (w, in Figure 5.1a,
that form weight vector w) to come to an output signal (yin Figure 5.1a). An example
of the output of such a transfer function,/, is
(5.1)

y =J(w,x)=Lw;x, =w·x.

Sometimes one element of the input signals of a processing element is kept constant at
a value of 1 in order to make the output of the transfer function more flexible (this will
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Figure 5.1: A schematic representation of a processing element (a) and of an artificial neural

network (b). For reasons of clarity only a part of the connections between the processing
elements is depicted.
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be explained in more detail later); the weight associated with this element is called
bias . In addition to the weights, the local memory of a processing element can contain
other variables. These variables will be called data variables and they may contain
information such as the values of the learning rate or the momentum to be used. The
data variables of all processing elements present in one layer are identical. A learning
law, which may be regarded as a subfunction of the transfer function, is used to adapt
the relation between the input and the output signal of the processing element; this is
usually done by manipulating the weights and data variables present in local memory.

5.2 Learning in Artificial Neural Networks
The processing elements in an ANN receive via the input connections information that
is processed and emitted via the processing element output. In order to teach the ANN
to perform some useful function, the processing of the input signals in the processing
elements should be adapted in such a way that the total ANN creates that function as
well as possible. ANNs often begin with processing elements that emit output signals
in response to inputs in a more or less random manner. During learning, or training, an
ANN adapts the way the processing elements operate on their input signals in order
to let the ANN perform the desired function.
An ANN is trained by employing a learning rule. This learning rule changes the
weights using various variables. These may include input signals, 'desired' outputs,
'old' values of the weights, and data variables . The application of a learning rule is
usually performed as part of a learning (training) algorithm. Such an algorithm defines
how the weights of an ANN are initialized, which learning rule is to be used and how
various parameters that affect training change with time.
Learning algorithms can be divided into three main groups: algorithms that employ

supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement (graded) learning.
In supervised learning the network is a system that tries to fulfill a certain input/ output
function. Input vectors, x, are presented to the network in combination with desired
outputs, vectors y* The ANN can be seen as a system used to approximate the
function y* = f(x) by using information extracted from example vector pairs (X;, y;* ).
When ANNs are trained by using an unsupervised learning method, only the input
vectors x, and no desired outputs, are presented to the network. The network 'selforganizes' its weight variables in response to the input information. This learning
method can be used to make estimations of distribution functions or to investigate the
arrangement of input patterns in input space.
Reinforcement learning can be regarded as an intermediate form of these two learning
paradigms. Here, as in unsupervised learning, the network is supplied mainly with
input vectors and generates outputs in response to these inputs. However, after a
number of input/output sequences have been generated the network receives
information, in the form of a kind of score, about how it has performed during these
sequences; with this information the weights are then updated using a learning rule.
Supervised learning is typically used in situations where an ANN is to function as an
input/output system and a large number of example input/ output pairs is available.
For each example, the ANN thus assimilates exactly what it should emit as output.
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ANNs that use reinforcement learning are especially suited for situations in which the
desired output is not known for each input/output trial. Such situations occur, e.g., in
control and process-optimization applications. Unsupervised learning can be applied
successfully where no desired outputs are needed. It can, for example, be used to form
categories of input patterns or to estimate the distribution functions of presented
patterns.
A large variety of learning methods and learning algorithms exists. Most of them are
covered excellently in the many available text books and introductory papers on
artificial neural networks (e.g., [Rumelhart et a!., 1986; Lippmann, 1987; McClelland
and Rumelhart, 1988; Hecht-Nielsen, 1990; Maren eta!., 1990]). In this section a few of
these learning rules will be discussed briefly; the choice of these rules is based on their
historical (and illustrative) importance as well as the fact that they are used in ANNs
that will be discussed later in this thesis . Hebb's learning rule and the Delta rule are
typically used in supervised learning, Kohonen's learning rule is used in unsupervised
learning.

5.2.1 Hebb's Learning Rule
As was explained in Section 5.1.1, this learning rule was motivated by the idea that
individual neurons play an important part in psychological conditioning. Hebb used
the assumption that, for a neuron, the effectiveness of an axonal input (strength, or
weight, of an input connection in ANN terms) is increased if that input helps that
neuron to emit a pulse immediately. If ann-dimensional input vector x with elements
x, is applied to a processing element via connections with strengths described by a
weight vector w (with elements w,), and simultaneously a desired output y* is applied,
Hebb's learning law can be written mathematically as
~w, =y " ·x,

(5.2)

where ~w, represents the change in the weight elements associated with the
application of the (x, y*) pair.
An example of an ANN that uses this learning rule is the linear associator. If m
processing elements are used in parallel, the network can produce m-dimensional
output vectors y. The transposed weight vectors of the processing elements of such a
network can be placed in rows in an mxn matrix W that describes all weights present
in the network:

(5.3)

The output of such an ANN in response to the application of an input vector x k can be
written as
(5.4)
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The elements of the weights are all initialized to 0 before training. If k examples are
applied then, after the application of the input/ desired-output pairs (x, yk*) , the
weight matrix is
(5.5)

In this way, the network learns a series of input / desired-output pairs (xk, y k*). If after
training an input xk+£ (that was not presented earlier) is applied to the network, the
aim is for the network to present as an output (associated with x k) a vector y k*+o that is
close to yk*· It can be proven (e.g., [Hecht-Nielsen, 1990]) that, the network is able to
reproduce exactly the desired input / output function only if the presented input
vectors are orthonormal, otherwise this is not possible.

5.2.2 The Delta Rule
This rule (which is also known as the Widrow learning rule, the Widrow/Hoff learning
rule, and the LMS learning rule) is one of the most frequently used learning rules in
ANN learning algorithms. Initially, in the 1960s, it was applied in ADALINE
(ADAptive LINear Element) networks, and its popularity mainly originates in its use
in a slightly modified form in the backpropagation learning algorithm.
An ADALINE processing element has as its input signals the n elements of an ndimensional input vector x = (x~> .. . , xn); one input signal is kept constantly at value 1
(the bias, x11 ) and the desired output of the processing element in response to the
applied input vector, is y*. The output of the ADALINE is
y = Wo . I+ WI

. XI

+ ... + wn . xn.

(5.6)

The value of the output can be visualized by noting that w·x = 0 represents a
hyperplane in n-dimensional space. If w11 < 0, and if the input vector x lies on the far
side of the hyperplane (as seen from the origin), the output of the node will be greater
than one. If it lies on the near side, the output will be smaller than one (if w 11 > 0 the
reverse situation occurs) . The output will be zero if x is exactly on the hyperplane.
Note that in the absence of the bias the hyperplane would always be forced to pass
through the origin. An example for two dimensions is depicted in Figure 5.2.
In this way an ADALINE processing element is able to divide the input space into two
regions; these may for example designate the presence or absence of one characteristic
in the input pattern. Combinations of a number of these processing elements enable
the creation of a series of hyperplanes that can form decision regions in the input
space. This principle is the basis for networks present in the group of hyperplane
classifiers mentioned in Section 4.4.2.
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W·X=O

W·X<O

Figure 5.2: Visualization of the outputs of an ADALINE in a case where the input vectors are
two-dimensional.
The delta rule is based on the minimization of a cost function (or energy function) that is
associated with the desired outputs and the actual outputs of a processing element if
sufficient exemplars are presented. The learning algorithm that uses the delta rule
aims to minimize this function by changing the elements of the weight vector. If an
input/ desired output pair (xk, yk *) is presented to the processing element an energy
function, G(w), can be defined as the expectation of the squared error:
(5.7)

This can be rewritten as
(5.8)
It can be shown (e.g. [Hecht-Nielsen, 1990]) that for the ADALINE this function forms
a paraboloid surface with the minimum value of G. G can have several minima, but
they all have the same value . A minimum value of G can be reached by starting with
an initial weight vector w0 and 'slide' down the error surface towards the minimum.

The direction of this 'slide' should be opposite to the direction of the gradient, -V,. G, of
G. Taking the gradient of (5.8) and using V,. (- yk) = -xk (since yk = w·xk) we can derive
I JN
V,.G(w)= lim - jL2·( y;-yk)-(-xk) .
(
N-<~ N k = !

(5.9)

If ok is used to denote the error yk*- yk produced by the ADALINE for input exemplar
x k and the 'expectation form' is again used instead of the 'limit form' we arrive at

(5.10)
Thus, the direction of the weight vector can be estimated by averaging a sufficiently
large number of ok xk vectors and multiplying this by -2. Widrow and Hoff used the
supposition that each ok xk can be used to correct w during a training process. They
showed that, starting from any initial w0 vector, the learning rule
(5.11)

will always converge to a minimum of G(w). This is the Delta learning rule. Here a
determines the magnitude of the weight changes for the training steps and is usually
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called the learning rate. For practical purposes this learning rate is often changed as a
decreasing function of time while applying the series of ok x> vectors. Note the
similarity with adaptive step sizes employed in parameter estimation applications that
use least mean squares algorithms, e.g. [Marquardt, 1970].
Several alternative versions of this learning law are known. The main function of these
versions is to speed up the learning process. Of these, the batched version and the
momentum version of the delta rule are the most commonly known. The batched version
of this learning rule only updates the weights after a considerable number of 8k x.
vectors have been calculated and averaged, thus after a reasonable estimate of V' w G
has been made. This method is closer to the idea formulated in (5.9). In the momentum
version a momentum term, f.J., is added to the learning rule:
(5.12)
The addition of this momentum term can help to ensure that corrections of the weight
vectors tend to average with time. This can be especially useful in situations where the
energy function has large fluctuations in one direction while the 'general downgoing
trend' in the energy function is perpendicular to this direction.
Although the delta rule is a rather powerful learning rule its performance is limited by
the linear nature of the transfer function used . It only estimates decision boundaries
such as the ones shown in Figure 4.2a. More complex, nonlinear, decision boundaries
(Figure 4.2b) can be estimated by employing nonlinear versions of (5.6) and a
generalized version of the delta rule: the generalized delta rule. This rule will be
discussed in Section 5.3.2 where ANNs trained with the backpropagation algorithm
will be described.

5.2.3 The Kohonen Learning Rule
This learning rule is a typical example of a rule used during unsupervised learning.
Although this learning rule cannot be used to train an ANN to perform a desired
input/ output function it can still be very useful. Its main strength lies in its ability to
form a nonlinear representation of the distribution function of the input vectors in its
weights . A network that uses the Kohonen learning rule consists of two layers: an
input layer and an output, Kohonen layer. TheM processing elements in the Kohonen
layer receive input signals from all N input nodes, i.e. each Kohonen node receives the
input vector x = ( x~> ... , xN ).
The nodes in the Kohonen layer can be arranged in various configurations, e.g. in a
linear configuration or in a two-dimensional grid . A schematic example of a Kohonen
network is presented in Figure 5.3.
Before training the network, the weights between the input nodes and the Kohonen
nodes are initialized to low random values. An input vector is then presented to the
nodes in the input layer. For all Kohonen nodes, the distances between their weight
vectors and the input vector are calculated . The type of distance can be chosen freely;
the Euclidian distance often is used. The output of each Kohonen node is dependent
on this distance. The output, y,, of Kohonen node i, with weight vector w,, is
y, = D(w, ,x).
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(5.13)

The node with the smallest distance between its weight vector and the input vector is
selected. This node is often called the 'winning node', because it wins the competition
for selecting the 'best matching node'. The selection of this winning node can be
implemented in various ways: the Kohonen nodes can be interconnected by using
lateral connections with strongly inhibiting strengths (large negative weights) so that
only the Kohonen node with the largest output remains active, or a scheduling
processing element that receives outputs from all Kohonen nodes and presents the
number of the winning Kohonen node may be used .
The weight vector of the winning node and the weight vectors of nodes in its
neighborhood in the Kohonen layer are modified in order to make these nodes more
responsive to the current input vector. The weight update in the Kohonen nodes is
governed by the Kohonen learning rule:
(5.14)

In this equation the variable t is an integer that refers to the time the learning process
has been running; with each presentation of a training pattern the value oft increases
by 1; wi is the weight vector belonging to Kohonen nodej that is to be updated and h,1
is the neighborhood kernel. This is used to make Kohonen nodes in the vicinity of the
winning node more responsive to the presented input pattern:
(5.15)

where r , is the location of the winner and rj is the location of node j in the Kohonen
layer. In the case of a two-dimensional Kohonen layer r , and rj are two-dimensional
vectors . The function value of h,j decreases as the distance between r , and rj increases.
The shape and width of function h,i determines the elasticity of the layer with regard to
the fitting on the presented input vectors . The implementation of the neighborhood
kernel used most frequently is of the form
(5.16)

for Kohonen nodes that fall into a neighborhood N, around the winning node and h,i(t)
= 0 for nodes outside this neighborhood . a(t) is a monotonically decreasing function of
time.
The number of nodes whose weights are updated decreases during the training
process. Initially, the neighborhood is large and almost all nodes in the Kohonen layer
are updated; at the conclusion the size of the neighborhood is usually 0 and only the
winning Kohonen node is updated. This is depicted in Figure 5.3 where T1 indicates
the neighborhood at an early stage in the training phase, and T2 indicates the
neighborhood at a later stage. As an alternative to this method more smooth
neighborhood kernel functions such as the Gaussian kernel function are sometimes
used:
(5.17)
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Figure 5.3: A schematic representation of connections between processing elements in a

Kohonen network.
Here cr is used to determine the width of the kernel. Both a and cr are monotonically
decreasing functions of time .
This training process results in a stable configuration of weights [Kohonen, 1982]. The
process maps the input patterns and the weights in the Kohonen layer in such a way
that the weights of nodes that are topologically close in the Kohonen layer represent
similar input patterns. After enough patterns have been presented during training, the
Kohonen nodes will have taken on weights that represent cluster centers in such a way
that the point density function of the cluster centers approximate to the distribution
function of the input patterns [Kohonen, 1988; Ritter and Schulten, 1988a]. In this way
a network trained using Kohonen learning can be used to create a mapping of the
distribution of the input patterns and provide a condensed representation of the most
relevant parts of the input space.

5.3 Artificial Neural Network Architectures
A large variety of artificial neural network architectures are known, each of which has
been designed with a specific goal in mind. One of the first aims was to design ANNs
that could store as much information as possible in their weights and reproduce this
information in response to applied inputs: examples of these networks will be
presented in Section 5.3.1. Later, the focus on ANN architecture development was
more on the ability to approximate mathematical functions or mappings; some of
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these are treated in Section 5.3.2. As was discussed in Section 4.1, estimations of
mappings are a key issue in pattern recognition problems. Following studies on ANNs
from these two 'main groups' of architectures, studies on more complex and more
sophisticated networks such as hierarchical networks and spatiotemporal networks
were published: this research area will be superficially discussed in Section 5.3.3.

5.3.1 Associative Networks
ANNs of this type have as their main purpose the storage and retrieval of information.
The networks are used to associate presented input vectors, x, with desired output
vectors, y*. Typically these networks consist of an input layer and an output layer
only.
We can distinguish between autoassociative and heteroassociat ive networks. In the first
type the desired output is equal to the presented input vector; they serve to store
patterns. Application of a distorted input pattern applied to such a network should
give an 'undistorted' version of the same pattern at the outputs. In heteroassociative
networks the desired output and the input differ in the sense that they can represent
completely different quantities of completely different dimensions.
Accretive networks are designed to produce the exact y * in response to a distorted
input vector, i.e. they attempt to implement a function of the formj(x +£) = y *
Interpolative networks attempt to implement a function of the form f(x +£) = y *+8
with 181--7 0 as 1£1--7 0.
Furthermore, jeedforward associative and recu rrent associative networks can be
distinguished. In feedforward associative networks the processing of an input vector
to an output vector takes place via a single feedforward pass. There are only direct
connections from the nodes in the input layer to the nodes in the output layer. In
recurrent associative networks the outputs of the nodes in the output layer are fed
back as input to the output nodes. The application of an input vector initiates a
feedback loop in the network. The network is assumed to converge to a stable state
which can then be used to determine the actual outputy of the network.

5.3.2 Mapping Networks
Artificial neural networks are often used to solve mapping problems, i.e. they are used
to approximate a functionjthat maps vectors from a region in spaceR" to vectors in a
spaceR"'. The approximation of the mapping is usually constructed during a training
phase in which vector pairs (x;,y;) (withy;=j(x;)) are presented to the ANN.
The supposition that ANNs can be used to solve mapping problems can be justified by
considering Kolmogorov's theorem, which states:
"Given any continuous functionf[O,l]"--7R"',j(x) = y,f can be implemented exactly by a
three-layer feedforward neural network having n fanout processing elements in the
first (x-input) layer, (2n+l) processing elements in the middle layer, and m processing
elements in the top (y-output) layer."
This theorem thus states that a network with one hidden layer is able to exactly
represent any continuous mapping. Although the theorem does state that such a
network exists, and that a search for an ANN to solve a mapping problem is
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potentially useful, no information on how such a network should be created is
provided.
A large variety of ANNs that attempt to implement mapping functions exist. In this
chapter the description of such ANNs has been limited to those actually experimented
with in this study; these are multi-layer perceptrons trained with the backpropagation
algorithm, Kohonen networks and counterpropagation networks .
Multi-layer Perceptrons Trained with the Backpropagation Algorithm

The multi-layer perceptron ANN is one of the most popular artificial neural networks.
As its name suggests it is a network that consists of multiple layers of perceptrons. To
discuss its operation the perceptron will first be discussed briefly.
A perceptron processing element can be regarded as a nonlinear version of the
ADALINE (Section 5.2.2). Whereas the output of the ADALINE could be written as
(5.6)
n

y=Lw1 ·x1 ,

(5 .18)

i=O

the output of a perceptron is written as
(5 .19)
wherefis a nonlinear function: a so-called hard limiter. If the argument off is greater
than or equal to O,J is +1; otherwise it is -1 (sometimes 0 is used instead of -1). The
output of a perceptron can be visualized easily by looking at Figure 5.2: in the region
where w·x:?: 0 the output is 1, in the region where w·x < 0 the output is -1. The learning
rule for a perceptron is similar to the one described in (5.11). A perceptron can only
estimate boundaries for decision regions separated by hyperplanes. To estimate more
complex boundaries, other types of networks had to be developed. It was known that
a system of multiple layers of perceptrons is able to create an arbitrary mapping, but it
was not known how such a network should be trained . The backpropagation
algorithm [Werbos, 1974; Parker, 1985; Le Cun, 1986; Rumelhart eta!., 1986] provided
a solution to this: the rediscovery and the publication of this algorithm in the 1980s
lead to the widespread use of the "multi-layer perceptron trained with the
backpropagation algorithm". Such a network is a feed-forward network that consists
of an input layer, an output layer, and one or more hidden layers. Each layer is fully
interconnected with the subsequent layer; an example of such a network is presented
in Figure 4.5.
The backpropagation algorithm uses the same method to learn as the ADALINE, i.e.
by minimizing the mean squared errors (the cost function) in the output using an
iterative process. To update the weights of the output nodes in a way similar to the
one used in (5.11) is quite straightforward since the output errors are directly
available. To update the weights of elements in a hidden layer, however, the error in
the output is not immediately observable. The object is now to calculate that error by
backpropagating the error of the output layer to the hidden layers. This can be done
either by defining the error of a hidden unit as the weighted summation of the errors
of processing elements in the subsequent layer or by employing the chain rule when
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calculating the derivative of the cost function: both methods yield the same result. To
be able to implement this, the derivative of the cost function with respect to the weight
vector will have to be calculated for the processing elements (cf. (5.9)). If the
'conventional' perceptrons are used this will lead to problems since the derivative of a
hard-limiting transfer function is not continuous, and where the derivative of such a
function can be calculated it is 0 so it useless to update weights using the Delta rule.
Therefore, a function that resembles the hard-limiter but from which the first
derivative can be calculated at all points is needed . Usually, a sigmoid, for an output
range of (0,1), or an hyperbolic tangent, for an output range of (-1,1), is used . The
behavior of these functions is depicted in Figure 5.4.
f(x)
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Figure 5.4:
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An extra 'non linearity' parameter, ~, may be used to adjust the 'steepness' of the function, in
which case the functions do not operate upon x, but on ~ x.
The implementation of backpropagation is based on the minimization of a cost
function, G1,. This cost function for a presented input pattern p and a network with m
outputs is
(5.20)

in which yPi is the output of output element j when pattern p is presented. Using
gradient descent in order to decrease the cost function with respect to pattern p, the
weights w1i of processing elementj must change according to
Llw1i

ac,,
oc - - " - .

(5.21)

ow;1

To calculate this, we can use:
(5.22)

in which /1,i is the input applied to processing element j thanks to the presentation of
patternp:
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k

(5.23)

/ Pi = LwifyP,
i=O

where k processing elements are assumed to be present in the previous layer, each
with output y1,,, and again an extra bias input Yo (equal to 1) is used with an associated
connection strength w0i. With (5.23) this gives
k

_ac_P = _a_c_P .
a
a1
Wii
Pi

_a""~,_o_w_IJY_,_''
a

Wii

ac I'

(5.24)

=~· Yp,.

PI

The error in processing element j for pattern p is defined as
acp
opi =-~.
PI

(5.25)

Use of equations (5.24) and (5.25) in (5 .21) leads to a rule for changing the weights, the

generalized delta rule. The weight change as a result of the application of pattern p, t.Pw'i
is
(5.26)

t.Pw'i =ao PiyP, ,

in which a again is the learning rate.
Now, the error can be calculated:
ac p
ac p ayl'i
acp
,
o,,i=---:;--1 =---:~-·-;-! =---:~-·fi u l'i)
a 1'i
uyPi u Pi
uy Pi

(5.27)

in which.fj' is the derivative of the transfer function of processing element j; a sigmoid
or a hyperbolic tangent. From (5.20) we can derive for the processing element j in the
output layer:
(5.28)
thus, for output nodes we have:
(5.29)

<>Pi= <Y;,i- Ypi) f / UPi).

For hidden processing elements we have, using the chain rule
acp
ayl'i

=! ac,, . ail',=! ac,, .-a-±w Y
k=i afpk aypi

k=i afpk ay pi

i =O

•k

.

(5.30)

I"

Here, k is used to count the m processing elements in the layer succeeding the hidden
layer in which processing element j is to be found . The counter. i is used to count the I
processing elements (plus bias) in the hidden layer. Thus, with the use of (5.25):
acp ~acp
~
-a-=L-a-wi, =-Lop,wi,
Ypi ' =' I,,,
' ='

and the error term for hidden units becomes:
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(5.31)

bf'j =

"'

L81', w jk · f /

(/ f'j ) ·

(5.32)

k= l

With (5.26), (5.29), and (5.32) we now have the tools to perform training with the
backpropagation algorithm. To start training, the network weights are initialized to
small random values. Then:
• an input pattern, together with the desired output, is applied to the artificial neural
network
• the output of the network is calculated using the summations and transfer functions
and
• the errors for the processing elements in the output layer using (5.29) are calculated.
With the aid of these errors, the errors of the hidden processing elements are
calculated using (5.32) and using these calculated errors the process is repeated for
all preceding layers in the network; here the error is 'backpropagated' through the
network so
• now the errors for all processing elements are known and the weights are updated
using (5.26).
After this, the process is repeated for the next input pattern until all available input
training patterns have been used at least once. Often, this sequence is repeated many
times; the training process is stopped either when the error on the training set is
smaller than a predefined value 1 , a certain number of pattern presentations have been
applied, or the weights did not change significantly over a long period of time .
The generalized delta rule will change the weights in such a way that the associated
cost function is decreased. The aim of the training procedure is to reach a
configuration of weights that represents a global minimum in this cost function,
therefore some information about the form of a backpropagation cost function would
be highly beneficial. However, little other than some general facts is known about the
shapes of backpropagation cost functions . For a given set of weights there are many
weight permutations in the network that produce the same input-output relation for
the network. This results in a large number of global minima in the cost function.
Large areas in the cost-function shape are essentially flat owing to the output of
processing elements being in the tail of the sigmoids; this lowers the sensitivity of the
outputs of these processing units to weight changes. Also, it is known that non-global
minima are present in the shape of the cost function [Hecht-Nielsen, 1990].
In a similar way as applied to the delta rule in (5.11), the generalized delta rule can
make use of batched versions and momentum versions. Usually the learning rate used
in 5.26 is very small (in the case of too high a learning rate the learning process might
'jump over' the minima in the cost function); this causes the training process to be very
time-consuming. Also the cost function may have a rather 'flat' shape which makes
learning slow. Various methods have been invented and investigated to improve the
speed of backpropagation learning; examples include adaptive learning rates and
second-order methods [Silva and Almeida, 1990]. Despite this, training with
backpropagation still tends to be rather slow. Also the existence of local minima in the
cost function can lead to problems during learning.
1 It is preferabl e to use a separate 'training-test set' of patterns to make an estimation of the network
performance; this idea will be discussed further in Chapter 6.
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For many applications, an ANN trained with the backpropagation algorithm is chosen
as the first network to be investigated, mainly because these networks have already
been used in many other applications and many available neural network software
packages include backpropagation. Whether this is always the best choice is
questionable: a lot of heuristics is used in determining the network sizes and training
parameters, although some indications can be found in literature, e.g. [Mirchandani
and Cao, 1989]. Also, the training process can last very long, and it is not always easy
to use the weights to extract information on what the network does .
Kohonen Networks
A Kohonen Network (or Kohonen self-organizing map) is a network trained using
unsupervised learning. As was discussed in Section 5.2.3 this network creates a
mapping of input vectors. The mapping is present in the weights of the processing
elements in the Kohonen layer. Topological relations between input vectors are
preserved and the distribution function of the input vectors is reflected in this
mapping. The way such a network is trained was discussed in the description of the
Kohonen learning law (Section 5.2.3).

Although it is known that the weights of a Kohonen mapping are ordered to accord
with the arrangement present in the input space, it may be difficult to visualize or
quantize this. The input vectors as well as the Kohonen layer may have an arbitrary
dimension. In the example in Figure 5.3 the input vectors are n-dimensional vectors
mapped onto a Kohonen layer which is a two-dimensional array of processing
elements. However, this Kohonen layer need not be two-dimensional; it may also be
one-dimensional, three-dimensional etc. Examples of the mapping of two-dimensional
input vectors onto a two-dimensional Kohonen layer are presented in Figure 5.5.
For input and Kohonen layers of one or two dimensions this visualization is feasible,
but for higher dimensions becomes more problematic. To observe the weights that are
created when high-dimensional input vectors are used, partial solutions can be found
in methods that project the weight vectors on a two-dimensional plane [Sammon,
1969] or depict the differences in weight vectors instead of the weight vectors
themselves [Ultsch and Siemon, 1989]. This makes the configuration of weights
apparent; the distribution of weights gives an indication of the distribution of input
vectors, so clusters and topological arrangement can be viewed and investigated.
Although there is a relation between the density of weight vectors and the distribution
function of the input vector this relation is in general not linear; for the onedimensional case it can be shown that if the distribution function at some point in the
input space is P(x), the density of the weights is proportional to P(x) 213 [Ritter and
Schulten, 1986]. No general expression like this is known for input vectors of higher
dimension.
The topological 'correctness' of the mapping, sometimes also referred to as
neighborhood preservation, is also important. Again, for simple cases this can be
examined visually by looking for 'swathed' meshes, but for more complex situations
this becomes difficult: a quantitative assessment of the correctness of the mapping is
more useful. Such a description can be found, for example in the topographic product
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Figure 5.5: Examples of mappings using Kohonen networks. The applied input vectors were
drawn randomly according to distribution functions depicted by the gray surfaces of the ringshaped areas in the upper figures. The meshes indicate the distribution of the weight vectors of
the processing elements in the Kohonen network. Lines in the mesh interconnect neighboring
nodes; the points where lines intersect represent the weight vector present in a processing
element.
a: weight vectors of processing elements in a two-dimensional Kohonen layer; the input
vectors are drawn from a uniform distribution function;
b: idem, but with the input vectors drawn from a distribution function that has values for y <
0 that are twice as large as values for y 2: 0.
[Bauer and Pawelzik, 1992] of the weights. This description can also help in the
estimation of the dimensionality of the Kohonen layer that gives the best mapping.
It might be argued that neighborhood preservation is not very significant: as long as
the weight vectors themselves have appropriate values and the performance of the
network is good enough, the ordering of these vectors is of minor importance. A
correct mapping is not merely a 'nice feature': the density of the mapping provides us
with an estimation of the distribution underlying the input patterns. Also a correct
mapping is robust against distortions in the input patterns, which are likely to occur
when real, noisy data are used; limited changes in the input patterns will have a
limited effect on the position of the winning Kohonen element. There are indications
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that a network with a correct mapping performs better than networks whose mapping
is incorrect [Bauer and Pawelzik, 1992].
Although a Kohonen network is very useful for creating mappings of the applied
input vector, its usefulness for the implementation of a mapping function is somewhat
limited. This is because the output of such a network is simply a vector of M elements
of which one element has the value 1, and the other M-1 elements have the value 0. A
general mapping of fix) = y would provide problems, since the form of y is rather
limited. An architecture that can be used to solve this is based on the combination of a
Kohonen network with an extra output layer: the counterpropagation network (CPN).
Counterpropagation Networks
The original implementation of the CPN [Hecht-Nielsen, 1987] comprised several
extra layers in order to be able to make mappings in two ways: to map an applied
vector x from R" onto a vector y in R"', and vice versa: to map an applied vector y from
R"' onto a vector x in R" . In this way information is processed in a 'counterflow'
manner (hence the name counterpropagation network). In practice however, most
implementations of the CPN are 'one way', i.e., they map only from x to y. This
'forward-only' version of the CPN is depicted in Figure 5.6.

kohonen layer

X

n

output layer

Yt

im
y

m

desired outputs

Figure 5.6: A schematic representation of a counterpropagation network.
This network consists of a Kohonen layer 2 followed by an extra output layer
comprising m processing elements. The elements in the output layer are fully
2 The

original implementation of the counterpropagation network uses a variant of the Kohonen layer:
not the Euclidean distance but the inner product between weight vectors and input vectors is used (this
requires normalization of both vectors) and no 'neighborhood' is used when updating weights.
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connected to the nodes in the Kohonen layer. During training they also receive their
desired output value as input. The output, YPi' of an output processing element j after
presentation of pattern p is governed by
M

Ypi

= I.wuz",

(5.33)

i= l

where Zp; is the output of Kohonen node i after presentation of pattern p. The weight w;i
connects Kohonen node i and output node j. Considering the fact that the output of
only one Kohonen node, the Kohonen winner, is equal to 1 and all other outputs are 0
it is obvious that the output of an output node is equal to the weight of the connection
between the Kohonen winner and the output node. The weights of these output nodes
are initially set to small random values; during training the weights are updated using
the 'outstar' learning rule which takes the form :
(5.34)

in which a is the learning rate (0 < a < 1) . As can be seen, the learning rule only
updates the weight of the connection with the winning Kohonen node. The learning
rule modifies the weights to form, with time, the average of the desired output y*
associated with the input vector x that causes a certain Kohonen element to win the
competition (for a derivation of this, see e.g. [Hecht-Nielsen, 1990]). After training, a
'best matching prototype' is found in the Kohonen layer as the weight vector that best
matches the input pattern. Subsequently, in the output layer a 'label', being an average
of the desired outputs associated with the prototype presented during training, is
attached to this prototype.
To achieve an accuracy equal to that of multi-layer perceptrons trained with
backpropagation, the number of Kohonen nodes needed is larger than that used in a
multi-layer perceptron. Advantages of a counterpropagation network are that its
training can be done much faster than training with backpropagation and that its
operation is less critical with respect to various parameters used [Hecht-Nielsen, 1990].

5.3.3 Other Types of Networks
As mentioned before a myriad ANN architectures exist; the networks discussed in this
section constitute only a small part of this. As research on neural networks continues,
new architectures and variants of existing architectures are being investigated. A brief,
and certainly not exhaustive, survey of these networks will be presented here .
Stochastic Networks

As was discussed earlier in this chapter, ANNs are often trained to determine the
global minimum in a specified cost function. However, in many cost functions local
minima and/or multiple global minima exist that may lead to a training process that
gets 'stuck' at a suboptimal position in weight space. With stochastic networks an
attempt to reach the global minimum by implementing a stochastic aspect in the
training procedure is made: a possible technique to use here is called simulated

annealing.
Where in the methods discussed earlier the weights were always changed in order to
decrease a cost function at a given moment, in stochastic networks weight changes
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that increase the cost function may sometimes also be performed. In this way they are
able to get out of local minima. For each possible weight change (here usually from 0
to 1 or vice versa) the change in the cost function t'lG = G new- G"'" is calculated. The
change of weights is performed with a probability 1-p with
I
p=

_(-t'lc)·
l+ex'\T

(5.35)

Here T is the 'temperature' of the network; initially it is set at a high value and it
decreases during the simulated annealing process. The probability, p, as a function of
t'lG for various Tvalues is depicted in Figure 5.7

pi
T=O

0

Figure 5.7: The probability of not changing weights as function of the change in the cost

function .
Since at the start of the process the temperature is high there is a considerable chance
that weights are changed even if they cause an increase in the cost function; as the
temperature decreases so does this chance. Using this algorithm a process is created
that is able to 'get out' of local minima and reach the desired global minimum with
high probability [Kirkpatrick et al., 1983]. An ANN that uses the simulated annealing
method is the Boltzmann Machine Network.
Adding stochastic properties to already existing network architectures can also help to
decrease the time needed to train that network. For example, in a multi-layer
perceptron using backpropagation, adding a noise term in the weight update rule or
adding noise to the weights themselves can decrease the time needed to train the
network [Rognvaldsson, 1993].
Spatiotemporal Networks
In all ANNs so far discussed one aspect has remained absent, namely the aspect of
time. Networks in which time aspects are considered are called spatiotemporal
networks. These networks map an applied input vector function x(t) to an output
function y(t). Applications of spatiotemporal ANNs are found for example in speech
recognition problems or in control tasks.
In spatiotemporal pattern recognition problems it is often important for distorted or
transformed patterns to be recognized, for example a speech recognizer must still be
able to identify spoken words even if the pitch of the speech is not constant. An often
encountered transformation of spatiotemporal patterns that copes with these problems
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is the time warp. A time warp transforms the function x(t) to a function x(<p(t)) in which
<p(t) is a monotonically increasing function : such a transformation can 'speed up' or
'slow down' a spatiotemporal pattern or transfer it in time.
Examples of ANNs that work with spatiotemporal patterns are time-delay neural
networks [Waibel et a!., 1989] and the recurrent backpropagation network [Rumelhart
and McClelland, 1986].
Multi-modular Networks

Complex systems can be built with the aid of 'basic' neural networks . These systems
comprise combinations of building blocks that each contain an ANN. The use of single
ANNs for solving real-life problems usually requires huge networks with a large
number of processing elements divided over a few fully interconnected layers. In
multi-modular networks the task to be learned is divided into simpler subtasks that
are designated to separate ANNs : less information has to be processed by the
processing elements of these ANNs and/or the task to be solved is simpler than in the
case of a single ANN approach.
Examples of multi-modular approaches are networks that comprise several modules
of 'expert networks' (Jacobs et al., 1991]. Here, the expert networks are trained with a
subset of the available training patterns; in this way they become expert in processing
specific types of patterns. Another network, a 'gating network', is used to decide how
much expertise the various expert networks possess for handling a given pattern; the
final network output is determined on the basis of a weighted mix of expert outputs.
Hierarchical networks are networks that consist of ANNs that do not work in parallel,
as do expert networks, but sequentially. An example of such a network is the
Neocognitron (e.g. [Fukushima, 1988]). In such a network, which is typically used for
pattern recognition in spatial images, modules receive information from only a part of
the processing elements of the preceding module; in this way modules can be created
that display selective attention for parts of the presented input pattern.
Neural Networks combined with other Processing Methods

As discussed in Chapter 4, various techniques to solve problems like pattern
recognition tasks exist; ANN techniques form just a part of them. All techniques have
their own strong and weak points: symbolic AI approaches are very useful in
applications in which it is possible to extract and reformulate domain knowledge from
an expert but they are less efficient in situations where this is not possible. Syntactic
approaches are useful for dealing with patterns that can be subdivided into
characteristic parts, but for handling random signals or signals that are heavily
distorted they are not well suited. Similarly, the connectionist AI approach has its own
advantages and disadvantages.
A system using ANNs is useful either if no explicit knowledge about the problem can
be extracted, or where knowledge has to be interpolated or extrapolated from
presented knowledge, or where a robust implementation is needed, or for rapid
prototyping purposes. But there are also drawbacks: the information present in a
trained ANN is rather difficult to retrieve: it is not always easy to say how the ANN
'reasons'. Also ANNs seem to be less well suited for tasks in which temporal aspects
play an important role. Although networks that deal with this are known, their
practical applicability is still limited. Moreover the ANN's ability to learn is heavily
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dependent on the availability of sufficient training data. If no, or only a few, examples
are available the construction of a useful ANN becomes difficult.
A possible method for dealing with the various drawbacks of separate methods is to
combine various techniques that are competent in doing one task and whose less
useful points are compensated by other techniques. Such a system would again have a
multi-modular form, but here the modules can contain e.g. ANNs as well as expert
systems or algorithms. For example, one facet of a problem may be well-understood so
it can be formulated into rules while another part of the same problem cannot be
formally: in such a case an expert system in combination with an ANN could provide
the answer. Another example used in many applications is the combination of an
ANN with algorithms that enhance the ANN's inputs or outputs for a given task.

5.4 Incremental Learning Techniques
In the discussed ANNs, two modes of operation could be distinguished: a training
mode and a recall mode. In the training mode example patterns are presented to the
network and knowledge is extracted and stored in the network weights . In the recall
mode this knowledge is employed to process new patterns. Thus, the information
stored in the network changes during training; after training has ended the
information remains unchanged.
In many applications, however, it would be useful to be able to update this
information even if the network is in recall mode. It is not unthinkable that initially for
a given application in which an ANN is to be used only a limited number of example
patterns are available. One may then want to train an initial neural network with the
aid of these available examples and work with the thus-created network in recall
mode to process new patterns. However, if at a later stage patterns are presented that
differ significantly from the ones used during training, the ANN is likely to perform
unsatisfactorily on these patterns. These different patterns contain new information
and it would be beneficial to be able to store this new information in the network.
Of course it is possible to augment the patterns in the training set used initially and to
repeat the complete training process with this increased training set. However, such a
method is clearly impractical since it would require repetitions of, often timeconsuming, training processes in situations in which the ANN is supposed to be
productive. A more useful method of incorporating new knowledge would be simply
to update the information present in the initial network to accommodate the new
situation. The information present in the network weights is not completely discarded
and rebuilt, but it is expanded.
In the use of incremental learning techniques two important factors play a role. First,
the system that uses incremental learning has to be able to adapt its stored information
to satisfy as many new inputs as possible. Thus, the system has to be sufficiently
flexible; this is often called plasticity of the system. On the other hand the system must
not be too flexible: a system that updates its information for every presented pattern
will either have to store an enormous amount of information or will tend to 'wash out'
the information gained earlier. The ability to retain information stored already is often
referred to as the stability of the system. Thus, on the one hand it is desirable to have a
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system that easily adapts itself to new information while on the other hand a system
that does not adapt itself too easily is preferable; this problem is known as stabilityplasticity dilemma.
In ANN research, various methods for implementing incremental learning have been,
and still are, subject to further research. In general, one of two approaches is used .
In the first approach an ANN with a fixed number of processing elements is used. If
new information is to be stored in the network, the weights are changed to incorporate
this new knowledge. Since the total amount of information that can be stored is
constant in this case, there is also some loss of information: older information will be
'forgotten'.
In the second approach the number of processing elements is not constant: if new
information is to be stored new processing elements with new weights are created.
The advantage is that old information is not forgotten. However, one has to be careful
that the number of newly created processing elements does not grow
disproportionally. If new processing elements are created for every new pattern, the
ANN will simply become a very large look-up table with no possibilities for
generalization.
Examples of ANN systems for which incremental learning techniques have been
investigated are networks based on Kohonen's self-organizing mapping network
(discussed in Section 5.3.2) [Roberts, 1991; Fritzke, 1991, 1993a, 1993b] and Carpenter
and Grossberg's ART networks (e.g. [Carpenter and Grossberg, 1986, 1987, 1988,
1990]) and its derivatives [Yamauchi eta!., 1992].

5.5 Incorporating Explicit Knowledge in Artificial Neural Networks
In the discussion of ANNs it was pointed out that these are especially appropriate in
situations where almost no explicit knowledge about the underlying problem is
available but where sufficient example cases are available. Often however, the
situation is not so critical: often a priori knowledge about the relationships between the
input patterns and the desired outputs is available. It can be very useful, especially if
only a limited set of data is available, to take advantage of this knowledge and store it
in the network and thus improve the network's performance.
The incorporation of a priori knowledge in a network also has the advantage that it can
help to avoid the creation of networks that predict the impossible. An input-output
relation of a certain system that is to be modeled may be known to obey certain
underlying physical principles. An ANN trained without any restrictions will possibly
produce results that violate these principles.
Available information is generally incorporated into ANNs by using restrictions . For
example, the choice of network architectures that can be used may be restricted. If for
a certain problem it is known that the mapping sought fulfills a certain condition, and
if it is also known that there is a type of network architecture that fulfills this
condition, a priori knowledge can be put into the networks by using only networks
including such an architecture.
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Another type of restriction concerns the values of the network weights. Restraints can
be put upon the weights in order to implement a certain condition in the implemented
network function.
The method by which constraints in the allowable architectures are used does not
require special training schemes. The method according to which constraints are put
on the weights, however, does require an adapted training scheme: when training is
finished the eventual weights must satisfy the defined constraints. This can be
achieved by using a dedicated cost function that guides the network weights to
allowed values.
If, for example, it is known that certain inputs are more important than others, their
connection weight can be forced to have relatively large values. More complex
examples of knowledge that can be enforced to be put into the network weights are
the monotonicity of a mapping function, or the fact that a mapping function has to be
convex or concave Uoerding and Meador, 1991].
Weight constraints appear to be used less frequently than architecture constraints; this
may be a result of the sometimes complex implementation they require. Often, an
adapted learning scheme is needed which may not be available in a standard ANN
software package.

5.6 Biological Neural Networks
Many introductory texts on artificial neural networks begin with a section in which
ANNs are introduced as being based on the working of the (human) brain. And very
optimistic texts sometimes claim that the operation of biological neural networks
could be more or less emulated by ANNs if only the difficulties of 'large scale
implementation' could be eradicated. The philosophy behind this is that processing
elements constitute a reasonable model of neurons and the weight connections form a
good model of the synapses between neurons: the only problem to be solved is how to
implement enough neurons and connections to have a reasonably sized 'brain model'.
11
The human brain contains far too many neurons (in the order of 10 ) and connections
15
(in the order of 10 ) to allow an artificial duplicate in either hardware or software at
this moment. The suggestion is then that if (or when) available technologies have
reached a state in which such a large-scale implementation would be feasible an
artificial brain could be made by our elementary ANNs. Unfortunately the situation is
not that simple and it is questionable whether the ANNs used in many studies bear
any close resemblance to biological neural networks.
There is indeed at first sight a real similarity between a biological neuron and the
ANN processing element as introduced in Section 5.1.2. A biological neuron and an
ANN processing element are represented schematically in Figure 5.8.
If the operation of a biological neuron is compared to that of an ANN processing
element several similarities can be seen. The soma corresponds to the processing
element itself. The dendrites can be thought of as the input connections of the
processing element and the axon as the output connection. The influences of the
synapses relate to the weights of the connections; inhibitory synapses correspond to
negative weights and excitatory synapses correspond to positive weights . Finally, the
summing of synaptic effects and the discharge when a threshold is reached in a
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b
Figure 5.8: A schematic representation of (a) a biological neuron and (b) an ANN processing
element.
neuron show much resemblance to the effect of the nonlinear function of a processing
element. However, there are also many differences.
The output of a biological neuron is constituted by a spike-train, a series of
depolarization bursts that lasts a certain time. The frequency-information contents of
such a spike-train represents the amplitude of the signal, whereas the output of a
processing element is an instantaneous quantity that has no time aspect. The rate at
which the neurotransmitter is released is not proportional to the frequency of the spike
train [Brown et al., 1992). The sensitivity of response of the postsynaptic neuron to a
neurotransmitter package is a stochastic variable and the postsynaptic potentials do
not add up linearly. The dendritic tree can be seen as a delay line; the inputs coming
from different dend.rites are therefore used to calculate temporal correlations rather
than instant pattern correlations. The speed at which a signal travels in the biological
case varies; speed differences in the propagation of the signal are not accounted for in
ANNs .
Of course, some of these differences can be reduced by changing the presented general
ANN and processing element model: there are hardware implementations of
processing elements that produce a spike train, and recurrent ANNs attempt to handle
some of the temporal aspects, but an ANN model that incorporates all these features
concurrently is not available.
In conclusion it might be stated that ANNs in general cannot be considered as usable
imitations of biological neural networks and that an artificial brain based on ANNs
will not be produced in the foreseeable future. However, there are certainly parallels
between ANN research and biological NN research . Results of biological research may
provide a source for new concepts to be studied and used in ANNs. Conversely,
newly developed theories and concepts in ANN research may be used to provide
improved insight into biological neurons and their interactions.
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6 Artificial Neural Network Applications: Practical
Considerations

6.1 Introduction
Knowledge of the general ideas and basic concepts behind artificial neural networks is
necessary for an understanding of what is happening when they are used for a specific
application. However, when ANNs are to be used in practical situations this
fundamental knowledge must be complemented by familiarity with the application
itself. This particular knowledge is basically concerned with practical considerations of
ANN usage: what type of ANN suited for real applications, how should ANNs be
trained and evaluated, how can the available data best be used, and how can an ANN
be implemented? This chapter to addresses questions such as these. In Chapter 8 the
actual choice of networks and their implementation will be discussed.

6.2 Factors Influencing the Applicability of a Neural Network
The existence of many types of ANN architecture was discussed in Chapter 5. There
are a number of issues concerning demands and limitations of network architectures
for various applications. Usually, a few promising ANNs are implemented and
evaluated for solving a given task, the results then being compared in order to choose
the one best suited for the task. Various criteria govern this choice; these will be
discussed in the following sections.
6.2.1 Performance

In general, the most important issue in choosing a neural network is the performance
of the network. Performance can be measured according to various criteria. A detailed
discussion of this will be found in Section 6.3.1.
To measure the performance of different networks on a given set of samples, one
could implement and train each network, measure its performance under realistic
conditions, and choose the method that yields best performance. If one has sufficient
time and computational resources this is probably the best approach. Methods
requiring less experimentation are usually easier, however. Some factors that may be
used to provide an indication of the performance of an ANN are discussed below.
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Performance on the Training Sets
The performance of a network on data used for designing and training (the training
set) is also known as the apparent performance. Although, in general, the apparent
performance does not provide a good estimate of the true performance (i.e. the
performance on unseen data), it may be useful to calculate itl. Calculation of the
performance of an ANN on its training data does not impose a heavy load on the
computational resources, and can give some insight into how the ANN will perform
on data not used during training. Where the performance using the training data is
poor it is likely that the performance of that ANN on unknown data will be even
poorer. Of course, one has to be very careful in drawing conclusions from estimations
of this kind but they can be useful for rough indications in an early stage of
development.
Performance on Cross-Validation Sets and Test Sets
The object of determining the performance of a network is to give a reliable
assessment of the ability of the ANN to perform its task in a real life situation. The
available data is therefore divided into three sets, viz., a training set, a cross-validation
set, and a test set. The training set is used during the training process to adapt the
weights, and the cross-validation set is used to make a preliminary estimation of the
performance of the ANN on unseen data . These two sets are often constructed by
partitioning one larger data set into two sets using techniques like so-called leavingone out methods, k-fold cross validation, and bootstrapping methods (e.g. [Weiss and
Kulikowski, 1991; Efron and Tibshirani, 1993]). When the process of training and
experimenting with different ANNs is finished, the test set, which is to be kept
absolutely separate from the rest of the data, can be used to provide a final estimation
of the ANN's performance in 'real life'.
Use of test sets for determining the ability of the network to handle unseen data
correctly is often one of the most important issues in determining the usefulness of a
network for a given task. If the network is not able to perform well on cross-validation
sets it is not likely that it will be a good candidate. If it does perform well, the network
may be investigated further to check its ability for its eventual task.
Performance Independence of Starting Weights
For most types of ANNs training begins with randomly chosen weights 2 . Often this
initial configuration of weights is regarded as one of a set of weight vectors in a highdimensional space that covers all possible weight configurations. Usually an error
function is defined with these weight vectors as its argument. The aim of the training
procedure is to find a set of weight vectors that results in an absolute minimum in the
error function . In this way, training can be regarded as an iteration process with the
initial weight values as the starting-point of the iteration.
Some ANNs, such as ANNs trained with the backpropagation algorithm, may get
enmeshed in local minima during training when particular initial weight
configurations are used . Also, the time required to train the ANN may vary
Apparent performance a nd true performance are discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.2.
Exceptions to this are ANNs for which the weights are calculated beforehand, such as the Hopfield
network.
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significantly for differing starting values of the weights. A method of obtaining a
reasonable training result is to repeat the training procedures a number of times, e.g.
10 times, and pick the one with the best cross-validation performance. Needless to say,
dependence of the performance on the starting weights is an undesirable
phenomenon, as this increases the load imposed on computational resources during
the training phase.
Whether a certain dependence on the initial weight values of the ANN's performance
in a given situation is regarded as important or not depends largely on the situation in
which the ANN is to be developed. If there are sufficient computational resources or if
there is enough time to perform long training sessions, it may well be worth-while
ac tually to use this kind of training. Once these ANNs have been fully trained they
may perform better than other ANNs trained using faster procedures. In situations
where ANNs will have to be trained repeatedly during operation this kind of
dependence is certainly not desirable and one may choose for an ANN requiring a
simpler procedure, even though its performance may be poorer.
Performance Independence of Training Exemplar Order
Some ANNs show varying results in performance owing to the order in which the
training exemplars were presented during training. It is obvious that this dependence
is not desired. To minimize the effects of such a dependence, such ANNs are trained
by presenting the patterns repeatedly in random order.
6.2.2 Training

The training procedure can be a significant issue when considering which type of
ANN is most suitable in a given situation. Sometimes an ANN only has to be trained
once; after training it is used in recall mode only. In other situations, the ANN has to
be retrained repeatedly in order to adapt itself to a new situation or has to be able to
adapt its weights continuously using incremental learning.
A simple training procedure may be advantageous but one still has to take into
account that the simplicity of the procedure must not lower the accuracy on the test
set unacceptably. The decision on what is most important must be made separately for
each application.
Elements that can be used to assess the suitability of a training procedure are listed
below.
Number of Pattern Presentations Needed to Complete Training
When ease of training is being discussed, it is obvious that the number of training
steps must be taken into account. Usually, training patterns are presented to an ANN,
and weights are updated using information from that pattern. The calculation of
weight updates after pattern presentation is often the most time-consuming step in the
operation of an ANN. If a fast training procedure is required, it is necessary for the
number of pattern presentations to be as low as possible
Time Needed to Complete Training
This is strongly related to the topic of the number of pattern presentations. In general,
the more pattern presentations are required to complete training, the more training-
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time is involved. Also, many calculations may be necessary while executing the
training procedure. It may be clear that training should be kept to a minimum in
situations where frequent (re)training sessions or incremental learning techniques
have to be performed.
Number of Exemplars Needed to Complete Training

In training an ANN, as many training patterns as possible should preferably be used
in order to gain as much information as possible during the training process. In most
cases however, only a limited set of patterns is available for training. It is a significant
advantage when an ANN can be trained well enough using relatively few examples.
The Ability to Use Incremental Learning

As was discussed in Section 5.4, some applications require an ANN that is able to
update its weights after 'initial training' has ended. The need to use incremental
learning limits the choice of ANN types suitable for a given application.
Memory Usage

If an ANN has to be trained on the site where it is also to be used, it may happen that
there are no large memory resources available. In such a case it is important that
training can be done without using much memory.
6.2.3 Topology

If one has the choice between two ANNs that perform equally well, the simplest ANN
is often chosen. Usually, ANNs that have a simple topology are better at generalizing
from their training patterns than are complex ANNs. Because of their simpler
construction, they can be implemented more easily since they require a smaller
amount of memory and fewer computational resources.
Factors based on the topology of an ANN that can be used to guide the choice of an
ANN are:
Number of Layers

ANNs can have different numbers of layers; ANNs with few layers are preferable to
those with many layers on the basis of generalization and computational
considerations. However, comparison of the complexity between ANNs with only one
layer and ANNs with more layers cannot always be made easily because their
architectures and modes of operation are totally different.
Number of Processing Elements

The number of processing elements present in the ANN also influences the
complexity. Again, ANNs with a small number of processing elements are preferable
to larger networks.
Number of Interconnections

Another good criterion is the number of interconnections between processing elements
present in the ANN. This is usually related to a combination of the number of layers
and the number of processing elements in each layer. In ANNs the knowledge is
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represented in the weights of the interconnections. As long as the number of
interconnections is reasonable the ANN is forced to use some generalization in storing
its knowledge: this is desirable for achieving good results with data that were not used
during training. Also, the use of fewer interconnections leads to a shorter training
period as the update of the interconnection strengths is often the most time-consuming
factor in training algorithms.
Distributed Representation of Information
For good performance of the ANN it is important for its knowledge to be distributed
across the ANN. This ensures that performance degrades 'gracefully' when a part of
the ANN is disabled.
6.2.4 Miscellaneous

Other issues can be used to determine which ANN is best suited for a given
application.
Ability to Implement the ANN in a Parallel Manner
When the speed of its operation is important in the implementation of an ANN, it is
likely that one will want to perform computations in parallel since ANNs have a
parallel architecture by nature. However, most implementations of ANNs that
currently exist are in fact simulations of these parallel structures on sequential
computer systems. In cases where high speed is important, though, it can be necessary
to implement the ANN in hardware or to divide tasks over various computational
resources . In such cases it is crucial that algorithm can be partitioned.
Number of Parameters to Adjust
ANNs often have a number of parameters that affect both training and operation
during use. When an ANN has to be used by people who regard it as a black box and
who only have to care about the results it produces, its mode of operation should be as
simple as possible. The function of the parameters that can be changed during
operation ought to be clear to the user and the performance should ideally not be too
sensitive to small changes in parameters.
If the ANN only has to be trained once, this is usually done by an operator with a
thorough understanding of both the ANN and the problem domain. In this case, a
large number of parameters does not necessarily constitute a problem, although it can
increase the time needed to develop the most suitable ANN.
Availability of Implementations and Ease of Implementation
This is a concern when one has limited time for developing the implementation. In
that case it can be useful to use an 'cut and dried' ANN using a well-known paradigm.
Often however, such a standard ANN will not offer the best solution for a practical
problem and it may well be worth the extra effort to develop an ANN that will be
especially fitted for the given task.
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Biological Plausibility
This must be considered when one studies properties of ANNs in relation to biological
neural networks. It is of no importance when one wants to use ANNs merely as a tool
to solve a given problem.

6.3 Measuring Performance
When developing an ANN-based system it is important to be able to obtain an
estimation of the performance of such a system during normal use. This section will
concentrate on this issue; first the term 'performance' will be described more precisely;
after that the estimation of performance will be discussed. Performance measurements
can play a role in many systems, such as systems based on ANNs, expert systems, and
syntactic techniques . Therefore the scope of this section is rather general although its
treatment is germane to the more specific context of ANNs.
6.3.1 What is Performance?

The performance of a system is an indication of what the system accomplishes in
reality as contrasted with what it should be expected to accomplish. For example, if a
system is used for classification purposes the performance can be based on the
percentage of correct classifications. Alternatively, the number of erroneous
classifications can be used; this is often referred to as the error rate. The aim is then to
minimize the error rate. For other systems, different types of error measurements, such
as the RMS error and the maximum absolute error, may be used.
In simple situations where the operation of the system in a given case can be described
as either 'correct' or ' false' an estimation of the performance can easily be obtained by
calculating the percentage of correctly processed cases. Sometimes however, the
situation is more complicated and the sole use of labels like 'correct' or 'false' is
inadequate. If, for example, a system has to make classifications it might be interesting
to be able to examine the nature of the errors made. For example it might show that "if
a wrong classification is made, most often class 1 is mistaken for class 3", or "the
system never mistakes class 2 cases for class 3 cases". In these cases a so-called
confusion matrix is often used to visualize the results . An example of such a matrix is
presented in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: An example of a confusion matrix for a system that has to classify cases from 4
classes; for each class 100 cases were presented.
This type of information can be very valuable during the system development phase,
but it can also contribute to a more precise estimation of the performance. This is
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especially important in situations were not all errors have the same degree of
importance. For example, in a system used for diagnostic purposes the erroneous
diagnosis that someone is healthy when in reality he or she is ill may be far more
important than the opposite error. In such cases a 'weighted' error rate or performance
could usefully be calculated on the basis of the relative importance of the various
(mis)classifications possible.

6.3.2 Apparent Performance Estimates vs. True Performance Estimates
When developing an ANN it is important to gain an idea of its performance at an
early stage of its development. The ideal estimation would be based on an unlimited
number of example cases that have not been used before. However, in practical
situations such a method cannot be used because of the limited amount of data
available. Often, the same data that are used to build the system are also employed to
make a first estimation of the performance. A performance estimate obtained in this
way is called the apparent performance estimate. The performance estimate obtained
by using an unlimited number of new exemplars is called the true performance
estimate; this is usually approximated by using a large set of new exemplars.
Although an apparent performance estimate can provide an indication, for most types
of systems, it is a poor estimator for the true performance. In general, apparent
performance estimates tend to be biased optimistically, i.e. the true performance is
almost always poorer than the apparent performance. On the other hand, the apparent
performance estimate might be useful in early stages of development: if a system
already has a poor apparent performance it is very likely that its true performance will
be even worse, which might be a reason for trying to find an alternative system.

6.3.3 Training and Overtraining
It is not difficult to implement a system that achieves an apparent performance of up
to 100%. If a set of n input/ desired output patterns is to be used, a system that
embodies a simple lookup table of n entries containing the input / desired output pairs
can be constructed . Such a system is able to achieve an apparent performance of 100%,
but when new cases that do not exactly match a table entry are to be used, as is highly
probable in real-life situations, the system will perform exceptionally badly and the
true performance will be very low.
Although in reality he situation is not so black-and-white one must be wary about
becoming too enthusiastic as a result of promising apparent-performance estimates.
Mapping ANNs tend to display a considerable difference between the apparent and
the true performance if the training process is continued too long: this is referred to as
overtraining. The aim in training an ANN is that the ANN should learn to solve a
problem, but when overtraining occurs the network does not so much learn to solve a
problem as to adjust to a data set. In general, it is desirable that a trained ANN be able
to generalize, i.e. to use information extracted from training data on new data in a
sensible manner. If a system is overtrained it can perfectly process data used during
training, but it does not provide satisfactory results if data that deviate from the
training data are presented. This phenomenon is similar to the overfitting that may
occur when regression techniques are used to fit data: if the function with which the fit
is to be performed has too many parameters in relation to the number of used data
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exemplars, a function is created that perfectly fits the exemplars but shows no desired
general behavior. Overtraining often occurs in ANNs when large networks are being
trained as in such cases a network can memorize all training patterns as examples
without using any generalization. But even if the number of parameters (weights) is
considerably smaller than the number of example data overtraining may occur. In the
beginning of a training process the function that is implemented by the ANN, which is
an approximation of the desired mapping function, is rather smooth: it is efficient in
generalizing, but does not fit the training data very well. During training this function
becomes more 'wrinkled' in its shape in order to fit the training data better. If training
is continued too long the function can become extremely convoluted only to fit the
training data: the generalization aspect of the function will be almost completely lost.
It is clear that training should be stopped somewhere in an intermediate phase when
the network provides a good fit to the training data and at the same time is able to
generalize. To indicate when training should stop a second data set is often used: the
training-test set. This set is not used actually to train the network but to monitor the
performance of the network on unseen data, hence its ability to generalize. Typically,
training is performed for a fixed number of training cycles using the training set, then
the performance of the network is estimated using the training-test set, training is
continued for the same number of iterations, and again the training-test set is
processed etc. The performance on the training-test set typically increases in the early
stages of training, after a time it starts to level out, and then to decrease. The decrease
in performance indicates the decrease in the generalization properties, so training
should be stopped a decrease sets in in the performance on the training-test set. This is
depicted graphically in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Performance estimates of an ANN during training using a training set and a

training-test set.
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6.3.4 Estimation of Performance using Training Sets, Cross-Validation
Sets and Test Sets
A method for estimating the true performance divides the total amount of available
data into two parts: one part used during the development of the system and one part
used after the most promising version of the system has been developed . This latter
part is called the test set. It is typically kept well apart from the other data to ensure
that it is not used during development. If the performance of the developed system on
this test set is considered satisfactory the system it is accepted for use. The first part of
the data is usually divided again into two parts: a training set and a cross-validation set.
The problem is how to make this division: from one point of view a large training set
is desirable since a large set contains more information than a small set with which to
train a system. From another point of view a large cross-validation set is desirable so a
realistic estimation of the true performance can be made. If the number of available
cases is large enough a fifty-fifty division may be used, e.g. if we have 2000 exemplars,
a set of 1000 test cases (drawn according to any distribution function) is sufficient to
make an acceptable estimate of the true performance with a 0.95 confidence interval of
less than 2% wide (see, e.g., [Gibra, 1973]). However, in practice there is often only a
modest number of cases available and other methods for obtaining a usable estimate
of the true performance are used . Examples are the 'leave-one-out' method, k-fold
cross-validation methods, and bootstrap methods .
The leave-one-out method divides a set of N available exemplars into N training
set/ cross-validation set combinations. Each training set contains N-1 exemplars, each
cross-validation set contains 1 exemplar and all cross-validation sets are mutually
exclusive. Thus the system is trained N times with N-1 exemplars and tested with one
remaining exemplar; in this way every exemplar is used exactly once for crossvalidation. The number of correctly processed cross-validation exemplars divided by
the total number of exemplars gives a good estimate of the true performance [Weiss
and Kulikowski, 1991] but is computationally extremely expensive.
If enough exemplars are available a less time-consuming method than leave-one-out is
often used: k-fold cross-validation. Here the total set of N exemplars is divided into k
(with k << N) training set/ cross-validation set combinations. The k cross-validation
sets each contain a fraction k/N of the total number of exemplars. These are composed
by randomly selecting exemplars while ensuring that the sets are mutually exclusive,
i.e. that every exemplar is used exactly once (note that leave-one-out is in fact a special
case of k-fold cross-validation with k=N). An often-used value for k is 10, which
requires 10 training/ cross-validation sessions each using 90% of the data for training
and 10% for estimating the true performance.
Bootstrap methods provide further extensions to these methods (see, e.g., [Efron and
Tibshirani, 1993]) . These tend to be more accurate than leave-one-out in some cases
but are even more expensive computationally (typically requiring 200 training/crossvalidation sessions) which reduces their popularity.
The decision which method to use is often guided by factors such as the size of the
available data set and the computing time one wants, or is able, to spend on making a
reliable estimate of the true performance. As a rule of thumb [Weiss et al., 1991], if 100
exemplars or more are available k-fold cross validation (e.g. 10-fold cross-validation) is
used; if fewer than 100 exemplars are available leave-one-out is used, and if very few
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(less than 50) exemplars are available the leave-one-out method is used in combination
with bootstrap methods.
The accuracy of performance estimates is typically assessed by calculating the
confidence interval (e.g., 0.95 or 0.99 confidence interval) in which the true
performance is assumed to be equal to the estimated true performance. The fraction of
independently 'drawn ' test cases that are either labeled 'correct' or 'false' can be
described by the binomial distribution; for a given set size and fraction of correctly
processed cases the confidence interval sought can be calculated (or looked up in
tables, e.g. [Gibra, 1973]).
It is important to realize that, although the results of cross-validation sets usually
provide a good indication of the true performance, they should not be used as the final
estimation of the performance of the 'best' system developed. The use of crossvalidation sets during development implicitly makes them part of the development
process as their results are often used to guide the search process for the best working
system; in this way they can be regarded as a kind of training data . The use of a test
set that is kept absolutely separate is the only way to make a reliable final estimate or
acceptance test.

6.3.5 What Performance is Good Enough?
For applications where the desired output in response to a presented input is known
exactly and unambiguously, the 'best' performance that can be achieved is 100%
correct. Depending on the application, an 'acceptable' error percentage is usually
defined beforehand in these situations, the system being considered to perform well
enough if it is able to reach a performance of (100%- allowable error percentage).
There are however applications in which the situation is less simple. These are
typically applications in which a system that learns to solve a task tha t is normally
performed by humans who interpret data based on their expertise and experience is to
be developed . Different interpreters can arrive at different conclusions about the class
or the 'desired output' in relation to the presented data. Also, one human expert may
not reach identical conclusions when he or she has to process the same data twice or
more. These differences in interpretation lead to inter-expert and intra-expert
variabilities respectively. A system for automatic handling of such an application can
be trained to mimic one human expert's behavior as well as possible, but in that case
its behavior may be considerably different from a system that was trained using a
second expert's conclusions. In such applications the performance of the system is
either compared to the conclusions of one expert that therefore serve as a golden rule
or it is compared against conclusions from several experts. In the latter case, if the
differences between the system's outputs and the human experts' conclusions are
comparable to the inter-expert differences, the performance is considered to be
satisfactory. This can be examined by considering all sets of results, originating from
the developed system as well as human experts, and checking whether the set with
outputs from the system can be distinguished from the sets produced by human
experts. This can be done by using statistical tests; the use of such tests will be
described in more detail in Chapter 7.
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6.4 Complications with the Data Sets
In the search for a system that solves a given task well, the available data sets play an
important role; information is extracted from them in order to 'build' the systems, and
they are used to assess the performance of the built systems. Problems which arise
during the construction of these sets can have serious consequences for the
development of the system.
The data sets are expected to be representative of the data to be encountered in the
application . Usually such a set is created by consistently gathering data, which means
that humans should not interfere with the data-collection process, e.g. by including
only those data that have a good signal-to-noise ratio. Even if the data are collected
randomly, a data set can still be biased. This can happen for example if equipment
used has different characteristics to equipment used in other places. Although the data
set may be representative for that particular site it may not represent data measured in
the 'general case'. It depends on the application whether such a bias is considered
important or not. If it is, data should be collected from different sites.
Another problem that can exist with the data set is the presence of data errors or data
omissions. It can happen that erroneous or 'empty' records are present in the input
data or the desired output data . Erroneous data can have very different causes such as
faulty or incorrectly calibrated equipment, typing errors, or conversion errors
introduced during preparation of the data sets. Incomplete data can occur by the
inability to measure, e.g. in the case of medical research it can happen that for some
patients not all tests during an experiment can be made. If a system is being developed
that has to be able to deal with all the possible situations, these incomplete or
erroneous data sets should be used in the development process.

6.5 Implementation of Artificial Neural Networks
ANNs are systems able to process information in a highly parallel fashion . The
implementation of an ANN in dedicated hardware that uses parallel processing
elements seems the most obvious choice: it adheres to the parallel properties of ANN
architectures and it is able to perform ANN processing computations very fast.
However, in situations where it is necessary to build and investigate many different
types of ANN paradigms a hardware implementation might not be the first choice. In
such situations ANNs may be simulated in software. Programs that implement ANNs
typically run on one processor and thus emulate the behavior of real ANNs in a
sequential manner. Although such implementations, often referred to as ANN
simulators, do not directly use the parallel properties of ANNs, they still have the
same functionality as hardware implementations (albeit at much lower speed) . They
provide more flexibility than hardware implementations. It is in general very easy to
add layers or nodes, change connections, or try a completely different ANN type in a
software implementation; also they are much cheaper. Software implementations can
be useful for rapid prototyping and experimenting with new ideas.
This section provides a survey of the possibilities that exist to implement ANNs in
software as well as in hardware.
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6.5.1 Software Implementations

Various options for implementing ANNs in software are available. These differ in the
degree of their pre-fabricated ANN content.
General-Purpose Programming Languages
A popular way of implementing ANNs is to use well-known high-level programming
languages for which compilers are available on a large variety of platforms such as the
programming languages C, C++, and Pascal. Most types of ANNs can be implemented
in such programming languages without too much effort since the basic operations of
ANNs are quite straightforward. Such implementations are typically written by ANN
researchers themselves.
Libraries, Specialized Languages, and Add-ons
A method for implementing ANNs with increased pre-built ANN functionality is the
use of general-purpose programming languages or tools with standard ANN building
blocks. For programming languages such as C a large range of ANNs can often be
constructed by using series of data structures and procedures that are common for all
these ANNs. When object-oriented languages such as C++ are used data structures
and procedures are usually gracefully united in classes. The building blocks are
present in libraries that are to be included in or linked with self-written code. The use
of such libraries disposes of the need to reinvent the wheel for the implementation of
standard ANN parts and still provides much flexibility.
A step further are the specialized "Neurosoftware" languages. These often have a
syntax that is derived from languages as C or Pascal but that is tailor-made for
describing ANNs. The difference between these specialized languages and generalpurpose languages is slowly receding as the use of classes with object-oriented
languages provides the same functionality. An example of such a specialized language
is AXON from HNC, Inc.
Prefabricated ANN functionality is also offered for use with commercial packages that
are commonly used for data processing and research. Here, the general functionality
of the package is also still available and common ANN elements are readily available.
These packages can typically be bought as extensions to larger 'base' packages;
examples are the SAS NN add-on from SAS Institute, Inc. and the Matlab NN Toolbox
from The Mathworks, Inc.
Fully Implemented ANN Simulators
Most pre-built functionality is provided from packages that offer complete ANN
implementations. These packages typically offer a variety of ready-to-use
implementations of ANNs. Almost all of them offer implementations of ANNs trained
with backpropagation; the more sophisticated ones offer a myriad other types of wellknown ANN architectures and learning schemes as well. Various types of ANNs with
different sizes can be created easily by means of a user-friendly (graphical) user
interface. Also tools are provided to monitor the network's performance and the
network weights and to carry out some data processing. Some packages allow the user
to link his or her own source code with the package in order to allow any user-defined
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ANN to be implemented. Examples of such packages are SNNS (from the University
of Stuttgart, Germany) and Neural Works Professional II Plus (from Neural Ware, Inc.).
The speed and maximum size of various ANN implementations depend heavily on
the platform used. The speed of the computer and available RAM are the most
important factors. Fully implemented ANN simulators often have a predetermined
maximum network size in terms of the number of nodes per layer, total number of
nodes or total number of interconnections. As an example; the PC version of
Neural works Professional II Plus allows a maximum of 425,000 interconnections and a
maximum of 4,000 nodes.
Time needed to train a network depends not only on the used platform but also on
factors as the size of the input patterns, the size of the network, and the learning
scheme used. Training sessions performed during experiments in this thesis typically
require in the order of half an hour to several hours on a 80486DX2 66 MHz PC, a
measurement using 10-fold cross validation requires several hours to one day .
Many research workers use general-purpose languages while many others use fully
implemented simulators. From a (small) survey on the use of ANN simulations in
software [Candaten, 1994) it appeared that most researchers that answered used
general-purpose languages (60% on a population of 60 researchers vs. 22% that use
simulators; the rest uses both). Reported motivations to use programming languages
such as C were: "flexibility; speed; total control of simulation; simpler; doing new
research; helps in understanding the theory; tight budget and resources; simulators
don 't see networks the same way as I do; most simulators require C code anyway".
Reasons to use fully implemented ANN simulators were: "doing simple stuff; why
reinvent the wheel?; don't waste time; simulator code is better and has less bugs than
mine". There is no way of saying which type of implementation is best, the
environment and background of the research workers often also play a role; a trend
that seemed to emerge from the survey mentioned was that people with an
engineering background are far more likely to write their own code than, for example,
those with a computer-science background.

6.5.2 Hardware Implementations
6.5.2.1 Introduction
To implement ANN architectures, dedicated hardware that enables the use of a large
number of parallel processing elements is needed . Hardware to implement ANNs
ranges from systems built around chips that implement arrays of processing elements
to multiprocessor or transputer systems and accelerator boards. These latter systems
do not implement the massive parallelism of ANNs and as such act more as
simulators. However, they are able to perform 'ANN computations' at high speeds
which makes them useful, especially in combination with ANN software packages.
Available specialized hardware is still rather costly and much research and
development is being devoted to this area. It is to be expected that the availability of
this type of hardware will increase and it will become less expensive.
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6.5.2.2 Components

One of the most important aspects that distinguishes ANN architectures from
conventional computer architectures is that the information is stored in the weights
associated with interconnections and not in states of a machine.
A possible method of implementing processing elements and weights in hardware is
by using interconnected operational amplifiers in combination with resistors reflecting
the weights, threshold functions by using saturated operational amplifiers, and
negative outputs by inverting amplifier outputs (see, e.g., [van Bokhoven, 1990]).
An important problem is how to set the resistor values to their desired values. In the
first implementation of the Perceptron this was performed by using motor-driven
potentiometers, but such an implementation is barely usable for today's applications
that require fast and large ANN implementations. Nowadays, ANN processing
elements are typically realized on chips each of which contains a number of processing
elements. The weights are either stored off-chip, in RAM of a host computer, or onchip in a local memory for each processing element.
The chips that constitute ANN processing elements can be analog or digital. Analog
implementations are typically faster than their digital counterparts and the function
that has to be performed, linear summation of inputs followed by a non-linearity, can
be implemented using less hardware in analog than in digital implementations.
Another argument for using analog chips could be from the observation that
processing in biological neurons is analog (except for their pulse-train mode which has
more digital characteristics), thus, if the goal is to implement a model of a constellation
of biological neurons it may be more appropriate to use analog chips. An example of
an analog neural network chip is Intel's 80170 ETANN. However, there are also
disadvantages involved with the use of analog chips. The most important of these are
the inherent inaccuracy of analog chips and the offset present in multipliers used .
Although it may be argued that biological neurons are not very accurate either, for
many ANN implementations, such as ANNs trained with backpropagation, a limited
degree of accuracy poses a serious problem. Methods for reducing the influence of
inaccuracies and multiplier offsets are being developed (e.g., [Withagen, 1994a,
1994b]). Digital implementations do not suffer from these disadvantages. Also,
addressing of weights and other elements is less complicated in digital chips; complex
and dense interconnection structures can be implemented more easily, and digital
hardware is better suited to implement more complex transfer functions. An example
of a digital chip is Micro Devices' Neural bit slice chip MD1220.
6.5.2.3 Systems

There are many systems that can be used to implement ANNs in hardware. They are
either fully implemented or virtually implemented systems. Dedicated hardware is
incorporated in fully implemented systems for all ANN functions, in virtual
implemented systems a large number of processing elements and/or connections
share hardware using time-multiplexing. Virtual implementations require additional
hardware to store weights temporarily and for 'administrative' tasks but they allow
the implementation of very large networks and constitute the most frequently used
ANN implementations. Fully implemented systems are used in applications where
speed is of utmost importance.
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Systems that contain ANN hardware components are typically connected as a kind of
coprocessor to a host computer. The host computer calls the ANN hardware when a
specific task is to be performed; the results from the ANN hardware are read back and
processed further in the host computer. Such a host computer may also be used to
store and download the ANN weights. ANN hardware can be connected to a host
computer as a memory-mapped device; in this case it is close to the host processor, it
can be easily called from software, but it imposes an extra load on the computer bus. It
can also be connected by means of a standard interface such as SCSI, here the
hardware can be ported easily to other computers but the access suffers from a
reduced bandwidth. Alternatively it can be connected via a LAN; in this case the
hardware serves as a process server that can serve multiple hosts.
Considerations that can play a role in the choice of ANN hardware are the capacity,
speed, accuracy, cost, the number of different types of ANNs that can be
implemented, and the ease with which software can communicate with the ANN
hardware.
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7 Auditory Evoked Potential Acquisition and
Processing

7.1 Introduction
General methods of AEP measurement have already been described in Chapter 3. This
chapter will focus on the specific methods used to obtain the AEPs in this study. First,
various concepts of data acquisition for the system used will be described. Then the
function of the feature extractors that were to be developed will be treated: their use as
part of the data processing and the demands they have to meet will be discussed .
Finally, the environment in which the feature extraction system has to be implemented
will be considered.

7.2 The Data-Acquisition System
The AEPs used in this study were gathered from several studies performed at various
sites (laboratories and operating rooms) with different types of subjects. These studies
are described in more detail in the literature [Cluitmans, 1990; van de Velde et a!.,
1993b; de Beer et a!., 1994]. The data-acquisition systems used were similar in all
experiments although they may differ in detail. This section will describe these similar
parts of the data-acquisition system used. Deviations from this description for
separate data sets will be handled in Chapter 9. The various parts of the dataacquisition system are represented schematically in Figure 7.1.

---

recording

validation

averaging

information
extraction

Figure 7.1: A schematic representation of the various parts present in the data-acquisition
system.
An important part of the system is the auditory stimulation equipment. In the studies
AEPs were generated by applying auditory clicks using a Nicolet 1007 stimulus
controller or a Nicolet pathfinder I electrophysiological monitoring system (Nicolet
Biomedical, Madison, Wi.) with Nicolet Tip-10 ear-insert earphones. Auditory
rarefaction clicks with a duration of 100 JlS were applied with an intensity of 75 dB
SPL. In most settings contralateral white masking noise with an intensity in the range
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of 25-55 dB SPL was used. In cases where AEPs were recorded with the conventional
measurement technique a repetition rate of 11.1 Hz was used . For measurements
using random stimulation (Section 3.2.4), 'trains' of clicks, with inter-stimulus
intervals distributed according a Poisson distribution, with mean frequencies in the
range of 50-100Hz were applied. The different inter-stimulus intervals were obtained
by reading them from special data files as values for a timer counter [Cluitmans, 1990].
This timer was used to trigger the stimulus controller. To obtain AEPs with
conventional measurements EEG data measured in about 1000 sweeps were used for
averaging; for the random stimulation technique approximately 10,000 sweeps were
used .
AEPs were recorded using EEG signals recorded from two channels: Cz-A1 and Cz-A2
(see Figure 3.1), both referenced to Fpz. Electrode impedance was kept below 5 kQ in
all experiments. The EEG signals were amplified and filtered using an EEG
amplifier /filtering system (the Nicolet HGA-200A preamplifier and Nicolet NIC-501A
amplifier/filter combination). The signals were filtered with a high-pass filter setting
of 5Hz (12 dB/octave) and a low-pass filter of 1.5 kHz (12 dB/octave).
After the signals were amplified and filtered they were sampled at a rate of 5 kHz with
the use of a Labmaster AD board (with 12-bits ADC) and stored in an IBM-compatible
personal computer (ranging from 16 MHz 286 PCs for the earlier studies in 1989 to 486
PCs in 1994). A real-time multiprocessing kernel [Cluitmans, 1990] that was developed
to enable this type of measurements made it possible to perform the several tasks
involved with these measurements concurrently while fulfilling specific time
constraints. EEG data were stored initially on the PC's hard disk and tape, after which
the data were copied to optical disks.
To calculate AEPs a number of sweeps has to be averaged. In the performed
measurements a sweep comprises the EEG data recorded in the first 90 ms after
stimulus presentation. Since the used sampling rate is 5 kHz, a sweep comprises 450
data points measured at time intervals of 0.2 ms. Before a sweep is used in the
averaging process it is necessary to determine whether the sweep contains valid data,
i.e ., it has to be checked for artifacts (see Section 3.2.3). To enable detection of sweeps
with artifacts a method that checks various parameter values in the EEG data of a
given sweep was developed [Cluitmans, 1990; Cluitmans eta!., 1993; van den Broek,
1994]. Parameters checked are amplitude parameters (the global maximum and
minimum of a sweep) and slope parameters (the differences between successive
samples). For a number of artifact-free sweeps an estimation of the distribution of
these parameters was made by constructing histograms. From these estimated
distributions confidence intervals are derived that comprise 'acceptable' values. The
borders of these intervals form threshold values for the parameters: if the calculated
parameters of a sweep are larger than the threshold values, the sweep is considered to
contain an artifact. When the artifact is a spike in the signal, it can be removed and the
sweep thus corrected is used further. If other artifacts are encountered, the sweep is
left out of the averaging process.
After detection and removal of the artifacts, the remaining sweeps were averaged
using the process described in Section 3.2.2. This averaging process produces the
eventual AEP signal. The quality of the signal as well as the number of sweeps used
during the averaging process determined which AEPs were utilized. If insufficient
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sweeps were used during averaging was too low (less than 500 for conventional AEP
measurement technique and less than 3000 to 5000 for the non-linear technique), the
AEP would not be used for further processing. The AEP waveforms thus calculated
are stored in disk files: each file contains the result of one AEP measurement. AEPs
measured simultaneously from more than one channel are stored in the same file
(thus, in the case of Cz-Al, Cz-A2 recordings each file contains two AEPs).
Once an AEP had been calculated from a series of sweeps and the quality of the
waveform was considered satisfactory the AEP could be used for information
extraction. This information comprises mainly the latency and amplitude of the
characteristic peaks in the AEP signals. These peak parameters are obtained by
visually analyzing the waveforms using an interactive graphics waveform-analyzing
program that was developed within the research group [van de Velde, 1993]. With this
program the waveforms are presented on the screen of a PC and the peak latencies
and amplitudes can be scored using a computer mouse. The amplitudes of the peaks
relative to the average DC-level of the evoked potential are determined (the method
depicted in Figure 3.8A). After scoring, the amplitudes and latencies are stored in
separate files each of which contains data measured from one patient. The
relationships between AEP data files, the amplitude and latency scoring files, the
scoring program, and the human scorer are represented schematically in Figure 7.2.
Initially, the scoring files are generated as program outpu t, once they are created they
also serve as input to indicate already labeled peaks on the computer screen.
Once the latencies and amplitudes are written into the scoring files, these data files can
be used for further analysis. In most studies both information extracted from AEP
measurements and information from the non-averaged EEG is used . This includes
such spectrum-derived parameters as the median frequency, spectral edge frequency
and peak power frequency. Such quantities as blood pressure, heart rate, blood
temperature, rectal temperature, inspired and expired gas concentrations, and oxygen
saturation are also often considered. Although these other recordings are not used in
this particular study, it should be noted that they play an important role in the total
patient-monitoring system and in data analysis.
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r---------------------AEP data files of patient X
meas. 1
meas. 2
meas. 3

AEP data files of
patient Y

file mlepX.@1

file mlepX.@2

file mlepX.@3

fileY.@1

headerinfo
data
ch 8
ch9
0.10
.0.20
0.15
·0.19
0.16
.0.17

headerinlo
data
ch8
ch9
0.01
.0.10
.0.01
-0.11
0.03
-0.07

headerinfo
data
ch8
ch9
0.18
0.20
0.22
0.16
0.19
0.11

headerinfo
data
ch 8
ch9
0.00
0.30
0.02
0.29
0.29
0.02

_______________ !_____ _
.------,

human
scorer

interactive scoring program

r------------scoring files of patient X
fileX.Iat
lile channel
X.@1
8
X.@1
X.@2 8
X.@2 9
X.@3 8
X.@3 9

I
0
0
0
0
0
0

II
0
0
0
0
0
0

Ill
0
0
0
0
0
0

IV V VI VII NO ...
0 5.6 0 0 10.2 ..
0 5.6 0 0 10.0..
0 6.3 0 0 10.2 ..
0 6.6 0 0 10.4 ..
0 5.8 0 0 10.0 ..
0 5.6 0 0 10.2 ..

fileX.amp
file channel
X.@1
8
X.@1
9
X.@2 8
X.@2 9
X.@3 8
X.@3 9

I
0
0
0
0
0
0

II
0
0
0
0
0
0

Ill
0
0
0
0
0
0

IV V VI VII NO ...
0 1.6 0 0 ·0.3 ..
0 1.4 0 0 -0.2 ..
0 0.4 0 0 -0.6..
0 0.3 0 0 -0.5 ..
0 1.1 0 0 -0.2 ..
0 1.0 0 0 -0.2 ..

----------,
scoring files of patient Y
fileY.Iat
lile channel I II Ill IV V VI VII NO ...
Y.@1
8
0 0 0 0 5.6 0 0 10.2..
Y.@1
0 0 0 0 5.8 0 0 10.2 ..

file Y.amp
file channel I II Ill IV V VI VII NO ...
Y.@1
8
0 0 0 0 1.1 0 0 -0.1 ..
Y.@1
0 0 0 0 1.1 0 0 -0.2 ..

L----------------Figure 7.2: An example of the various data files that exist after scoring several AEP files. In
this example AEP measurements were performed using two EEG channels (8 and 9): three
measurements from patient X and one from patient Y.
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7.3 Requirements for the Feature Extractor
The function of the feature extractor is to automate the scoring process and to take the
place of the 'human expert/interactive scoring program' parts in Figure 7.2: the
software reads the AEP data files and delivers the corresponding scoring files. The
input/output functionality of the automated feature extractor must be completely
interchangeable with the functionality of the human expert/interactive scoring
program combination: it should not be possible to distinguish automatically generated
scoring files from those generated by visual inspection. It should also be possible to
use automatically generated scoring files later in the interactive graphics program and
vice versa. This can be advantageous when one particular peak is to be scored
automatically while others are to be scored visually, for fine-tuning scorings in a later
stage, or for representing the results of the automated process graphically.
To test the differences in scoring between experts and the differences between the
experts' and the feature extractor's outputs, the scored peaks can be used as
observations. Suppose a set of AEPs is scored for a given peak by two experts, A and
B, and suppose that a feature extractor, FE, is trained and tested with scorings of A as
desired outputs. Three sets of differences can then be considered: the set with
differences in scorings between expert A and expert B (set A-B); the set with
differences between expert A and the feature extractor (set A-FE); and the set with
differences between expert B and the feature extractor (set B-FE). It can be tested
whether the means of both the absolute value of the observations B-FE (11 18.F£t ) and AFE (11 1A-F£1 ) are smaller than or equal to the mean of the absolute value of the
observations A-B (11 1A_ 8 1). This can be done by testing, for B-FE and A-B, the hypothesis
H0 : 111/J - FEI = I1 1A_ 81 against H 1: 111a - F£I > 111A_ 81 and, for A-FE and A-B, the hypothesis
H0 : 111A- m = 11 1A- m against H 1:111A- FEI > 111A_ 81 . If H0 is accepted in both cases the trained
feature extractor is considered to perform well enough for the determination of the
location of that specific peak. Such hypotheses are often tested by using a t-test. A ttest however presupposes that the data to be used are distributed according to a
normal distribution. An assumption about the normality of the data can often be made
in studies with large populations. However in many studies, including ours, there are
too few observations for such an assumption to be made. A test that does not have
specific requirements regarding the distribution of the data is Wilcoxon 's rank sum test.
In this test the observations of two sets are arranged in increasing order; they are
'ranked ' in one pooled set. If the H 0 hypothesis is true, the ordered set represents a
random sample set of one, common, distribution and it is to be expected that the
differences in the sum of ranks for both sets is insignificant. When the alternative is
true the lower ranks will belong to observations from one set and the higher ranks to
observations from the other set; this leads to respectively low and high sums of ranks.
If the smallest rank sum calculated from the two sets is smaller than a critical value,
which can be calculated or found in statistical tables (e.g. [Gibra, 1973]), the hypothesis
that the means of the two sets are equal can be rejected . The test can be used for twosided as well as one-sided tests (which is needed in this case).
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7.41mplementation
In addition to the demands discussed in the previous section, other aspects play a role
in the implementation of the feature extractor. The aspects concern the feature
extractor's users and the hardware and software with which the feature extractor is to
operate.

7.4.1 Users and the Operating Environment
Initially, the feature extractor is to be used in a research environment in which EEG
recordings are processed off-line, i.e. the artifact detection/rejection and the averaging
processes are performed at a different location from that where the actual recordings
were made. The feature extractor is used here as a means of facilitating the task of
scoring the AEPs manually. The users here concentrate on AEP processing, not on
pattern recognition techniques or artificial neural networks. For this reason the
common use of the feature extractor should not require much specific knowledge
about the details of the implemented network; it should simply 'do what it is
supposed to do': produce scorings of AEPs for desired peaks.
The mode of operation used most often coincides with the recall mode of the ANNs
present in the feature extractor: AEPs are presented, and the corresponding latencies
and amplitudes of peaks are generated with the use of weights created earlier. A less
frequently used, but not less important, mode of operation is the mode in which the
feature extractor has to be trained to associate AEP patterns with scorings performed
by humans in order to create a suitable set of network weights. In the implementation
of the feature extractors, the two modes of operation were implemented by using
different initialization files to guide the operation of the feature extractor. If the feature
extractor is to be used for production only, one simple initialization file is required, a
typical example of its contents being:
[parameters]
training=O
[peaks]

v
Na
Pa
Nb

Here the training=O line in the [parameters] section indicates that the feature extractor
is to be used in recall mode (no training); the lines in the [peaks] section denote the
names of the peaks to be scored. If the peaks are to be scored automatically, one has
only to edit the [peaks] section to indicate which peaks have to be scored and invoke
the feature extractor software.
If the feature extractor is to be used for training, the 'training' parameter in the first
initialization file must be set to 1. For each peak in the [peaks] section a second, and
more complex, initialization file that contains the setting of the ANN training
parameters to be used is also needed whose exact contents depend on the type of
ANNs used . A typical example of such a file is:
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10
c : \datap r oc\ nO
2

9
9
2

0.95
0.05
0.1
1
8
0.5
50000
-0 .5
0.5

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

number o f train/test partitions
direc tory t o write results to
dimens i o n o f Kohonen layer
siz e dimensi o n 0
si ze dimensi on 1
Lx norm to u se for distance calculation
maximum (initial) Kohonen learning rate
minimum (final) Kohonen learning rate
learning rat e o f output layer
use neighbo rhood fun c tion (1=yes , O=no)
maximum (initial) neighborhood size
minimum (final) n e ighborh ood size
maximum number of pattern pres entations
lower limit random init. weights
upper limit random ini t. weights

The actual values of the parameters are in the first column, descriptions of their
meaning are found on the same line after the percentage symbol.
During training the scoring files generated by human experts are used as the source
for the desired outputs during training and the AEP files serve as input. The feature
extractor's outputs are files containing test results and files containing ANN weights.
The various files that are read and written in the two modes are depicted in Figure 7.3.

recall mode

training mode

Figure 7.3: The various files used in the two modes of operation of the feature extractor.
Eventually, the environment in which the feature extractor will have to function will
be an on-line system that records EEGs and processes and averages the signals at the
same place immediately after recording. This system will then be used to monitor the
effects of anesthetics on-line and as such implement an 'anesthetic depth monitor'. In
this situation the feature extractor is not an auxiliary component of the system that
facilitates a certain task but is an essential part of the system: without automatic
determination of the peak parameters, cardinal information is missing. This means
that the feature extraction process has to communicate with the other processes used
in the calculation and analysis of AEPs. The feature extractor ideally has to run on the
same platform as the other processes. It has to adhere to the same 10 standards as the
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other processes and to perform its task fast enough to meet the real-time requirements
such a system imposes. Also, the required interaction with a user during run-time
should be kept to a minimum.

7.4.2 Hardware
The software to collect, store, and process the recorded signals as described in Section
7.2 is implemented on IBM-compatible PCs. Such computers have performance
capabilities that are sufficient to fulfill the various computing tasks adequately. Use of
these systems implies that the feature extractor has to be implemented on hardware
that interfaces with a PC. As was discussed in Section 6.5.2 the speed of ANN-based
systems can be greatly increased by using dedicated hardware that interfaces with a
host computers. However, such hardware is rather costly, and since this study
concentrated more on the investigation into the usefulness of ANNs for a given task
than on the eventual implementation in the on-line monitoring system, dedicated
hardware was not used in this study. The investigated ANN-based feature extractors
were implemented with the use of 80386/80387-and 80486-based PCs. For the eventual
implementation in the on-line system their speed is satisfactory: in recall mode scoring
of 4 typical peaks (V, Na, Pa, and Nb) can be performed at a rate of roughly 1-10
AEPs/s (depending mainly on the size of the ANNs and the exact type of PC used)
whereas the recording time of a sufficient number of sweeps is typically 40 to 60
seconds. Using ANNs in training mode requires more time, but training can be
expected to be done in an acceptable time interval; either beforehand with a set of
representative training AEPs or during monitoring using incremental learning
(Section 5.4). If its slow speed is the only objection to the use of an useful feature
extractor in the eventual monitoring system, the employment of dedicated hardware
can still be considered.

7 .4.3 Software
The software presently used to implement the various data-acquisition processes runs
under MS-DOS and the extensions implemented in the real-time multi-processing
kernel mentioned in Section 7.2. The investigated feature extractors were also
developed and used in this environment since this is where the final application has to
function.
As discussed in Section 6.5.1 there are various methods for investigating and
implementing ANNs. The ANNs and feature extractors investigated were
implemented with the use of the programming language C. The main reason for using
a general programming language rather than a complete software package was that,
although many options were included in available packages, some options and
proposed methods found in the literature were still lacking. Also, it was not always
clear exactly how the package treated some parameters. Finally, to include the feature
extractor in the eventual application it has to be linked with C code as other software
in the system was written in this language. Although generating C sources is possible
with some packages, ANNs programmed 'by hand' are faster in this case as well as
more efficient, and are able to be 'tailored' to work with the data formats used more
easily.
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The software to implement and investigate the feature extractors was written in the C
programming language and compiled with the compiler included in Microsoft's
Visual C/C++ package Vl.O and its predecessors. During training relatively much
memory, typically 1-3 MB, is needed since all training AEPs are stored in RAM to
make training as fast as possible. To overcome the notorious 'MS-DOS 640 KB barrier'
and to be able to use all available RAM in easily, the programs were compiled to run
in the 80386's protected mode (using the 2861 DOS-Extender SDK from Phar Lap
Software, Inc.). The sources were designed to adhere to the ANSI-C standard
wherever possible to allow optimum ease of porting and linking to other
environments.
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8 Methods: Artificial Neural Networks and
Algorithms Used

8.1 Introduction
Chapter 7 focused mainly on the recording and data-processing environment of our
application and on the requirements of the investigated feature extractors: the feature
extractor to be used was more or less treated as a 'black box'. This chapter will
concentrate on a description of the contents of this black box: the ANNs and
associated algorithms used for automatic peak labeling.
The various parts of the feature extractor (FE) used are depicted schematically in a
flow diagram in Figure 8.1. This figure clearly shows the two modes in which the FE
can operate: the functions performed during training mode on the left-hand side and
the functions performed during recall mode on the right-hand side of the flow chart.
The FE first reads a general initialization file, the AEP data files, and, if training is to
performed, the associated scoring files produced by human experts. Then the FE
enters one of two loops. The number of times a loop is performed is dependent on the
number of peaks whose latencies and amplitudes are to be determined; the loop is
performed once for each peak to be processed.
The ANNs in the FE concentrate on the determination of the latency of the peaks only.
Once the latency of a peak has been determined an estimation of the amplitude is
obtained (this process is described in more detail in Section 8.5).
If the FE enters the training loop, the information for training on extracting the latency
of a peak (the number of training-test setl configurations to use, ANN parameters,
etc.) is first retrieved. After that, the AEPs are preprocessed in order to prepare the
signals for extraction of the peak locations using ANNs. The set of preprocessed
patterns is then divided into k training set/test set combinations to be able to make an
estimation of the performance. When training has finished the ANN weights are
saved, and the corresponding test set is used to generate a performance estimate; the
results of this test are saved on disk and this sequence is repeated until all k training
and test sets have been used.

1 Strictly speaking, the term 'cross-validation set' should be used here rather than 'test set'. To adhere
to nomenclature commonly used in literature however, the term ' test set' will be used here. In Chapter
10, where cases in which both cross-validation sets and test sets play a role, a clear distinction will be
made.
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end

Figure 8.1: Flow chart showing a schematic representation of the investigated feature

extractor.
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After entering the test loop (or: recall loop) the AEPs are first preprocessed, then a set
of ANN weights, generated by an earlier performed training session, is read from a
file. With the use of these weights the position of a peak in the AEPs is determined .
When all latencies and amplitudes are determined for all peaks of all AEPs, the loop is
exited and the information is written to the relevant scoring files.
The preprocessing to which the AEP signals are subjected can help to improve the
performance of the ANNs. Preprocessing can be used to reduce the size of the patterns
presented to the ANNs, and subsequently reduce the size of the networks. It can also
improve the used ANNs' ability to distinguish between the various AEPs by
attenuation or removal of signal components that vary among the AEPs but that are
not relevant for the problem to be solved.
Reducing the dimension of the signals to be presented to the ANNs in the case of
AEPs can be done by considering the type of peak to be identified . If the peak to be
detected is a brainstem peak it is known that this peak will be present in the 0- 10 ms
range of the AEP. It is also evident that the shape of the signal in the middle latency
part of the AEPs is of no importance for peak identification in the brainstem part. For
this reason, when brainstem peaks are to be identified, the AEP patterns can be
trunca ted, yielding patterns that comprise solely samples recorded in the first 10 ms
after stimulus presentation. Using a system as described in Section 7.2 in which a
sampli ng rate of 5 kHz is used, the truncated BAEP input pa tterns comprise 50
samples. Simi larly, when middle latency peaks are to be detected the brainstem part of
the AEP does not need to be considered and the brainstem part can be 'cut-off from
the total signal. For the determination of middle latency components an alternative
method for reducing the number of samples might be found in 'downsampling' the
signal since the sampling rate of 5 kHz is rather high for an MLAEP signal whose
main frequency components are present around 40Hz. Such a method entails filtering
the signal so that every nth sa mple in the AEP curve is skipped. Although this may
help to reduce the pattern dimension this method was not employed here. For a large
number of AEPs, small components with relatively high freq uency contents are
considered in the visual determination of a peak location (e.g. in the AEPs depicted in
Figu re 3.4 H, I, J and in Figure 3.5). These components are often so small in amplitude
that they wo uld be completely removed w hen using downsampling.
To increase an ANN's discrimination abilities between various AEPs w ith respect to
complexes in the signal, the baseline amplitude can be subtracted from the signal. The
baseline of the signal is different for the va rious curves and thus contains information
that an ANN may use to discriminate between AEPs. However, this information is not
relevant for determining the location of complexes; after removing it the ANNs can
learn discriminate between AEPs using other, more relevant, information.
Another difference in the signals is caused by the different amplitudes of the AEPs.
The results of various studies on the relation between peak latencies and amplitudes
and the effects of anesthetics described in Section 2.5.1 show that with increasing
anesthetic doses the latencies of some peaks (especially Na, Pa, and Nb) increase while
their amplitudes decrease. It therefore can be expected that some information about
the latencies of these peaks is present in their amplitude. On the other hand, the total
ampli tude of a presented curve generally largel y influences the way it is processed by
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an ANN and it may be that 'amplitude information' plays a more important role in
training the ANN than information directly related to the location of the various
peaks. In this way, the amplitude information obscures the creation of 'latency related
information': the ANN is better trained to discriminate between AEPs with large
amplitudes and small amplitudes than on the latency of a characteristic peak. The
importance of the amplitude of the AEPs can be eliminated by equalizing the patterns'
length, i.e. by normalizing the patterns. The length here is defined as the length of the
vector that is constituted when the ordered sequence of samples of the presented AEP
part is considered as a row vector: the input vector of the ANN.
A large number of different proposed and developed ANN paradigms is known, and
this number continues to grow as research on ANNs proceeds. If the ability of ANNs
to solve a specific application is to be investigated it is obvious that a choice has to be
made regarding the networks that will be used: not all ANNs are suitable for a given
application and it is simply impossible to make an in-depth examination for all
existing ANN types.
AEP curves consist of real-value samples. ANNs to be used for processing AEP curves
thus have to be able to work with real-value data. An indication of the latency of the
sought peak in the AEP must be present at the output layer of the ANNs. As the
latency of peaks is normally given in ms the most obvious way of presenting them as
ANN output is as a real-value number that constitutes the latency in ms. An
alternative method of coding the latency in the ANN's outputs does not use time to
represent latency, but the index of the sample nearest to the location of the peak.
Although the index of a sample is directly related to the poststimulus time and as such
provides no real new way of encoding, this method proved to be useful in some ANN
applications (Section 8.2.2) . The use of sample indices as estimators of the latency
limits the accuracy in the output: samples are recorded at intervals of 0.2 ms, so such
an estimation cannot be made more accurate than± 0.1 ms .
The ANNs are trained with sets that contain AEPs (input patterns), combined with
corresponding peak latencies scored by a human expert (desired outputs). Therefore
ANNs that can be trained using supervised learning are an obvious choice for
incorporation into the FE. However, ANNs trained with unsupervised learning or
reinforcement learning can also be used. Such networks may for example be employed
to estimate the distribution of the various AEP patterns in input space by constructing
representative prototypes of the different AEP shapes that can occur. They may also
be used to cluster AEP curves in order to group similar AEPs. In addition to these
ANNs, supervised networks that produce latency estimations in response to the
output of the unsupervised ANNs may be used.
In this study networks trained with supervised methods as well as networks trained
with unsupervised methods were investigated. ANN types used were:
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• multi-layer perceptrons trained with the backpropagation algorithm: these
networks have proved themselves useful for many applications and were therefore
used as a starting point of the study;
• ART2 networks: such networks have, according to the literature, favorable
properties such as incremental learning while solving the stability-plasticity
dilemma (Section 5.4); and
• Kohonen networks: these networks provide a relatively robust and comprehensible
method of achieving a representation of the various AEP patterns used for training
and, with some additions, can be used to produce desired network outputs and
incorporate incremental learning.

8.2 Networks Trained with the Backpropagation Algorithm
This section describes the core of two types of FEs that use ANNs trained with
backpropagation. First, a FE that contains one single ANN will be treated; after that, a
FE built around a series of multiple ANNs will be considered .

8.2.1 Single Networks
In our study concerning multi-layer perceptrons trained with the backpropagation
algorithm, one single ANN was initially used to extract the latency of one peak in an
AEP curve . The operation of such a network was described in Section 5.3.2. The
number of input nodes is equal to the number of data samples present in the preprocessed AEP curve. One output node was used : during training this node received a
value corresponding with the latency of one peak scored by a human expert as its
desired output. Experiments with such networks concerned various configurations
with one or more hidden layers and various numbers of hidden nodes; also
parameters such as the learning rate, momentum, and the non-linearity of the transfer
functions were subject of research.
Initial research used these networks for what was thought the least difficult feature
extraction task: the determination of the latency of peak V since this peak is the most
prominent peak in the brainstem part of the AEP. Such a single-network approach did
not yield satisfactory results (the experiments are described in Chapter 9). This gave
rise to the development of an approach in which it was tried to divide the original
problem into smaller subproblems. Each of these smaller problems is solved by one
ANN instead of trying to solve the complete problem with one ANN .

8.2.2 Combinations of Networks
The combination of ANNs implements a number of decision levels: each level uses an
ANN, which can be either a single perceptron or a multi-layer perceptron. At each
level an ANN is trained to decide whether the sought peak is present in the first half
or in the second half of the input pattern. If it is decided that the characteristic peak is
in the first half of the input pattern, the output of the ANN is 0 and the first part is
presented as input pattern to the ANN at the next level. If the peak location is in the
second half of the pattern, the output of the ANN is 1 and the last part of the pattern is
passed to the next level. The sample in the input pattern nearest to the peak location as
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Figure 8.2: Error-correction within the series of ANNs. The samples in the input pattern are
indicated by circles, the target sample is a filled circle. At each 'level' in the figure an ANN
makes a decision about the location of the target sample. Left: at each level half of the pattern is
discarded, thus leaving no possibilities for error-correction. Right: the possibility of correcting
a wrong decision is provided because less than half of the pattern is discarded at each level.
indicated by the human expert is referred to as the 'target sample'. If at a certain level
a network makes a wrong decision it incorrectly discards the part of the input pattern
that contains the peak, leaving the part that does not include the sought peak to be
used at the subsequent levels. To allow the correction of such 'wrong' decisions at
successive levels, only a small part of the pattern is to be discarded at each level. If the
following levels make correct decisions the correct classification may be made despite
an error having been made at one level. An illustration of recovery and non-recovery
from an error is presented in Figure 8.2.
The samples of the AEP part form the input pattern to the network at level 0. It can be
represented by a vector x 0 consisting of M 0 elements. At each decision level i, n;
samples are discarded. This leaves a vector x;+1 that consists of M;- n; elements as input
to the ANN at the next level. In order to provide for the error-correcting possibilities of
the series of ANNs it is necessary for the number of discarded samples at a level to be
smaller than or equal to half the size of the input vector of that level: n;:::: M;·
The FE thus discards a subset of samples at each level. When the number of levels
used is L, the numbers of discarded samples at these levels can be represented by an Ldimensional vector n. Since the output of the ANN is one single sample in the last
level, then; must conform to the relation

+

L- 1

Ln;=M 11 -l.

(8.1)

i =O
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The series of ANNs is tuned to a specific problem by the choice of the number of
discarded samples at each level, i.e., by choosing n.
The eventual output of the network is the index of the sample that is supposed to
coincide with the location of the sought peak. The value of this index is constructed
from the L outputs of the separate ANNs. If the target sample is presumed to be
present in the first half of the input pattern, the output of the ANN is 0, otherwise it is
1. In this way the outputs, 0;, of the networks construct a sequence of 1's and O's. The
value of the sample index coinciding with the latency of the peak is then governed by
L- i

Sample Index =

Ln, ·O, .

(8.2)

i =O

An example of the calculation of the eventual output of the series of networks is
presented in Figure 8.3.
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Figure 8.3: Calculation of the index of the target sample in a 6-level ANN configuration. The
index of the target sample is 11. The outputs are 1,0,1,1, 1,0: the number of discarded samples
for each level is 4,3,3,2,2,1, this leads to an eventual output of 4·1 +3 ·0+3·1 +2·1 +2·1+ 1·0 = 11 .
Large values for the elements of n reduce the possibility of correcting an erroneous
decision at a given level. Small values lead to a larger number of decision levels, L, and
the configuration of ANNs will need more training time as a consequence.
Each decision level has to classify the pattern presented at the input according to the
question whether the location of the sought peak is expected to be in the first or the
second half of the input pattern at that level. Here, this decision is made by either a
single perceptron or a multi-layer perceptron The choice between a perceptron and a
multi-layer perceptron as well as the choice of the number of hidden nodes (in the case
of the multi-layer perceptron) depends on the complexity of the underlying
classification problem.
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To train the networks the delta rule is used in the case of a single perceptron being
used and the generalized delta rule is used in the case of a multi-layer perceptron.
The energy function here differs from the energy function used for standard
backpropagation algorithms. It is adapted to the classification problem in question by
introducing an extra parameter D"; equal to the absolute value of the difference
between the index of the target sample, P; and the index of the sample in the middle of
the input pattern p at level i:
(8.3)

The resulting cost function for the ANN at level i summed over all input patterns pis
G; =

~ L D,,;(Y :; - Yp;
p

r

(8.4)

where y·p; is the desired output of the network at level i after presentation of pattern p
and y1,; is the actual output of the network. By including D,; in the cost calculation the
increasing importance of making a right decision when the target sample is further
removed from the middle region of the input pattern is taken into account.
If peaks in BAEP parts are to be detected the input patterns have a moderate size in
the order of 50 input samples; however, if MLAEP peaks are to be identified the input
patterns are considerably larger: in the order of 200 to 300 samples. These large input
patterns impose a considerable load, in terms of memory requirements as well as
processor load, on the system used to train the ANNs. To make the training process
less demanding an extension to the existing series of ANNs was made enabling the
processing of input patterns with reduced size.
To reduce the size of the AEP patterns a transformation method was sought that is
able to compress patterns to a small set of coefficients that represent the original
patterns with the smallest possible error. Investigated methods were the KarhunenLoeve transform, the Walsh-Hadamard transform, and the discrete-cosine transform
[Schiemanck, 1992] . The Karhunen-Loeve and the discrete-cosine transform; both
proved able to achieve better results than the Walsh-Hadamard transform in terms of
the mean-squared error of the reconstructed signal. The Karhunen-Loeve transform
was found to perform slightly better than the discrete-cosine transform in terms of
mean-squared error. However, the Karhunen-Loeve transform is computationally
much more expensive than is the discrete-cosine transform which is why the latter
transform was used to compress the AEP patterns. AEP patterns compressed to 12.5%
were presented to a series of ANNs described earlier in this section. The outcome of
these networks provides an indication of the location of the peak in the compressed
AEP: this provides a rough estimate of where the peak is to be found in the
uncompressed AEP. The part of the uncompressed AEP 'around' the roughly
estimated location is presented to a subsequent series of ANNs that is then used to
provide a more exact determination of the latency of the sought peak.
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8.3 ART Networks
8.3.1 Introduction
ART networks are ANNs designed to group arbitrary sequences of input patterns into
recognition categories using self-organization. Such a recognition category is
constituted by a network node whose weight vector functions as a prototype for a
group of similar patterns. ART networks are able to create new recognition categories
when input patterns that cannot be associated with categories created earlier are
presented. The networks are designed both to maintain once-created information and
to be able to incorporate new knowledge; in this way they implement a solution to the
stability-plasticity dilemma as was described in Section 5.4.
Of the ART networks, the ARTl networks were developed first [Carpenter and
Grossberg, 1986]. They were designed to process sequences of binary input patterns
only. This limitation was removed by the development of ART2 networks; these are
able to process analog and real-value input patterns as well as binary input patterns
[Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987, 1988]. Later, various neural network architectures
based on ART2 modules, such as ART3 [Carpenter and Grossberg, 1990], ARTMAP
[Carpenter et al., 1991], and Fuzzy ARTMAP [Carpenter et al., 1992] were developed .
Since processing AEP patterns involves real-value samples, ARTl networks are not
suited for use here, but ART2 networks and their successors are. Therefore, ART2
networks, and their behavior in processing AEP curves, receives most attention.

8.3.2 ART2 Networks
The ART2 network is a fairly complex neural network. Moreover, in the descriptions
concerning its mode of operation Carpenter and Grossberg introduce various new
terms and concepts of which the meaning or function may not be immediately clear.
The description of the ART2 network as given here will concentrate more on the
general behavior of the network than on the details of how the various functions and
subfunctions interact. A more detailed description can be found in Carpenter and
Grossberg's original publications and in [Freriks et al., 1992].
Various versions of ART2 architectures exist. An example is depicted schematically in
Figure 8.4.
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Figure 8.4: A schematic representation of an ART2 architecture.
A very short and superficial summary of the operation of ART2 networks is presented
here:
• an input pattern 11 is applied to the network (cf. the bottom of Figure 8.4);
• the input pattern is processed in a loop using non-linear functions and
normalizations: this results in the differences between high-valued elements and
low-valued elements of an input pattern being increased (contrast enhancement) .
This happens in the feature-representation field indicated in Figure 8.4);
• a 'contrast-enhanced' input pattern is compared to the weight vectors of all
processing elements in the output layer: the processing element that has the best
matching weight vector is selected. This is performed in the upper part of Figure
8.4 using the bottom-up connections with the processing elements in the
category-representation field;
• the best matching weight vector is fed back into the feature-representation field
using top-down weights and a comparison is made between the processed input
pattern and the best-matching weight vector (question mark in Figure 8.4). If the
match is good enough, the processing element to which the best-matching
weight vector belongs is accepted as being representative of the input pattern
and its weights are adapted better to resemble the input pattern. If the match is
not good enough the complete process is repeated. If no acceptable weight vector
can be found, a new processing element is created in the category-representation
field; with proper initialization of its weights this element then represents a new
category.
1 The input vector here is denoted/, rather than x (which is used in the other parts of this thesis) to
adhere to the nomenclature used in the original publications.
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8.3.3 ART2 Networks used with AEP signals
The literature about ART2 (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987] mentions several design
principles that provide favorable properties for processing an arbitrary sequence of
input patterns. These properties may also be useful for processing AEP curves.
Particularly useful design principles are:
stability-plasticity trade-off - the problem of the stability-plasticity dilemma has
already been discussed (Section 5.4); for the ART2 network the solution to be
provided is described thus (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987]: "Since the plasticity
of an ART system is maintained for all times and since input presentation times
can be of arbitrary duration, STM processing must be defined in such a way that
a sustained new input pattern does not wash away previously learned
information." (STM stands for short-term memory; with this term, in ART2, the
patterns present in the parts of the feature representation field and the categoryrepresentation field are meant; LTM, long-term memory, is comprised by the
bottom-up and top-down weights). For AEP curves this means that information
introduced by the application of new AEPs can be incorporated without
removing information extracted from previously learned AEPs, even if new
AEPs are applied an arbitrary number of times.
contrast enhancement and noise suppression - the loop in the feature-representation
field processes the input patterns in such a way that large values in the patterns
are accentuated and noise is attenuated . For AEPs contrast-enhancement
implementation is clearly useful if peaks that usually have a large amplitude are
to be identified, for less pronounced peaks however too much contrast
enhancement m ay completely remove the complex in which the peak resides
from the pattern.
rapid self-stabilization - the network is able to process patterns and to implement
learning using only a few iteration loops, which ensures fast operation.
The ART2 network uses unsupervised learning, which means that in the case of the
AEP peak-identification application only input patterns (AEP curves) and not desired
outputs (locations of peaks) are applied. The usefulness of such a network lies in its
supposed ability to cluster AEP patterns into representative categories of similar AEP
curves. The ideal case would be that such a network could cluster the AEPs according
to the latency of the sought peak in these patterns. Because of the emphasis the
network puts on the high-valued inputs this is what might be expected to happen if
the peak to be found typically has a large amplitude. For less prominent peaks the
clustering is not expected to be directly based on the latency of the peak but more on
other aspects of the shape of the presented patterns. For such peaks, the use of a
second module that processes categories of waveforms and subsequently connects
them with desired outputs, as is implemented in ARTMAP networks [Carpenter eta!.,
1991], is necessary.
To investigate the usefulness of ART networks for processing AEPs, research
performed in this study concentrated mainly on the way ART networks create
categories of AEP patterns, and how, or if, they can be used in a system that has to
determine the position of a characteristic peak in an AEP.
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8.4 Kohonen Networks and Derived Networks
8.4.1 Introduction
Similar to the ART networks discussed above, Kohonen neural networks (discussed
earlier in Section 5.3.2) are trained using unsupervised learning. These networks also
form prototypes of categories in the weights of the output nodes but here the number
of output nodes is kept constant. The operation of a Kohonen network during its
training phase is different from its operation during recall phase; in ART networks
these two phases are intertwined. Another difference between Kohonen networks and
ART networks is that in a trained Kohonen network output nodes that are close in the
output layer tend to have weights that resemble each other, i.e., they represent
prototypes of input vectors that are close in input space; in ART networks this is not
the case. Also the complexity of the architectures of both networks differs much: when
compared with Figure 8.4 a Kohonen network essentially only employs the upper part
of the scheme: it comprises the layer that contains vector p, which represents the input
vector, the output layer that contains vector y, and the connections between them
together with their bottom-up weights.
The next sections will discuss the use of Kohonen networks, and networks that can be
regarded as extensions of them, for the application of peak identification in AEPs. An
example of such an extended Kohonen network is the counterpropagation network. A
closer look is also taken at the weight vectors created in the Kohonen layer: their
ordering in the layer and the relative distances between the weight vectors in vector
space will be examined .
Although the Kohonen network does not in itself use incremental learning,
modifications and enhancements are proposed in literature to enable continuing
incorporation of information if 'new' patterns are presented to the network. These
proposed methods will be discussed in Section 8.4.4.
The basics of the operation of a Kohonen network were discussed in Section 5.2.3 and
5.3.2. There it was explained that the weight vectors of the nodes in the Kohonen layer
constitute a topologically correct mapping of the input patterns that were presented
during training. The patterns that are applied as input to the Kohonen network are
preprocessed AEP curves. During training, prototypes are created in the weights of
the Kohonen layer; these form a representative mapping of the presented AEP curves.
The networks investigated contained 2-dimensional Kohonen layers of varying sizes.
This value of two for the dimension of the Kohonen layer enables easy visualization of
the values of the weight vectors and the ordering of the various prototypes in such a
layer, which is why a 2-dimensional layer is used in many reported studies (e.g.,
[Roberts and Tarassenko, 1991; Roberts, 1991; Schizas et al., 1993; Hoekstra and
Drossaers, 1993; Ultsch, 1993; Dorffner et al., 1993; Kaski and Joutsiniemi, 1993]), and
this is also the reason for our use of such a dimension. An example of the visualization
of the contents of the weight vectors of a Kohonen layer after training is presented in
Figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.5: An example of the weight vectors after training a 2-dimensional Kohonen layer
consisting of 8 x 8 processing elements. The patterns presented here were BAEP curves
(containing 50 samples) measured from anesthetized cats.
In Figure 8.5 weight vectors are depicted by the small graphs: each graph shows the
values of the array of the elements of the weights associated with one Kohonen node.
It can be seen that the weight vectors form prototype BAEP curves; the figure also
shows that prototypes represented by weights of neighboring nodes are more similar
than weights of nodes that are further removed in the layer.
The shape of the neighborhood function used is of the form described in (5.16). The
weights of all nodes present 'in the neighborhood' of the Kohonen winner are updated
using the same, non-zero, learning rate, for nodes not in the neighborhood, the
learning rate is 0. A useful form for the function that controls the learning rate as a
decreasing function of time is [Ritter and Schulten., 1988b; Tavan et al., 1990]:
amin
a(t) =am,. ( -

a max
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(8.5)

Here ~"" is the learning rate at the start of training (usually a rather large value, e.g.
0.9). The training is to be performed for Tmax pattern presentations; <Xnun is the learning
rate at the end of training (typically a small value, e.g. 0.05). During training the size of
the neighborhood, 1::!., decreases similarly:
1::!. .
!::J.(t) = 1::!."'". ( _1!1!!!..
~max

JL
•

(8.6)

Function h,i presented in (5 .17) changes to :
(8.7)

with
Q if X<

0

f)(x) = { I if x :2: 0.

(8.8)

Here !::J.max is the size of the neighborhood at the beginning of training and l::!.m;n the
neighborhood size at the end of training. Often, the number of pattern presentations
during a training session is determined in relation to the number of processing
elements in the Kohonen layer: this is to roughly equalize the number of times weightupdating is performed for large and small networks. This can be done by calculating
T"'"' as a linear function of the number of nodes in the Kohonen layer (e.g., T"'"' = 1000 ·
2
N for a Kohonen layer consisting of N x N processing elements).
Once the Kohonen network is trained a new AEP curve can be presented to it, the
processing element whose weight vector matches this curve best has its output set to
1, all the others have their outputs set to 0. In this way a best-matching prototype can
be identified, but still no peak latency is estimated. To accomplish this, an extra output
layer is added after the Kohonen layer; the resulting network is called a
counterpropagation network.

8.4.2 Counterpropagation Networks
The counterpropagation network provides a means to create a mapping from AEP
curves to estimated latencies of characteristic peaks. As explained in Section 5.3.2, an
extra layer that contains as many processing elements as there are desired outputs is
fully connected to the Kohonen layer: if there is only one peak whose location has to
be determined, there is only one element in the extra layer. During training, for each
iteration the weights of the connections between the processing element that wins the
Kohonen competition and the node(s) in the added output layer are updated using
(5 .34). In this way the prototype AEP associated with the weight vector of the winning
Kohonen node is coupled to an estimation of the latency of a peak in such an AEP
curve. The learning rate that governs this update (a in (5.34)) is kept constant during
the entire training period. Initially, this learning rate is lower than the Kohonen
learning rate : in this phase the emphasis of weight changes in the network thus is on
the creation of prototypes in the weights of the Kohonen nodes. As the Kohonen
learning rate gradually decreases, the prototypes present in the Kohonen layer change
less and the changes in the weights of the added output layer become more important.
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In this phase of the training, the prototypes in the Kohonen layer weights are labeled
with averages of desired outputs presented in combination with the input pattern.
Thus, after training has finished the weights of the nodes in the Kohonen layer contain
prototypes of AEP curves presented during training and the weights of the output
nodes contain estimations of latencies of characteristic peaks present in the AEP
curves. In Figure 8.6 an example of the values of these two different weight types is
represented graphically.
After training, when the network is used in recall mode, it operation is as follows. A
new AEP curve is presented to the network, the weights of the Kohonen nodes are
compared against this curve, the node whose weights best match the input curve has
its output set to 1 and all others have 0 as their output, this output is multiplied by the
weight(s) of the output node(s) and this is emitted as network output and estimation
of the latency of the sought peak.

8.4.3 The Contents of the Kohonen Mapping and their Use
As has been discussed the AEP curves presented during training are mapped onto the
weights of the Kohonen nodes. The mapping that has emerged is assumed to be
topologically correct (Section 5.3.2), that is, weight vectors of Kohonen nodes that are
close to one another can be expected to represent AEP curves that do not differ greatly.
In the example presented in Figure 5.5 this property can be seen directly since both the
input patterns used and the Kohonen layer are two-dimensional. However, if AEP
curves are presented, the input patterns are high-dimensional (as many dimensions as
there are input samples) and they are still mapped onto a two-dimensional Kohonen
layer. In such a case it is not easy to see how the ordering in the Kohonen layer takes
place since the two-dimensional configuration of weight vectors is forced to 'wrinkle'
itself into the higher dimensional space. Whereas in the " two-dimensional onto twodimensional" case not only the property "weight vectors of Kohonen nodes that are
close represent similar input patterns", but also the opposite: "similar input patterns
are mapped onto Kohonen nodes that are close" is present, in the "higher-dimensional
onto lower-dimensional" case only the former property is present. This is illustrated in
Figure 8.7 that is similar to Figure 5.5, but here, instead of a two-dimensional Kohonen
layer, a one-dimensional layer is used .
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ms) of AEPs. The network has 9 x 9 processing elements in the Kohonen layer and 1 in the
output layer. The desired output was the latency of peak Pa. The curves represent the weight
vectors present in the Kohonen layer; a vertical marker indicates the value of the weight (as
estimated latency of peak Pa) of the connection between that Kohonen node and the output
node.
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a
b
Figure 8.7: Examples of mappings using Kohonen networks from 2-dimensional input space

onto a 1-dimensional Kohonen layer. Similar input patterns as in Figure 5.5 were used here,
but here the Kohonen layer is not a mesh but a line, the values of the weight vectors of the
processing elements now being represented by angles in the line.
It can clearly be seen here that the proposition "similar input patterns are mapped onto
Kohonen nodes that are close" no longer applies.
a: weight vectors of processing elements in a 1-dimensional Kohonen layer; the input vectors
are drawn from a uniform distribution function.
b: idem, but here the density of input vectors in the upper half of the ring-shaped area is twice
as high as in the lower half
The fact that a higher-dimensional input space is mapped onto a lower-dimensional
layer makes it difficult to examine and interpret the configuration of weight vectors in
the Kohonen layer, e.g. to see whether there are clusters of patterns in the input space.
A solution to this problem can be found in the use of the so-called U-matrix method
[Uitsch and Siemon, 1989]. This method can be used to examine the relative distances
between weight vectors in a 2-dimensional Kohonen layer. An illustration of this
method can be given by considering four neighboring nodes in a 2-dimensional

Figure 8.8: Four nodes, k, I, m, and n, in a 2-dimensional Kohonen layer with the distances
between their weight vectors.
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Kohonen layer (Figure 8.8). A node at the ith row and the jth column in this network
will be indicated by the notation i,j, its weight vector by wu. The following four
distances, d, between weight vectors of neighboring nodes are used:
dx(i, j) = d(wu, wU+ I ),
dy(i,j) = d(wu,w;. 1i ),

(8.9)

dxy(i, j) = d(wu, w; +li+l ),
dyx(i, j) = d(w;i+l, w ;+ l i

),

and

dz(i, j) = +(dxy(i, j) + dyx(i, j)).

In the case of a Kohonen layer built up of N x N nodes use of this methods leads to a
2N-1 x 2N-1 sized U-matrix, or unified distance matrix, as presented in Table 8.1 and
Figure 8.9.
index

2)-1

2)

2)+1

2i-1
2i

dz(i-1J-1)
dx(iJ-1)

dy(i-1 J)
du(iJ)

dz(i-1 J)
dx(iJ)

2i+1

dz(iJ-1)

dy(iJ)

dz(iJ)

Table 8.1 : The elements of aU-matrix.
In this matrix du(iJ) may have an arbitrary value. It can be used to indicate the
correspondence of this element to wu. For each wu there is a corresponding du(iJ) in the
matrix. The entries next to this element contain the distance dx, dy, and dz at their
geometrically correct positions. The diagonal distances dxy and dyx are present in the
diagonal elements by their arithmetic means.

du(i-1 ,j-1) dx(i-1 ,j-1) du(i-1 ,j) dx(i-1 ,j)

•

0

0

0

du(i,j-1)

dx(i,j-1)

•

0

0

0

dy(i-1 ,j-1) dz(i-1 ,j-1) dy(i-1 ,j) dz(i-1 ,j)

•

0

dy(i,j-1)

dz(i,j-1)

0

0

•

0

du(i,j)

•

dy(i,j)

dx (i,j)

0
dz(i,j)

0

0

•

0

•

du(i-1 ,j+ 1)

dy (i-1 ,j+1)

0
du(i,j+1)

•

dy(i,j+1)

0

•

du(i+ 1 ,j-1) dx(i+ 1 ,j- 1)du(i+ 1 ,j) dx(i+ 1 ,j) du(i+1 ,j+1)

Figure 8.9: Elements of a U-matrix. Black dots indicate elements that correspond to weights
of nodes in the Kohonen layer; white dots indicate distances between the weights of adjacent
nodes.
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Figure 8.10: An example of elements of a U-matrix. From this picture we can conclude that
the weight vectors of nodes k, I, and m are similar, and that the weight vector of node n differs
greatly from these three vectors.
The elements of the U-matrix can be examined by displaying their values as heights
above the layer. An example of such a visualization is presented in Figure 8.10.
If the weight vectors in a layer are similar, the distance between them is small, and
subsequently the corresponding elements of the U-matrix will be small. On the other
hand, if neighboring vectors have large dissimilarities, the corresponding elements of
the matrix will take on large values . This results in an U-matrix that, when visualized
in a semi-3D view has valleys where neighboring vectors are similar and has
'mountain ridges' where adjacent weight vectors differ greatly. When interpreting the
U-matrix some guidelines can be used to examine the similarities between the weight
vectors in the Kohonen layer. If there are valleys in the U-matrix, input vectors that
match weight vectors that are present in the same valley are similar. If different
valleys are separated by 'mountain ridges', there is a large dissimilarity among the
vectors present in these valleys. The higher the 'mountain ridge' between two valleys
is, the larger the dissimilarities between the vectors present in these differing valleys
will be. An example of the visualization of a U-matrix calculated from a Kohonen layer
trained with AEP curves is presented in Figure 8.11.
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Figure 8.11: The U-matrix (figure b) calculated from weights (figure a, which is the same as

Figure 8.5) generated from a training session in which feline BAEPs were presented.
From the example in Figure 8.11 it can be seen that there are roughly three valleys in
the U-matrix for this particular set of weights. These three valleys represent three
g roups of weights that represent AEP curves that are more or less similar. This
information can be used so the problem can be solved by more, smaller, networks that
each specialize in processing a specific type of AEP curve. In this situation a Kohonen
network is trained using as many AEP curves as possible. The configuration of
weights is examined and, if possible, groups of similar weights are detected using an
U-matrix. Now, for each valley in the U-matrix a separate network that specializes in
processing one type of AEP curve is constructed. Training and test patterns for these
networks can be obtained by applying the input pattern to the Kohonen network and
observing to which valley the winning Kohonen node belongs. Based on this
observation, the input pattern is applied to the specialized network associated with
the nodes in this valley; this specialized network then makes an estimation of the
location of the sought peak in the presented AEP curve. This configuration is depicted
schematically in Figure 8.12.
In such a configuration the first network can make a rather rough decision regarding
the type of input pattern, and the specialized networks provide for the more precise
processing of latency determination. Although training of such a configuration of
networks requires more steps then would be the case when only one, larger, network
has to be trained, the total amount of training time is kept small because the
specialized networks can be kept small in size. Also, the training process is kept
comprehensible in the sense that the weights in the Kohonen network are easy to
interpret as prototypes of groups of input patterns. This is not always possible with
large networks that make use of various hidden layers such as networks trained with
the backpropagation algorithm.
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Figure 8.12: A schematic representation of the processing of an input pattern using a
Kohonen network in combination with multiple 'specialized' networks. An input pattern is

presented to the Kohonen network. In this network the type of pattern to which this input
belongs is determined by identifi;ing the location of the winning node and its position in the
U-matrix. After that, the input pattern is applied to a network specialized in processing such
patterns. This network has the task of precisely identifying the features sought in the input
pattern.
A prerequisite for this method is that distinct valleys must be present in the U-matrix
so the total set of training patterns can be divided into subsets. Therefore, the U-matrix
has to be inspected visually in order to decide whether there are groupings of similar
weights present in the Kohonen layer. If it is found that these groupings do exist, it is
possible to generate test and training sets for the second-level networks . It should be
noted that the occurrence of these 'clusters' relies heavily on the kind of data sets
presented to the network.

8.4.4 Incremental Learning
In Section 5.4 it was mentioned that, to implement incremental learning, neural
networks that have a constant number of processing elements as well as networks that
can 'grow' can be used. Of this last type of ANNs the ART2 networks have already
been discussed in more detail. For solving the 'AEP peak-identification problem' an
example of a Kohonen network that grows in order to be able to embody information
extracted from new patterns, the 'growing and splitting elastic net' [Fritzke, 1991,
1993a, 1993b], was investigated for its potential usefulness.
'Growing and splitting elastic nets' have the property that they can both add as well as
dele te processing elements. The property of deletion of processing elements (and
subsequently deletion of neighborhood relations between processing elements) allows
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automatic creation of clusters in the network weights. A superficial description of the
operation of such a network is given here (a more detailed description can be found in
[Borgers, 1994]):
1
2

3

an input vector x is presented to the network;
the processing element that has the weight vector that best matches the input
vector is selected as 'winner', this element is called the best matching unit, bmu;
the weights of processing element bmu and its immediate neighbors are updated
using a learning rule similar to the one used in (5.14):
(8.10)

with

hlmw, j

a 1, ,.. if j equals bmu
= ani> if j is a direct neighbor of bmu

j

0

4
5
6

(8 .11)

in all other cases.

The learning rate for the best matching unit, a 1"'"" and the learning rate for its
direct neighbors in the layer, an1, remain constant throughout the entire time the
network is used;
steps 1 to 3 are repeated until a number of N"'"' input vectors have been applied
to the ANN; steps 1 to 3 comprise the redistribution phase of the network;
a new processing element is added in the ANN at the location where it is most
suitable; and
a cell is deleted if it has a very small chance of being a best-matching unit.

This process can either be repeated until a predefined criterion is reached or continue
during the entire operation of the network.
Compared to the original Kohonen network this network has the obvious advantage
that it is able to grow in order to incorporate new information and so it is not
necessary to choose the size of the network in advance. The network is reported to
have a better performance than the traditional Kohonen network in terms of
quantization error and topographical correctness [Fritzke, 1993b].

8.5 Postprocessing: Refinement of ANN Outputs and Amplitude
Estimation
The described ANN structures are used to take preprocessed AEP curves as their
input and emit estimations of peak latencies as their output. In some cases these
estimations may be altered by using some explicit knowledge about the problem. This
explicit knowledge consists of the notion that a peak often coincides with the local
maximum or minimum in a part of an AEP curve. This knowledge can be used for
identifying brainstem peaks. For peaks in the middle latency and long latency parts of
an AEP however, this knowledge is of limited use as there is less coincidence between
the position of a local extremity and the position of a peak.
For brainstem peaks it can be stated that although it is impossible to predict which
local maximum (e.g. the fourth, the ninth) in the curve represents a peak it is likely
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that a local maximum will represent a peak. This knowledge can be used to
postprocess the output of a used ANN . This postprocessing takes the form of 'pulling'
the ANN output towards the nearest local maximum present in a window around the
latency indicated by the ANN. This can help to fine-tune the network output and so
provide for a more precise estimation of the peak latency. The size of the window
should not be too large since the ANN's output could then become irrelevant. The
system then chooses the location of a local maximum in a relatively large region of the
AEP curve as peak location: this will produce poor performance since 'wrong' peaks
that have a large amplitude tend to be identified then. If the window size is too small
the effect of the postprocessing algorithm is limited since then the corrections to the
network's output are very small. In practice an optimum window size will have to be
found experimentally.
The ANN's output, possibly transformed into the result of the described
postprocessing algorithm, provides an estimation of the latency of a peak. Scoring of a
peak however does not only concern the latency of that peak, but also its amplitude.
Therefore, an estimation of the amplitude of a peak must also be produced
automatically. Here again, different peaks demand different methods. For brainstem
peaks, that are typically relatively narrow, the value of the sample recorded at the
time of the estimated latency can be used as an indication of the amplitude. For peaks
in other parts of the AEP, that are typically much broader, however, the situation is
more complex. This is caused by the fact that the recorded AEP curve tends to have
upward and downward deflections superimposed on the broad AEP peaks (e.g. owing
to muscle artifacts or noise caused by interference). If the recorded sample value were
to be used in this case an estimation of the amplitude could easily be (much) too high
or (much) too low if the latency estimation happens to coincide with the extreme of
such a deflection (see also Figure 8.13).
To obtain an estimation of the amplitude that is less sensitive to these deviations a
method can be used that averages the sample values recorded in a time window
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Figure 8.13: An example of a peak in which the amplitude can easily be estimated by using the
sample value at the latency (indicated by the cross-shaped figure), (a): brainstem peak V, and a
peak for which this is more difficult (b): middle latency peak Pa.
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around the estimated latency. The window should not be too wide or the estimated
amplitude will become too small owing to the fact that values of samples in the slopes
of the peak (that tend to have smaller amplitudes than the ones near the top) heavily
influence the calculated average. This method can provide acceptable amplitude
estimates in AEPs affected by high-frequency noise. In such AEPs a narrow window is
sufficient to average out the effect of the noise but it is less suited for AEPs that, e.g.
suffer from muscle artifacts. These AEPs contain a lower frequency noise and thus
need a wider window, which tends to make the estimated amplitude too low .
As an alternative to simple averaging in a window around the purported peak
location the amplitude can be estimated by using a function that provides a good
approximation of the AEP curve near the peak, e.g., by fitting a parabola or cosine
function on the sample data using a least mean squares fit. The function can be forced
to have its extreme at the latency estimated by the ANN : the amplitude of this
function at this extreme then provides an estimation of the peak amplitude. This
method has the advantage that wider windows can be used without the risk of
'underestimating' the amplitude. Of course the window width should not be
exceptionally large as other characteristic peaks would then fall into the window and
make the fitted function meaningless.

8.6 Summary
This chapter discussed the various neural networks developed and used during this
study. Not only the neural networks themselves, but also pre- and postprocessing
methods are of importance in FEs. The preprocessing methods used in this study
remove parts of AEPs that are not of interest for the task at hand, remove baseline
amplitudes, and normalize patterns; no 'downsampling' methods were employed.
The choice of the ANNs investigated was guided by the properties of the data to be
processed . Single networks trained with backpropagation proved to perform
inadequately, therefore a more complex approach was investigated. This approach
uses a series of separate networks that are all trained to solve part of the problem
using relatively simple decisions. Combination of the outputs of these networks leads
to an estimation of the location of the sought peak. After this, the operation of ART2
networks was treated. These networks can categorize input patterns in a selforganizing manner and are able to implement incremental learning. Finally, Kohonen
networks and their extensions were treated. The way they operate and a means of
interpreting the network weights were discussed. Use of the ordering of network
weights may allow the use of a Kohonen network in combination with specialized
networks. After this, a method of incorporating incremental learning in Kohonen
networks was treated . The chapter concludes with a discussion of postprocessing
methods; these can be used to improve the accuracy of peak latency estimations
produced by ANNs. Where applicable, the proposed postprocessing method uses the
knowledge that a peak is likely to be found near a local extremity in the AEP curve.
This chapter described the operation of various FEs. Their performance in identifying
peaks in AEPs is the subject of Chapter 9.
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9 Application of Selected Networks

9.1 Introduction
The results of various studies using different ANNs and algorithms described in
Chapter 8 are presented in this chapter. AEP signals originating from various sources
were used for this study. Initially, we concentrated on 'normal' and relatively 'clean'
AEP patterns; in later stages increasingly troublesome AEPs (curves with artifacts,
noise, and 'non-standard' shapes) were used. For AEP patterns of the first type, the
behavior of various ANNs can be examined with respect to their potential usefulness in
this application: if a certain ANN type proves not to be suited for processing 'wellbehaved' AEP patterns it is very unlikely that such an ANN is suited for processing
more complex patterns. ANNs that do seem suited can subsequently be tested on their
performance with more difficult (and realistic) input patterns. The ANN network that
performs best with this latter type of AEPs can then be used in a final investigation.
This then functions as a test whether the ANN based feature extractor provides an
acceptable alternative to the 'manual' scoring method performed by human experts.
The results of this final test are described in Chapter 10; the results of the other tests
are treated in this chapter.
To obtain a quantitative assessment of the performance of a feature extractor (FE) a
'score' or 'error measure' of each method tested has to be used. For each proposed
configuration the RMS error of the latency determinations of AEPs in a test set may be
used. The 'error' is defined as the difference between the FE's estimation of the peak
latency and the latency determined by a human expert.
An alternative is to define an allowable error, £", for each peak: if a FE makes an error
smaller than this value the output is considered correct, otherwise the output is
counted false. (An allowable error can be considered justifiable because two human
experts will produce differing results so it would be unreasonable to expect an
automated system to match exactly the scorings of one expert.) An estimation of the
performance can then be obtained by considering the percentage of correct latency
estimations made with a set of test patterns. The magnitude of £" for a peak is
determined by considering the difference in the scorings produced by two human
experts. Different peaks have different £" values . For example, the location of peak V
can often be determined quite accurately. From available data files scored by two
human experts it appeared that in 86% of the scored AEPs there was a difference
smaller than or equal to 0.20 ms; the RMS difference was 0.32 ms. In another study
[Delgado, 1993) a mean inter-expert difference of 0.26 ms is reported. The exact
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location of a relatively 'smooth' peak like middle latency peak Pa is often much more
difficult to determine and this leads to larger inter-observer differences. From the same
set of files in 78% of the AEPs the difference was smaller than or equal to 2.0 ms and
the RMS difference was 2.7 ms. In experiments the percentage of correct latency
estimations must therefore be determined by using an allowable error that is suitable
for that particular peak.

9.2 Synthetic Auditory Evoked Potentials
This section describes initial experiments performed using synthetic AEP curves, i.e.,
AEP curves obtained from a computer program.

9.2.1 Aim
As a first step in the study, synthetic AEPs were used to investigate the behavior and
potential usefulness of various ANN-based FEs with respect to more or less 'standard'
AEP patterns. The AEP patterns are standard in the sense that all characteristic peaks
are present in the range of locations where they normally occur (Section 3.3.1); there is
an, adjustable, amount of noise present in the patterns, but there are no large artifacts
that completely deform their shape. If an ANN cannot process such patterns
satisfactorily it is highly unlikely that it will be able to process the more complex 'real'
AEP curves.
Using a program to create AEP curves also enables the use of arbitrary large training
and test sets to investigate the properties of the proposed ANNs. It is thus possible to
assess ANN behavior without being impeded through want of available data.
Another reason for using synthetic AEP patterns during preliminary research is the
absence of uncertainty with regard to the peak locations and amplitudes in such
patterns. There is no uncertainty about the desired outputs for the synthetic AEPs: the
locations and amplitudes of peaks in such signals are chosen by the program and the
rest of the AEP curve is constructed 'around' the peaks.

9.2.2 Equipment and Methods
Synthetic AEP data were generated by software especially written for this task. Two
different programs were developed: one that generates synthetic BAEP curves and one
that generates synthetic MLAEP curves. Both programs operate according to the same
principle. For all characteristic peaks present in a ' typical' AEP part latencies and
amplitudes are randomly chosen from the range in which they normally occur and the
AEP curve is then created by interpolating between the peaks. This synthetic AEP
curve is perfectly smooth; to obtain a more realistic curve the programs can add noise
to the curve, so the SNR of the signal can be chosen freely.
Synthetic BAEP curves

Representations of BAEP curves were created by using the values of the peak latencies
shown in Table 3.2. The latencies were drawn from a normal distribution based on the
mean and standard deviation found in that table. To widen the range covered by the
latency of the peaks the standard deviations used could be varied.
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The amplitudes of the peaks were chosen from normal distributions with the means
and standard deviations listed in Table 9.1. (Peak VII was not used in the synthetic
BAEPs since it is hardly ever visible in a recorded curve [Spehlmann, 1985] .)
mean ± standard deviation (J.lY)

peak

1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
2.5
0.4

II
Ill
IV

v
VI

± 0.5
± 0.5
± 0.5
± 0.5
±0.5
± 0.2

Table 9.1 : Means and standard deviations of normal distributions used for generating peak
amplitudes in synthetic BAEPs.
Three troughs between the first four positive peaks were also chosen to obtain up- and
downward slopes in the curve. Their latencies are chosen from normal distributions
around the middle of the means of the two neighboring positive peaks, the amplitudes
chosen from a distribution around -l.2JlV. Between peak IV and V a negative peak of
smaller magnitude was chosen to obtain a more realistic representation of the peak
IV- V complex; in this complex peak IV is often present in the upgoing slope of peak V.
Once the 'coordinates' of the peaks are determined the intermediate points are
generated by connecting them by straight lines. Points in the part of the BAEP later
than peak VI, which constitutes the transition to the MLAEP part, were generated
using a different method which will be discussed later. In initial experiments that
concentrated solely on the determination of the location of peak V the total size of the
synthetic BAEP curve was 64 samples that represented the first 6.4 ms of a BAEP. In
later experiments the number of points in a synthetic curve was chosen to be equal to
the number of samples present in a corresponding real BAEP recorded with the data-
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Figure 9.1: An example of a synthetic BAEP (a), without additional noise, and (b) , a synthetic
BAEP with added noise (SNR=11 dB).
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acquisition system described in Section 7.2. In this system a sampling rate of 5 kHz
was used, i.e., 1 point per 0.2 ms.
After the intermediate points of the curve have been generated, noise can be added to
the 'y-coordinate' of the points in the curve to simulate high-frequency noise imposed
on the AEP curve. The noise is drawn from a normal distribution around 0 fJ.V with a
standard deviation that is freely adjustable in order to generate synthetic AEPs with
different signal-to-noise ratios. Examples of some synthetic BAEPs are presented in
Figure 9.1.

l

Synthetic MLAEP curves
For the generation of synthetic MLAEP parts a similar method as for the BAEP curves
is employed. The latencies of the peaks in the MLAEP part are chosen from ranges
similar to the ones mentioned in Section 3.3.1.2 (NO: 8-10 ms, PO: 10-13 ms, Na: 16-30
ms, Pa: 30-45 ms, Nb: 40-60 ms, Pl: 50-70 ms). A normal distribution with its mean in
the middle of such a region and a standard deviation of one sixth of the interval width
is used to provide for randomly generated latencies within these intervals.
The used amplitude intervals were chosen on the basis of the amplitudes of peaks
present in earlier recorded AEP data (data used in the studies described in [Cluitmans,
1990]); NO: -2.5 fJ.V (s.d . 3.0 fJ.V), PO: 3.0 fJ.V (s.d. 3.0 1-!V), Na: -2.5 1-1V (s.d. 2.0 1-!V), Pa:
5.41-!V (s.d. 2.41-!V), Nb: -3.0 1-1V (s.d. 3.0 1-!V), and P1: 3.0 fJ.V (s.d . 3.0 1-!V).
Again, first the locations of the peaks were generated, and subsequently the values of
the intermediate points were calculated. The MLAEP part of an artifact-free auditory
evoked potential has a much more 'smoother' shape than has the BAEP part. For this
reason, a curve constructed of straight-line segments between the peaks would not
provide a good representation of a real MLAEP so another method is needed to
construct the points that lie between the peak positions. To generate the points of a
smooth curve that passes through the selected points Akima interpolation is used.
Compared to spline interpolation this method has the advantage that there are no
'overshoots' in the interpolated curve and that its second derivative does not
necessarily have to be continuous. Using a third-order polynome as interpolation
function gives a usable synthetic MLAEP curve [Schiemanck, 1992].
As with the synthetic BAEP curve, noise can be added to the generated curve.
Examples of synthetic MLAEPs (connected to a synthetic BAEP), with and without
added noise, are presented in Figure 9.2.
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Figure 9.2: An example of synthetic MLAEP (and BAEPs) (left column) without additional

noise, and (right column) with additional noise (SNR= 14 dB).

9.2.3 Results
Experiments were performed that concentrated on the determination of the latency of
both BAEP peaks and MLAEP peaks. Of the BAEP peaks peak V initially received all
the attention as this peak is almost always present in a recorded AEP and as such has
to be scored very often. Of the MLAEP peaks peak Pa received most attention owing
to its importance in the context of anesthetic-depth research.
9.2.3.1 Brainstem components
For research regarding the determination of the position of peak V the three ANN
types described in Sections 8.2 through 8.4 were used .
Networks Trained with the Backpropagation Algorithm

Single Networks
For the FE consisting of one ANN, networks with one hidden layer were used . The
number of nodes in this layer as well as the non-linearity (or: 'steepness') of the used
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sigmoid transfer function (described in Section 5.3.2) were varied in order to evaluate
the performance of such a network in various configurations. A total set of 100
synthetic BAEP curves was used. The training and test sets used contained patterns
without added noise. The results of these experiments are presented in Table 9.2 and
Table 9.3. In these tables a latency determination is considered correct if it differed by
not more than 0.2 ms from the actual latency.
number of
hidden nodes
4
5
6

percentage correct latency
determinations peak V
33
52
59
60
55
41

7
8
10

(24, 43)
(42, 61)
(48, 67)
(50, 69)
(45, 64)
(32, 52)

Table 9.2: Test results (mean and 95% confidence limits (upper, lower limit) for correct
scorings) of experiments with synthetic AEPs with a FE consisting of one single ANN trained
with the backpropagation algorithm for different numbers of hidden nodes. The non-linearity of
the transfer function of nodes in the hidden layer is 1.
non-linearity

percentage correct latency
determinations peak V

10-2

59 (49, 68)

10-1

53 (43, 62)

10°

60 (50, 69)

1

10
10
5

X

63 (53, 71)

2

10

1d

58 (48, 67)
2

49 (39, 58)
36 (27, 47)

Table 9.3: Test results (mean and 95% confidence limits (upper, lower limit) for correct
scorings) of experiments with synthetic AEPs with a FE consisting of one single ANN trained
with the backpropagation algorithm for different magnitudes of the non-linearity in the
transfer function. The number of hidden nodes is 7.
It can be concluded from these results that, for this problem, the optimum number of

hidden nodes is 7, although the differences in performance for networks with a
number of hidden nodes between 5 and 8 are small. The performance of the networks
in relation to the non-linearity in the transfer function for the hidden nodes is very
robust. Only when the non-linearity rises above 500 does the performance decrease
considerably. Based on these results a neural network containing 7 hidden nodes with
a non-linearity of 10 was used to investigate the performance on test patterns with
superimposed noise. The results are presented in Table 9.4. Test set 1 contained
patterns without noise . The data of set 2 and set 3 are superimposed with normally
distributed amplitude noise, resulting in SNRs of 11 dB and 8 dB respectively.
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test set

1 (no noise)

percentage correct latency
determinations peak V
63 {53, 71)

2 (SNR = 11 dB)

59 (49, 68)

3 (SNR = 8 dB)

54 (43, 62)

Table 9.4: Test results, mean and 95% confidence limits (upper, lower limit) for correct

scorings, of experiments with synthetic AEPs with varying SNRs for a FE consisting of one
single ANN with 7 hidden nodes and a non-linearity oflO.
From these experiments it is clear that using a single ANN trained with
backpropagation is not sufficient for this particular task. At best the network
determines the location of peak V correctly in 63 % of the cases. When noise is added
to the test patterns the performance decreases further (59 % and 54 % for SNRs of 11
dB and 8 dB respectively). For this reason it is to be expected that such an ANN is not
suitab le for processing real AEP curves as these tend to be even more capricious.

Combinatio ns of Networks
Similar experiments were performed with FEs consisting of a series of ANNs that each
decide whether the sought peak is present in the first or second half of their input
pattern and subsequently pass a part of their input pattern to the next ANN (Section
8.2.2).
Results of the experiments are presented in Table 9.5. Again, set 1 contains patterns
without added noise. The data of set 2 and set 3 are corrupted by distributed
amplitude noise, resulting in SNRs of 11 dB and 8 dB respectively. The FE was tested
with two different n-vectors. The first configuration discards the maximum number of
samples at each level, which means that at each level half of the input pattern is
discarded; n, = (32, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1). This configuration results in a minimum number of
levels (L = 6), but does not possess any error-correcting properties. Note that the total
number of discarded samples equals 63 (M0 -l). The second configuration discards
fewer sa mples at each level, thus providing possibilities for correcting previously
made incorrect d ecisions. Consequently, this leads to a larger number of levels (L =
11); 11 2 = (16, 16, 8, 6, 6, 4, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1 ). In both configurations the networks were
trained using input patterns with no noise as well as input patterns with normally
distributed noise (SNR = 11 dB).
The error-correcting properties of the FE are demonstrated by the improvement in the
score when smaller parts of the input patterns are discarded at the different levels of
the FE. Also, it can be seen that noise insensitivity increases when noisy patterns are
used for training the networks.
In conclusion; the FE consisting of a series of ANNs does show results that motivate
continued research using real AEP recordings.
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percentage correct latency
determinations peak V test set
training set
111

11 2

1 (no noise)

2 (SNR = 11 dB)

3 (SNR = 8 dB)

no noise

86 (77, 91)

82 (73, 88)

58 (48, 67)

SNR = 11 dB

76 (66, 83)

82 (73, 88)

62 (53, 71)

no noise

100 (95, 100)

82 (73, 88)

44 (34, 53)

SNR = 11 dB

100 (95, 100)

82 (73, 88)

56 (46, 65)

Table 9.5: Test results, mean and 95% confidence limits (upper, lower limit) for correct

scorings, of experiments with synthetic AEPs with varying SNRs for FEs consisting of
combinations of multi-layer perceptrons.
ART2 Networks

Using synthetic BAEPs with ART2 networks was mainly directed at establishing how
these networks cluster the presented AEP curves into recognition categories and if this
clustering can be used for this particular application. The quantitative results with
respect to the error in the latency estimation of the network were of minor importance
at this stage in the research .
Experiments using ART2 networks involve the setting of a large number of
parameters that influence the network's operation and it is not feasible to investigate
the behavior of all possible network configurations. Various experiments with varying
parameters have been made, however, to achieve some insight into the way these
networks cluster synthetic BAEP curves. An example of the results of such an
experiment is presented in Table 9.6. A set of 25 synthetic BAEP patterns without
noise was applied repeatedly to an ART2 network to arrive at a stable clustering. Before
a stable clustering is obtained, a number of cycles occur in which the network searches
through the output nodes to find the best matching category; after a while, the
network has direct access to these categories. The patterns in the created clusters were
labeled with their peak V latency in order to be able to see whether there is any
relationship between the clustering and the location of peak V in the patterns.
recognition category

2

0
4.7

5.6

5.2 (2x)

latency of

5.2 (2x)

5.7 (3x)

5.4

peakV

5.3 (3x)

5.9

5.5

5.4

6.0 (3x)

5.6

6.1 (5x)

Table 9.6: Results of an experiment in which a set of 25 patterns was applied repeatedly in

order to arrive at a stable clustering. The presented input patterns are grouped into a stable
clustering of three categories, tints, three output nodes were created.
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It was found that by varying different parameters a stable clustering can always be

reached. Once such a stable clustering has been obtained, the effect of the other
parameters can be studied . From experiments [Freriks et al., 1992] it became clear that
certain parameters heavily influence the number of clusters created.
It also emerged from these experiments that the way the various parameters are
clustered indeed bears a relation to the location of the, prominent, peak V in the
patterns. For example, from the results presented in Table 9.6 it can be seen that
output node 0 is associated mainly with patterns with a peak V latency smaller than or
equal to 5.6 ms, node 1 with patterns with a peak V latency larger than or equal to 5.6
ms, and node 2 with patterns with an 'intermediate' latency (5.2 through 5.5 ms) .
Further experiments were performed to gain more insight in the way the presented
patterns are clustered. From the results in Table 9.6 it appears that there are 3 clusters
to represent peak latencies in the range from 4.7 to 6.1 ms. To improve 'resolution' the
presence of more clusters would be useful. A change of other parameters may lead to
an increase in the number of clusters. For example, if parameters relating to the
'degree of contrast enhancement' are increased, the maxima in the patterns are more
accentuated and the parts with smaller amplitude are more attenuated. For patterns in
which peak V is the most prominent peak this will lead to the network being more
sensitive to the location of that peak as that peak becomes a more important part of the
pattern.
From a large series of experiments performed with varying parameter settings [Freriks
et al., 1992] insight was gained into the way ART2 networks cluster BAEP patterns. If
the location of peak V coincides with the maximum amplitude in the pattern the
cluster contents clearly become related to the latency of peak V. If peak V is not the
global maximum however, no such relationship can be found. From these experiments
it can be inferred that for these patterns the global maximum plays a very important
role in how an ART2 network assigns patterns to various categories. If peak V is not
the global maximum then other peaks are better accentuated and the patterns are
assigned to different clusters.
A means of reaching a clustering based on peak latencies is to preprocess the patterns
in such a way that the peak whose latency is to be determined constitutes a global
maximum in the input pattern. Experiments were performed in which the peak V
complexes were forced to become the global maximum of the presented input patterns
by preprocessing them [Freriks et al., 1992] . An ART2 network confronted with such
patterns indeed produces a clustering that is related to the latency of peak V and thus
provides a way of making latency estimations of peaks in synthetic BAEPs. The fact
that the sought peak must be a global maximum in the input pattern however imposes
a serious limitation on the usefulness of such a network for this task. A lot of effort has
to be put into the preprocessing the patterns to make the sought peak form the global
maximum in as many patterns as possible. When such a situation is reached however,
an ART2 network is no longer needed to solve the problem since a simple algorithm
that determines the position of the absolute maximum in an array of numbers gives
equal results much more efficiently. From the experiments mentioned it was also seen
that ART networks are very sensitive to noise in the patterns; for noisy patterns no
clear clustering could be obtained, even if the peaks sought were present near a global
maximum. For these reasons, ART2 networks were not used in ensuing experiments.
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Feature Extractors based on Kohonen Networks

The same sets of synthetic BAEPs were also used to examine the behavior of ANNs
containing a Kohonen layer. For the experiments mainly counterpropagation networks
were used as these provide a way to examine both the creation of 'prototype weights'
in the Kohonen layer using self-organization and the performance with regard to the
correct latency estimation by inspection of the weights in the output layer. Various
network sizes and parameters were used in the experiments.
A trend that was displayed by these experiments is that increasing size of the Kohonen
layer leads to increased performance with regard to the latency estimation if the layer
size is relatively small (less than "' 50 nodes); for larger layer sizes an increase in the
number of nodes does not seriously affect the network's performance (Figure 9.3).
As an example of the ability of such a network to determine peak latencies, the results
of an experiment similar to the one presented in Table 9.5 for a counterpropagation
network of 64 Kohonen nodes are presented in Table 9.7.
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Figure 9.3: Percentage of correct estimations of peak V latency as function of the number of
nodes in the Kohonen layer of a counterpropagation network. Mean values +I- 1 s.d.
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percentage correct latency
determinations peak V test set
training set

1 (no noise)

2 (SNR

=11 dB)

3 (SNR

=8 dB)

no noise

76 (65, 83)

72 (62, 80)

70 (59, 78)

SNR = 11 dB

69 (59, 77)

62 (52, 71)

56 (46, 65)

Table 9.7: Test results, mean and 95% confidence limits (upper, lower limit) for correct
scorings, of experiments with synthetic AEPs with varying SNRs for a FE consisting of a
counterpropagation network with 64 Kohonen nodes. Learning rate and neighborhood function
were calculated as was described in (8.23) through (8.26): amnx = 0.9, amin = 0.05, L1mnx = 32,
Llmin = 0, Tmnx = 10000).
Comparison of the results presented in Table 9.7 with those presented in Tables 9.4
and 9.5 shows that the performance of the counterpropagation network is better than
that of a single backpropagation-trained network (Table 9.4) but not as good as the
configuration of multiple networks (Table 9.5). The deteriorating effect of a decreasing
SNR in the test patterns on the performance is lower for the counterpropagation
network than for the networks trained with backpropagation, which suggests that the
counterpropagation network provides a more robust method for processing real,
noisy, BAEP curves than do networks trained with backpropagation.
The weights of the Kohonen layer, that are supposed to comprise prototypes of the
synthetic BAEPs present in the training set, were also examined in order to clarify how
the network makes a mapping of the input patterns. A visualization of the weights of
the Kohonen layer is presented in Figure 9.4. This is an example of weights present in
a 1-dimensional Kohonen layer that consists of 100 nodes. In this picture (Figure 9.4a)
it can be seen that from BAEPs prototypes with first increasing and then decreasing
amplitudes are stored 'front to back' and that the latency of peak V in the prototypes
gradually increases, i.e., in weight vectors of nodes at 'one side' of the layer prototypes
of BAEPs with early peaks V are stored, at the 'other side' of the layer prototypes of
BAEPs with late peaks V are found. The property that nodes that are near in the
Kohonen layer represent patterns that are near in input space is demonstrated in
Figures 9.4b and c; here the weights of 10 neighboring nodes in two parts of the
Kohonen layer are depicted . In Figure 9.4b BAEPs with small amplitudes and rather
early peaks V are shown, in Figure 9.4c BAEPs with larger amplitude and 'average'
latencies are shown.
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Figure 9.4: Example of the contents of the weight vectors of a Kohonen layer that contains 100
nodes. Each figure contains a series of graphs in a row: each graph reflects the values of the 64
components of a weight vector. Figure (a) contains graphs of every 10th node in the layer,
figure (b) shows the contents of weight vectors of nodes 0 to 9, figure (c) of nodes 65 to 74.
Not only the weights of the nodes in the Kohonen layer provide information, but
information can also be gained from the weights of the output node. As was described
in Section 5.3.2, the density of the weight vectors in a trained Kohonen layer bears a
relation to the distribution function of the input vectors presented. It has been
explained that the weights of the connections between the Kohonen nodes and the
output node can be regarded as 'labels' representing the average desired output
associated with each Kohonen node. In this case the elements of the output weight
vector thus represent averages of peak V latencies in the synthetic BAEP curves
presented. These curves are generated on the basis of predetermined peak V latencies
using a distribution function described in Section 9.2.2. It is thus to be expected that, if
the density of the weight vectors in the Kohonen layer indeed correlates with the
density of the used input patterns and the weights of the output node form the
average of the peak V latency associated with these vectors, the distribution of the
weights of the output node should resemble the distribution used to generate the peak
V latencies. In Figure 9.5 the cumulative distribution used to generate the latency of
peak V in the synthetic BAEPs and the cumulative distribution of the values of the
weights of the output node are depicted.
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Figure 9.5: Cumulative distribution of the latencies of peak V in synthetic BAEPs (broken
line), normal distribution with mean = 5.62 and standard deviation = 0.55, and component
values of the weight vector of the output node (continuous line) of a counterpropagation
network trained with synthetic BAEPs.
It can be seen from this graph that 50% of the generated synthetic curves have a peak

V latency of less than or equal to 5.6 ms (since this is a normal distribution this
coincides with the mean, which is 5.62 ms). It can also be seen that 50% of the
components in the weight vector have a value smaller than 5.6 ms. The median of both
distributions is thus the same. The shape of the curve of the component values
resembles the curve of the peak latencies qualitatively; quantitatively however there
are some minor differences (which are also described in [Ritter and Schulten, 1986]).
Both the numerical results with regard to the performance on patterns with noise
presented in Table 9.7 and the fact that the weights of these networks can be
interpreted easily (as parts of prototypes of AEP curves and latencies of peaks)
indicate the potential usefulness of these networks for the underlying application.
9.2.3.2 Middle Latency components
The main aim of the experiments with synthetic AEP curves was, as was mentioned in
Section 9.2.1, to investigate the potential usefulness and behavior of various types of
ANNs for the determination of peak positions in AEPs.
From the experiments with Kohonen-based networks these networks appeared to be
suited for use as part of a system that automatically determines locations of AEP
peaks. For this reason subsequent experiments with this type of network directly
concentrated on real AEP curves rather than synthetic curves. The results of these
experiments are presented in ensuing sections of this chapter.
In a way similar to that used for the study of the determination of peaks in synthetic
BAEP curves, the ability of various ANNs to determine latencies of characteristic
peaks in MLAEP curves was investigated. The latency of peak Pa was chosen as the
initial 'target' for the ANNs to be tested .
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Networks Trained with the Backpropagation Algorithm

The relatively large size of the MLAEP curves (300 samples) typically requires ANNs
with a large input layer. For networks trained with backpropagation this means that
the training time becomes extremely large, therefore a multiple-network configuration
as described in Section 8.2.2 that uses the discrete-cosine transform to compress the
patterns was used in these experiments. Parameters such as the network sizes, number
of iterations, learning rate, and compression ratio of the input pattern were varied.
Also, synthetic patterns with and without added noise were used . The allowable error
to be used for latency estimation of peak Pa is 2.0 ms, a value chosen from experience
with inter-observer differences in AEP scorings from previous studies. The main
results of this series of experiments are presented in Table 9.8.
performance latency determinations peak Pa in synthetic MLAEP
curves
number of hidden nodes (1st network+ 2nd
network}, SNR ~atterns, com~ression ratio

% correct (95% cont. limits)

1

0 + 0,

no noise,

25%

2

12 + 12,

no noise,

25%

94 (86, 97)

3
4

0 + 0,

8 dB,

25 %

100 (95, 100) (largest error was 1.0 ms)

0 + 12,

8 dB,

25%

96 (91, 98)

5

0 + 12,

11 dB,

25%

6

0 + 0,

5 dB ,

12.5%

96 (91 ' 98)
100 (90, 100) (largest error was 2.0 ms)

7

0 + 44,

no noise,

12.5%

100 (90, 100) (largest error was 0.4 ms)

8

0 + 44,

8 dB,

12.5%

100 (95, 100) (largest error was 1.8 ms)

9

0 + 44,

5 dB,

12.5%

99 (94, 100)

100 (90, 100) (largest error was 0.6 ms)

Table 9.8: Test results, mean and 95% confidence limits (upper, lower limit) for correct
scorings, of experimen ts on the determination of the latency of peak Pa in synthetic MLAEPs.
These results show that this type of network configuration is very well capable of
determining the latency of peak Pa in synthetic MLAEPs even if the presented
patterns have a poor SNR (experiments 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9). Also, it can be seen that
networks that comprise only levels containing no hidden nodes are powerful enough
for solving the problem (experiments 1, 3, and 6); they even tend to perform better
than the more complex networks that do contain hidden nodes.
9.2.4 Conclusions

The results of the experiments performed with synthetic AEPs indicate that both
combinations of networks trained with backpropagation and Kohonen networks seem
usable for processing AEPs. The networks trained with backpropagation are suitable
mainly because they show a high precision with regard to latency estimations. The
Kohonen networks' main strength seems to lie in their ability to cope with curves with
a poor SNR. The fact that the weights of such networks provide insight in the
distribution of the curves presented during training also makes them particularly
useful for the underlying application.
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The experiments performed with ART networks indicate that these networks are
rather difficult to 'tune' to a useful mode of operation. The fact that such a network
appears to be extremely sensitive to the global maximum in an input pattern only
makes its potential usefulness for identifying AEP peaks doubtful. For this reason
subsequent research efforts concentrated on the use of networks trained with the
backpropagation algorithm and Kohonen networks.

9.3 AEPs of Cats during Anesthesia
As a next step, studying the behavior of the proposed ANNs in response to 'real' AEP
curves was investigated. The curves used here were feline AEPs recorded during a
laboratory study [Cluitmans, 1990]. These signals were recorded during Isoflurane
and Isoflurane-N 20 anesthesia.
As may be inferred from the simple observation that the brain structures as well as the
skull configurations of cats and humans differ, human and feline AEPs are not the
same.
The amplitudes of feline AEPs are much larger than those measured from humans.
This can probably be attributed to the facts that [Fullerton et al.,1987] : 1. a eat's
auditory nerve has about 50,000 nerve fibers whereas a human only has about 25,000;
2. in cats a larger proportion of fibers presumably discharges synchronously to a highlevel click; and, 3. the distance between a vertex electrode to the pons is approximately
4 times as large for a human as for a cat. Using the notion that these signal amplitudes
probably decrease at least as rapidly as the square of the distance between electrode
and generation site [Nunez, 1981] this can cause a factor 16 difference in amplitude.
Not only do the amplitudes differ between feline and human AEPs, there are also
different peaks present in the signals, particularly in the brainstem part of the AEPs.
Examples of feline AEPs and BAEPs are presented in Figure 9.6. From this figure it can
be seen that feline BAEPs differ considerably in shape from human BAEPs and that
there are more similarities in the MLAEP curves. By convention Uewett, 1970]
brainstem peaks in feline AEPs are numbered sequentially in time with Arabic
numerals whereas Roman numerals are used for human BAEP peaks. Research
[Fullerton eta!., 1987] has indicated that there is a correspondence in neural generators
between the first two peaks in BAEPs of both species, for peak 3 (or III) this
correspondence is unclear, and for later peaks this correspondence is very doubtful.
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Figure 9.6: Several examples of feline BAEPs (upper four graphs) and MLAEPs (lower four
graphs). Compare with Figures 3.3 and 3.4 respectively to see the differences with human AEP
curves.
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9.3.1 Aim
Feline AEPs recorded under laboratory conditions were used as a means to investigate
the operation of ANN architectures with real but still rather 'well-behaved' curves,
i.e., curves without many artifacts and in which all characteristic peaks are present
and could be identified without many problems by human experts. These experiments
can be regarded as an intermediate stage between the experiments with the relatively
'easy' synthetic curves and the 'difficult' curves measured from humans during
surgery. As such they are used to elaborate on the experiments with synthetic signals.
Although such a study does not give a conclusive answer about how well the
proposed ANNs are suited for use in a monitor for anesthetic depth to be used during
surgery on humans it can help to evaluate how well they are suited to be used in an
automatic scoring system, e.g., for use with results obtained in laboratory studies.

9.3.2 Equipment and Methods
The data used to train were obtained from a laboratory study carried out as part of a
research project performed at the Veterans Administration Medical Center,
Gainesville, Fl., USA, in collaboration with the department of Anesthesiology of the
University of Florida College of Medicine, Gainesville, Fl. [Cluitmans, 1990]. In this
study the effect of different levels of two types of inhalation anesthesia on a wide
range of neurophysiological signals in cats was investigated.
The recordings were obtained during strictly controlled steady-state conditions, thus
avoiding as far as possible undesired changes in variables that might influence the
measured signals. Data from 7 cats at several levels of Isoflurane and N 20 anesthesia
were obtained. For each evoked potential, 1000 stimuli with an inter-stimulus interval
of 90 ms (11.1 Hz) were applied. The EEG signal was sampled at 5 kHz. Off-line
processing of the data was performed using both artifact detection and removal
algorithms [Cluitmans et a!., 1993] and a conventional averaging process. A more
detailed description of the equipment used can be found in [Cluitmans, 1990] .
From this study 86 useable evoked potentials were available. The waveforms were
evaluated and analyzed visually using the interactive graphics waveform-analyzing
program mentioned in Section 7.2. For all ANNs tested this set of 86 patterns was
partitioned in various test and training sets using k-fold cross validation with k equal
to 10.
Two sets of scorings of peak latencies and amplitudes produced by two different
human experts were available. The differences between the two sets of scorings for
various peaks are presented in Table 9.9.
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peak

RMS diff. (ms)

max. abs. diff.
(ms)

3
5
Pa

0.24
0.46
2.4

0.85
1.6
9.0

Table 9.9: The differences (RMS difference and maximum absolute difference) between
scorings of the latencies of peaks 3, 5, and Pa produced by two human scorers.
As in the experiments with synthetic AEP curves the percentage of correct estimations
was used to assess the performance of a FE. For brainstem peaks the percentage of
estimations that deviates 0.2 ms or less from the expert's opinion was used; for middle
latency peaks 2.0 ms was used. In the scorings produced by the two human scorers 71
% and 77 % of the scorings differed by a maximum of 0.2 ms for peaks 3 and 5
respectively. The difference was 2.0 ms or less for peak Pain 76% of the scorings.

9.3.3 Results
Experiments were performed concerning latency estimations of BAEP peaks as well as
MLAEP peaks. Of the BAEPs, the latencies of peaks 3 and 5 were used as desired
output for the FEs. Peak 3 was chosen because it is the most prominent peak in the
feline BAEP files (comparable importance to peak V in a human BAEP curve); peak 5
because it is a less prominent peak, but still visible in all BAEPs - use of this peak
enables investigation of the ANN's ability to identify smaller peaks in BAEPs. For the
MLAEP peaks, again determination of the latency of peak Pa was a goal to be
achieved by the FEs.
9.3.3.1 Brainstem components
As with the synthetic BAEPs the ability of the ANNs tested to determine the latency of
the sought peaks was evaluated by considering the difference between an expert's
opinion and the output of the network. If this difference is smaller than 0.2 ms (one
sample) the network's output is considered correct. The value of this 'allowed
discrepancy' between the desired output and the actual output is based upon the
expected inter-reader differences that exist between humans when classifying the
patterns (Table 9.9).
Training networks on outputs generated by one expert justifies the smaller value for
the allowed error (we use 0.2 ms instead of 0.46 ms for peak 5) in order to gain a
'correct' determination; the error introduced by using different strategies is not present
in this situation.

For each test session, not only the score as defined above, but also the RMS error and
the largest absolute value of the error made in a test pattern were calculated. These
additional values were used for an extra assessment of the performance of the FE.
The RMS error provides some information about the 'overall' error the FE makes and
the absolute maximum error can be used as the upper limit of the error the FE will be
expected to make .
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In preliminary experiments the values of different neural network parameters were
varied and the performance variations resulting from the change in these parameters
was examined. The results of these experiments provided the parameter values used
for the subsequent experiments.
Counterpropagation networks with 2-dimensional Kohonen layers of N x N nodes
were used. For such a network, the number of training iterations was 1000N2 • The
neighborhood function used was a step function in which all neighborhood nodes are
updated equally. Neighborhood size and learning rate were updated using the
methods described in Section 8.4.1 The output learning rate was kept constant at a
value of 0.1 throughout the entire training sessions. To calculate distances between the
input vectors and the weight vectors the Euclidean distance measure was used .
Preprocessing involved subtracting the value of the first sample from all pattern
samples in each pattern and subsequently normalizing each pattern.
Initially, experiments were performed with a FE that consisted of one neural network
only, viz. the counterpropagation network. The performance in assessing the latencies
of peaks 3 and 5 was examined for networks with Kohonen layers ranging in size from
3 x 3 to 8 x 8 nodes. As the total set contained 86 patterns, and each training set thus
contained 77 patterns [= 0.9 x 86 for 10-fold cross validation], a network of 81 [ 9 x 9]
processing elements or more can be expected to have very limited generalization
properties since it can store all training patterns in the network weights and thus
provide a perfect look-up table for the training data without being able to process
'new' data well. The results of these experiments are presented in Table 9.10.
peak3
network size

%correct (95% cont.)

RMS error (ms)

3x3

84 (73, 89)

0.18

0.61

4x4

86 (75, 91)

0.17

0.59

max. abs. error (ms)

5x5

84 (73, 89)

0.18

0.62

6x6

87 (76, 91)

0.16

0.60

7x7

87 (76, 91)

0.16

0.61

8x8

90 (77, 92)

0.14

0.60

peakS
network size

%correct (95% cont.)

RMS error (ms)

max. abs. error (ms)
0.85

3x3

44 (32, 54)

0.31

4x4

44 (32, 54)

0.29

0.66

5x5

42 (31, 52)

0.32

0.80

6x6

51 (38, 61)

0.30

0.65

7x7

52 (40, 62)

0.30

0.90

8x8

56 (43, 66)

0.31

0.84

Table 9.10: Performance of a FE consisting of a counterpropagation network on the
determination of the latencies of peaks 3 and 5 for various sizes of the Kohonen layer.
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This table clearly indicates that the recognition of peak 3 in the BAEP of cats is much
simpler than recognizing peak 5. The best performance of the single network on the
recognition of peak 3, 90 %, is far better than that on the recognition of peak 5 (56 %).
The poor performance on the recognition of peak 5 with one single network motivated
the investigation of a more complex FE. This FE consists of a multiple network
configuration as was described in Section 8.4.3. Kohonen layers were trained to make a
representation of the presented AEP curves. After training had finished the created
weights were examined with the use of U-matrices. These resulted in pictures similar
to the ones in Figure 8.11. For these patterns all trained Kohonen layers seemed to
contain three distinct clusters of weights. Figure 9.7 shows another example of weights
in a Kohonen layer in combination with its calculated U-matrix.
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Figure 9.7: The U-matrix (right figure) calculated from weights generated from a training
session in which feline BAEPs were presented. The vertical markers in the patterns in the left
figure indicate the values of the weights of the output node: in this case they represent the
latency of peak 5 associated with the prototypes present in the Kohonen weights.
The three clusters represent three different types of feline BAEP curves; typical
examples of these three types are presented in Figure 9.8.
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b

c

Figure 9.8: Examples of the three different types of weights (a, b, and c) that can be
distinguished in the trained Kohonen layer.
From the original set of patterns three subsets were created; each subset is constituted
by patterns that are associated with Kohonen nodes present in one cluster. With these
three subsets three new ANNs were trained, thus creating networks that are specially
suited for processing a specific 'type' of pattern.
These networks were feed-forward counterpropagation networks. Performances of
these networks are presented in Table 9.11. Two sizes of Kohonen networks, viz. a 7 x
7 and a 8 x 8 network, were used. For the succeeding networks, smaller networks were
used.

--------------------------------------------------------first network: 7 x 7 nodes
network#

network size

% correct (95%

RMS error (ms)

max. abs. error (ms)

0.24
0.26
0.23

0.47
0.51
0.47

cont. lim.)
0
2

3x 3
4x 4
5x 5

69 (48, 82)
72 (52, 86)
71 (51 , 85)

first network: 8 x 8 nodes
network#

network size

% correct (95%

RMS error (ms)

max. abs. error (ms)

0.19
0.19
0.22

0.43
0.40
0.46

cont. lim.)
0
2

3x 3
7x 7
8x8

73 {53 , 87)
75 (55, 88)
71 (51, 85)

Table 9.11: Performance of a FE consisting of a Kohonen layer combined with three separate

'specialized' networks on the determination of the latencies of peak 5.
As can be seen in Table 9.11, use of the multiple network configuration in stead of the
single network (Table 9.10) causes the score for the determination of peak 5 to increase
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error intervals (ms)

Figure 9.9: Distribution of absolute errors made by the second FE in Table 9.11 .
and the RMS error and the maximum absolute error to decrease. The distribution of
errors made by the second FE in Table 9.11 is represented in Figure 9.9.
Application of a Postprocessing Algorithm
The effect of using a postprocessing algorithm to refine the ANN's estimation of the
peak locations, as described in Section 8.5, was also investigated. This algorithm
receives as its input the (B)AEP curve and the ANN's output; its output is the local
maximum in the pattern within a window aro und the latency estimated by the ANN.
The results for this FE as a function of the window width are presented in Figure 9.10.
From the plots shown in this figure it can be seen that for peak 3 the postprocessing
algori thm works best with a window width of 1 sample; for peak 5 a window width of
2 sa mples works best. For these values the percentage score reaches its maximum and
the RMS error its minimum value. For larger values the performance decreases. The
fact that the optimum window width for peak 3 is smaller than for peak 5 can be
elucidated by considering the shapes of the peaks (e.g., in Figure 9.6). The width of
peak 3 is smaller than that of peak 5; therefore, the chance that the window used will
include other maxima than the sought peak, and thus pull the network to the 'wrong'
maximum in the pattern, is higher. Figure 9.10 also shows that the maximum absolute
error always increases if this postprocessing algorithm is used. This can be a reason for
abandoning this algorithm, e.g. in situations were the maximum error caused by the
FE is not allowed to exceed a certain limit.
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Figure 9.10: The effect of a local maximum detection postprocessing algorithm on the
performance of a FE that consists of one ANN for the estimatio11 of peaks 3 and 5. The graphs

show the percentage of correct latency estimations, the RMS error, and the maximum absolute
error as a function of the window width. With sample index i being the network output, local
maxima ZJ)ere chosen from the sample in the input curve in the interval [i- window width, i +
window width./.
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9.3.3.2 Middle Latency components
For the determination of peak Pa in feline MLAEPs, FEs consisting of series of Al'\Ns
trained with backpropagation as well as FEs built around a Kohonen network were
tested.
Networks Trained with the Backpropagation Algorithm
The choice of parameters used in the FEs was governed by the results of simulations in
which synthetic MLAEPs were used (Section 9.2.3.2). The first part of the FE, the part
that processes the compressed pattern, a series of networks that consists solely of
perceptrons proved to perform satisfactorily; the network determined the
position of peak Pa in the compressed pattern, this concerns a rough estimation of the
latency, correctly in 96% of the test cases. The second part, that makes a more accurate
estimation of the latency, used networks that did contain hidden nodes. The most
optimum configuration contained 12 hidden nodes. Such a FE proved to be able to
determine the latency of peak Pa correctly (within 2.0 ms) in 87 (77, 92) %, of cases with
aRMS error of 25 ms and a maximum absolute error of 9.2 ms.
Feature Extractors based on Kohonen Networks
As in the experiments with the brainstem curves, Kohonen networks with 2dimensional Kohonen layers of N x N nodes were used. The number of training
iterations, the neighborhood function, the weight-update method, and the output
learning rate were all the same as described in Section 9.3.3.1.
Preprocessing here entailed the removal of the first 10 ms of the curve and the part of
the AEP curve after 70 ms since neither has relevance for the determination of peak Pa.
After that, the mean of the resulting waveform was subtracted from all sample values.
Again, the performance when determining the latencies of peak Pa was examined for
counterpropagation networks with Kohonen layers ranging in size from 2 x 2 to 7 x 7
nodes. The results of these experiments are presented in Table 9.12.
peak Pa
network size

% correct (95% cont.
lim)

RMS error (ms)

max. abs. error (ms)

2x2

47 (35, 57)

3.2

9.0

3x3

49 (38, 60)

3.1

6.9

4x4

56 (43, 68)

2.8

8.5

5x5

66 (54, 76)

2.5

8.6

6x6

58 (45, 69)

2.9

8.6

7x7

74 (61' 82)

2.6

9.4

Table 9.12: Performance of a counterpropagation network on the detennination of the latencies

of peak Pa for various sizes of the Kohonen layer.
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Table 9.12 shows that the error made by the largest counterpropagation network in
estimating the position of peak Pa is slightly higher than the inter-observer variability
(Table 9.9: RMS difference is 2.4 ms, maximum absolute difference is 9.0 ms [the
percentage of differences equal to 2.0 ms or less was 76]).
Next we tested the influence of the postprocessing algorithm that uses local maximum
detection has on the estimation of the location of peak Pa in feline AEPs .
Experiments were performed in which the window to be used for the local maximum
detection algorithm varied from [ANN output± 0 ms] to [ANN output± 5.2 ms] in
steps of 0.4 ms. The ANNs were similar to the ones used in Table 9.12. To present all3
performance indicators (%correct, RMS error, and maximum absolute error) for all 6
ANN sizes and for all 14 window widths would require a large table that probably
would not be very easy to read. The effect of the various variables on the performance
is therefore presented by using correlation coefficients; these are presented in Table
9.13.
size Kohonen layer
pert.
measure

2x2

3x3

4x4

5x5

6x6

7x7

%correct
RMS error

0.97
-0.98

0.97

lerrorlmax

..M.Q

0.92

0 .81
-0.87
0.12

0.75
-0.66
0.00

..MZ

::illtQ

-0.37
0.82

0.80
-0.30
0 .87

Table 9.13: Calculated correlation coefficients between the size of the window used in the local

maximum detection algorithm and various performance measures for different network sizes.
Underlined values indicate significant values (p < 0.01).
From the results in Table 9.13 it can be seen that increase of the window width
increases the percentage of estimations with an error of 2.0 ms or less for all sizes of
the Kohonen layer used. The RMS error tends to decrease with increasing window
size, especially for smaller sized networks. These two factors indicate a favorable effect
of the use of a wider window. A less desirable consequence however is that the
absolute maximum error also tends to increase with increasing window width. The
result of using a wider window is thus that ANN outputs that have a relatively small
error are shifted towards the correct values, but outputs with a large error become
even more erroneous. The latter effect is caused by the fact that with the use of large
window widths the chance that a 'wrong' local maximum is present in the window
increases: this increases the chance that ANN outputs that already deviate largely
from the correct value will be 'miscorrected '.
The correlations for the percentage of correct estimations are all positive; this indicates
a general trend . However, the effect of increasing window width is not monotonously
positive; the performed simulations show an optimum window width. A similar effect
was observed for the RMS error. An optimum window width, for both the percentage
of correct estimations and the RMS error, was found to be 3.2 ms . The ANN with 5 x 5
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Kohonen layer produced the best results: 87 (77, 92) % of correctly estimated latencies,
an RMS error of 1.9 ms and a maximum absolute error of 8.6 ms.
Examination of the weight vectors of the trained networks using U-matrices did not
reveal any clear structures in the matrices . There were no excessively large or small
differences between any neighboring weight vectors . This indicates that no 'clusters'
of specific types of feline MLAEP curves could be discerned: the prototypes present in
the weight vectors indicate a continuous range, rather than separate groups, of curves.
For this reason experiments with multiple 'specialized' networks could not be
performed for these curves.

9.3.4 Conclusions
Experiments with feline AEPs were performed to investigate the suitability of the
proposed FEs for determining the location of peaks in 'real' but relatively 'clean'
signals. The peaks whose position was to be determined were peaks 3, 5, and Pa.
The results of the performed simulations show that a FE that consists of a single
counterpropagation network is able to determine the latency of a characteristic peak in
feline BAEPs adequately if this peak constitutes a relatively prominent part of the
BAEP curve: the latency of peak 3 was determined correctly in 90 % of the test cases.
For the determination of the latency of a less prominent peak, peak 5, the performance
of a single counterpropagation network proved to be less satisfactory. In only 56 % of
the test cases the latency of peak 5 was determined with an error of 0.2 ms or less
whereas the scorings of two human experts differed 0.2 ms or less in 77 % of the
scored AEPs.
Examination of the weight vectors present in the Kohonen layer of the trained network
using a U-matrix revealed that three distinct types of weight vectors were present in
this layer. Use of networks that are each trained with BAEP curves associated with a
specific type of weight vector was able to increase the percentage of correctly
determined peak 5 latencies to 73.
Also, the use of a postprocessing algorithm that shifts the ANN's estimate of the peak
latency towards the nearest local maximum in the AEP curve was investigated. Use of
this algorithm proved to increase the percentage of correct latency estimations to 94
for peak 3 and to 86 for peak 5. A drawback of this algorithm is that its application
tends to increase the maximum absolute error made by the FE.
Similar experiments investigated the performance of the selected FEs on the
determination of the latency of peak Pa in feline MLAEPs. A FE composed of a series
of ANNs trained with the backpropagation algorithm in an optimum configuration
proved to be able to determine correctly the latency of peak Pa in 87 % of the test
cases. A FE consisting of a single counterpropagation network produced a correct
latency estimation in 74 % of the test cases presented. The results for
counterpropagation networks with various Kohonen layer sizes indicate that the
performance increases with the size of the Kohonen layer. As opposed to the weights
of the counterpropagation networks trained with feline BAEP curves the weights
created as a result of the application of MLAEP curves did not show any clustering,
therefore making the use of 'specialized' networks impossible. Use of the
postprocessing algorithm in combination with the counterpropagation network
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increased the percentage of correctly determined latencies to 87, but it also caused the
maximum absolute error made by the FE to increase considerably.

9.4 AEPs of Humans during Sleep
A data set of AEPs recorded from sleeping humans was used to investigate the
behavior of the proposed FEs further.

9.4.1 Aim
The aim of these experiments was to investigate whether the conclusions emerging
from the experiments with feline AEPs would also hold for AEPs that are less
'smooth', viz., human AEPs recorded during sleep. The relation between the network
size and the performance of a counterpropagation network was investigated for this
type of curves. Also, it was to be investigated whether the postprocessing algorithm
that changes the output of the ANN towards the nearest local maximum in the AEP
curves is also able to improve the performance of the FE for AEPs with a less favorable
SNR than those that were measured from cats.

9.4.2 Equipment and Methods
The data that were used to train and test the FEs were obtained from a study carried
out as part of a research project performed at the Epilepsy Center "Kempenhaeghe"
(Heeze, The Netherlands). AEPs were collected during normal stationary sleep stadia
in 14 healthy human subjects. In this study AEPs were recorded using both the
conventional averaging technique and the non-linear technique described in Section
3.2.4. A more detailed description of the equipment used can be found in [van de
Velde et al., 1993b].
From this study 220 usable evoked potentials were available. Examples of AEP curves
recorded during this study can be found in Figure 3.5. The waveforms were evaluated
and analyzed visually using the interactive graphics waveform-analyzing program
described in Section 7.2. For all ANNs tested this set of 220 patterns was partitioned in
various test and training sets using k-fold cross validation with k equal to 10.
Filtering techniques were used during data-acquisition to improve the detectability of
the middle latency peaks. This filtering however affected the brainstem part of the
AEPs in such a way that the shape of the various BAEP components was seriously
distorted . For this reason experiments with these curves concerned the middle latency
part only.

9.4.3 Results
Tests were performed with FEs built around counterpropagation networks similar to
those used for the experiments with feline MLAEPs. Also, the preprocessing methods
employed and the ANN parameters used during training were identical.
The performance on the assessment of the latencies of peak Pa was examined for FEs
with Kohonen layers ranging in size from 2 x 2 to 7 x 7 nodes. The results are
presented in Table 9.14.
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peak Pa
% correct (95%
conf.lim)

RMS error (ms)

max. abs. error (ms)

2x2

69 (60, 74)

2.0

3x3

2.0
2.0

6.0
6.0

4x4

72 (63, 78)
68 (58, 73)

5x5

73 (64, 79)

2.0

5.2

6x6

74 (65, 79)

2.0

5.8

7x7

70 {61, 75)

2.0

6.7

network size

6.1

Table 9.14: Performance of a FE consisting of a counterpropagation network on the
determination of the latencies of peak Pa for various sizes of the Kohonen layer.
As can be seen from the performance indications in Table 9.14, increasing the number
of nodes in the Kohonen layer only marginally affects the performance of the FE.
The effect of combining the postprocessing algorithm with the ANN was also
investigated. Various window sizes for the local maximum detection algorithm were
used; the results of these experiments are presented in Table 9.15.
size Kohonen layer
pert.
measure

2x2

3x3

4x4

5x5

6x6

7x7

%correct
RMS error

0.59

-0.42

0.13

-0.85

-0.81

-0.08

~
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0.99
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Table 9.15: Calculated correlation coefficients between the size of the window used in the local
maximum detection algorithm and various performance measures for different network sizes.
Underlined values indicate significant values (p < 0.01).
The results shown in Table 9.15 demonstrate that the application for the
postprocessing algorithm increases both the RMS error and the maximum absolute
error when the window size in the postprocessing algorithm increases; the effect of the
window size on the percentage of correctly determined latencies is not clear. The
relation between the window size and the percentage of correct latency estimations
was found to behave similarly to that observed for feline MLAEP curves. A small
window has a positive effect on the performance of the FE, but if the window size
becomes too large the percentage of correctly estimated latencies drops. This behavior
was present for all tested FEs, also the optimum window width was found to be the
same for all tested FEs. This behavior for a FE with an ANN with a 5 x 5 Kohonen
layer is illustrated in Figure 9.11.
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Figure 9.11: The effect of the window width on the percentage of correct latency estimations of
peak Pa for a FE with a network with 5 x 5 Kohonen nodes.
This example shows that use of a local maximum detector has a positive effect on the
performance when a small error is allowed (0.4 ms). The positive effect reaches its
maximum when the window size is about 2 times 2 samples, which results in a
percentage of correct latency estimations of 76, an RMS error of 1.9 ms, and a
maximum absolute error of 5.6 ms. In that case the postprocessor is able to make small
corrections to, thus effectively fine-tuning, the output. For larger window sizes the
performance decreases owing to the fact that the postprocessor is increasingly inclined
to generate the latency with a semi-global maximum as its output, this is, in general,
not the latency of the desired peak. For small window sizes the correction is too small
to have any influence on the large error, and for larger window sizes the effect of
choosing a semi-global maximum as output causes the performance to drop.

9.4.4 Conclusions
A set of AEP curves recorded from sleeping humans was used to investigate the
behavior of counterpropagation network-based FEs in response to signals that are not
as smooth as the feline AEPs. The emphasis in these experiments was on the
determination of the location of peak Pa. The experiments show that here an
increasing size of the Kohonen layer has no clear effect on the performance.
Experiments on the use of the postprocessing algorithm with various window sizes
revealed that a large window size increases the maximum absolute error and the RMS
error made by the FE. Application of a postprocessing algorithm with a relatively
small window size (2 times 2 samples) however does improve the performance.
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9.5 AEPs of Humans during Anesthesia
This section describes the behavior of the proposed FEs in response to signals that will
be used in a system that monitors anesthetic depth: AEPs recorded from humans
under anesthesia.

9.5.1 Aim
With the use of AEPs recorded from anesthetized patients during surgery tests could
be performed with AEP curves similar to those that would be processed by a
monitoring system for anesthetic depth. Experiments with such signals thus provide a
means to estimate the expected performance of FEs in a real situation. With the results
of these experiments the FE to be used for the acceptance test will be chosen. In order
to get a more quantitative description of the differences between the latency
determinations produced by different experts, characteristic peaks were scored by two
human scorers.

9.5.2 Equipment and Methods
The data used to train and test ANN based FEs were gathered in a study carried out at
the "Catharina" hospital (Eindhoven, The Netherlands). With the approval of the local
Medical Ethics Committee, data were recorded from 12 patients undergoing cardiac
surgery. Patients were premedicated with morphine approximately two hours before
surgery. Total intravenous anesthesia with propofol and alfentanil was used.
Auditory evoked potentials were measured before the patient was premedicated
(baseline recording) and during the operation: before, during, and after cardiopulmonary bypass. Auditory stimulation was performed with monaural 100 J.lS
rarefaction clicks at 75 dB SPL, at a rate of 11.1 Hz, and contralateral white masking
noise at 45 dB SPL. For each AEP recording 1000 clicks were used . The EEG was
recorded from Cz-A1 and Cz-A2, each referenced to Fpz .. The EEG was sampled at 5
kHz and stored using a LabMaster AD converter and a 80486-based personal
computer.
In the averaged AEPs the latency of brainstem peak V and of middle latency peaks Na,
Pa, and Nb were assessed by visual inspection. If brainstem peak V could not be
detected, the entire evoked potential was no longer considered for further analysis.
From this study 184 AEPs scored by two human experts were available . The
differences between the two sets of scorings are presented in Table 9.16.
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peak

RMS diff.
(ms)

max. abs. diff.
(ms)

v

0.32
0.39
0.47
5.1
2.7
2.7
2.7

1.7
2.1
2.7
19.9
14.0
15.6
16.4

NO
PO
Na
Pa
Nb
P1

Table 9.16: The differences (RMS difference and maximum absolute difference) between
scorings of the latencies of characteristic peaks produced by two human scorers.
To provide a means of comparing the FE's percentages of correct latency estimations
listed in tables in this section with the differences that exist between the scorings of the
experts, the percentage of differences smaller than 0.2 ms (for peak V) and 2.0 ms (for
peak Pa) is also mentioned here. For peak V 86 % of differences of 0.2 ms or less was
observed, for peak Pa the percentages of differences of 2.0 ms or less was 71 %. From
the values in this table it can be seen that for the peaks in the first part of the AEP
curves (peaks V, NO, and PO) the differences are of the same order, while for the peaks
in the later part of the curves (peaks Pa, Nb, and P1) these differences are roughly
factor 10 larger. The error values for peak Na are remarkable for being much larger
than those of the other middle latency peaks. This is caused by the fact that in the
recorded set of AEPs a positive deflection was often found near the location were Na
normally is present. Examples of such curves are presented in Figure 9.12.
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Figure 9.12: Example of AEP curves in which the location of peak Na is difficult to determine
due to the presence of an additional 'peak'.
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In such curves the differences in latency determination become relatively large as one
scorer may locate peak Na before the positive deflection whereas another scorer may
position Na after this deflection. If in this case a consensus were present among the
scorers on the choice of the peak location (either always before or always after the
deflection), it might be expected that differences in scorings would become smaller.
However, it appeared that even in the separate scorings of each expert the location of
Na was sometimes chosen to be before and sometimes after the deflection. This was
not only the case in this particular set of AEPs with these two human scorers, but also
in the AEPs used in the experiments described in Chapter 10 that were scored by four
human scorers.
9.5.3 Results

Experiments were performed with FEs based on series of ANNs trained with the
backpropagation algorithm and FEs based on Kohonen networks . Their task was to
determine the latency of peak V in the brainstem part of the AEPs, and the latency of
peak Pa in the middle latency part.
9.5.3.1 Brainstem components
Networks trained with the Backpropagation algorithm

In an early stage of this study, experiments with FEs based on a series of ANNs had
already been performed with BAEPs recorded from humans during orthopedic
surgery [Habraken et al., 1993]. The parameter settings, number of ANNs, and ANN
sizes used for the later experiments were based on experiences with parameter settings
that emerged from earlier experiments.
Various configurations were trained and tested. The results that emerged from these
tests showed that the performances of the FEs do not differ greatly; percentages of
correct latency determinations ranged from 88 to 91 %. The latter performance was
obtained with a FE that consists of seven ANN levels. The number of samples
discarded at each level can be described by the n-vector (16, 12, 10, 5, 3, 2, 1). In the
separate networks a learning rate of 0.2 and a momentum term of 0.9 were used
during training. This resulted in a percentage of correct latency determinations (an
error of 0.2 ms or smaller) of 91 % (95% confidence limits: 84-94 %), aRMS error of 0.15
ms, and a maximum absolute error of 0.6 ms .
Feature Extractors based on Kohonen Networks

FEs constructed around a Kohonen layer were trained and tested with configurations
and parameter settings on the basis of results from the experiments described in
Sections 9.2.3.1 and 9.3.3.1.
Again, FEs with 2-dimensional Kohonen layers of N x N nodes were used . For such a
network, the number of training iterations was 1000N2 • The neighborhood function
used was a step function in which all neighborhood nodes are updated equally.
Neighborhood size and learning rate were updated using the methods described in
Section 8.4.1 The output learning rate was kept constant at a value of 0.1 throughout
the entire training sessions.
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Preprocessing comprised subtraction of the value of the first sample from all pattern
samples in each pattern and subsequently normalizing each pattern.
The output of the ANN was further processed by using the 'local maximum detection '
algorithm. Various network sizes and window sizes for the postprocessing algorithm
were used. The results of these experiments are presented in Table 9.17. Entries in this
table list configurations for which the window width was optimum.
peakV
network
size

window
% correct (95% conf.lim) RMS error (ms)
width (ms)

max. abs. error (ms)

6x6

1.0

86 (78, 89)

0.32

2.2

7x7

0.8

86 (78, 89)

0.30

2.2

8x8

1.2

85 (77, 88)

0.33

2.2

9x 9

1.0

85 (77, 88)

0.33

2.2

Table 9.17: Performance of a FE consisting of a counterpropagation network and a

postprocessing algorithm on the determination of the latencies of peak V for various sizes of the
Kohonen layer.
It can be seen from the results in Table 9.17 that the performances of the various

configurations tested show very few differences . Considering this it might be assumed
that the function of the neural network part is much less important than that of the
postprocessing part, and that a 'simple' algorithm that detects a maximum in a part of
the BAEP curve would be just as effective. To test this idea an algorithm was used to
determine the latency of peak V as maximum in the BAEP curve in a window ranging
from 3.0 ms before to 3.0 ms after the average latency of peak V as determined from
the available data set. Use of such an algorithm showed a percentage of correctly
scored peaks of 55% (95% conf. limit 48-62%), an RMS error of 0.60 ms, and a
maximum absolute error of 5.6 ms. These results show that, although a maximum
detection algorithm can help to increase the performance of the FE, its use by itself
does result in a very poor performance.
9.5.3.2 Middle Latency components
Networks trained with the Backpropagation algorithm
The FE built around a series of networks trained with the backpropagation algorithm
was trained and tested with the same sets used for the determination of the latency of
peak V. The task of the trained FEs was to determine the latency of peak Pa.
In the experiments performed the number of networks was chosen on the basis of
findings resulting from earlier experiments (described in Sections 9.2.3.2 and 9.3.3.2).
A series of experiments was performed to determine optimum values for the number
of processing elements, learning rate and momentum, and the number of samples to
be discarded with each network level. The best results were obtained with FEs that
consist mainly of ANNs without hidden layers, i.e., perceptrons only. The
configuration which showed the best performance consisted of a series of 7 ANNs: 6
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simple perceptrons and one multi-layer perceptron with one hidden layer containing 2
processing elements, a learning rate of 0.23 and a momentum term of 0.87. The
percentage of correctly determined peak locations was 71 % (95% confidence limits;
63-77%), the RMS error was 4.4 ms and a maximum absolute error of 26.8 ms was
recorded.
Feature Extractors based on Kohonen Networks

Tests were performed with FEs built around counterpropagation networks similar to
the ones used for the experiments with feline MLAEPs and MLAEPs recorded from
sleeping humans. Also, the preprocessing methods employed and the ANN
parameters used during training were identical.
For these experiments the FEs were not only trained to determine the latency of peak
Pa, but also of peaks NO, PO, Na, Nb, and Pl. Not all of the latencies of the peaks were
scored in all AEP curves by the human readers: owing to the sometimes very poor
signal quality some peaks could not be recognized. Consequently, the total set of
patterns available for training or testing the FEs varied for each of these peaks. For
peak NO 151 curves were available, for peak PO 153 curves, for peak Na 177 curves, for
peak Pa 178 curves, and for peak P1 157 curves. To be able to use k-fold cross
validation, the sizes of the training/test set configurations were adapted accordingly
for each peak. Again, experiments with FEs with varying network sizes, and different
window widths to be used for the postprocessing algorithm were carried out. It was
found that, for each different FE that was trained to determine the latency of a specific
peak, an optimum value could be found; this value increases as the sought peak comes
'later' in the AEP curve and is less 'narrow'. The optimum width was rather difficult
to determine as the performances showed no large difference for a wide range of
window widths . The percentage correctly determined latencies fluctuated in a range of
3 %, the maximum absolute error remained constant, and the RMS error differed less
than 0.1 ms in a window range of 2 x 1.6 ms to 2 x 2.8 ms. The optimum window
widths for latency determination of the various peaks were found experimentally;
they are listed in Table 9.18.
peak

optimal window width (ms)

NO
PO
Na
Pa
Nb
P1

2 x 0.4
2 X 0.4
2 X 0.8
2 X 2.0
2 X 2.0
2 X 2.0

Table 9.18: An indication of the optimum window widths for the postprocessing algorithm for
middle latency peaks.
Results for peak Pa

The performance for various sizes of the Kohonen layer on the determination of the
location of peak Pa is presented in Table 9.19. The results can be compared with the
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results of peak Pa in feline AEPs and AEPs recorded from sleeping humans (Tables
9.12 and 9.14 respectively) .
peak Pa
network size

2x2
3x3
4x4
5x5
6x6
7x7

RMS error (ms)

max. abs. error (ms)

51)
60)
63)
66)
65)

5.8
5.7
5.9
4.6
4.7

32.5
33.5
31.7

59 (51, 67)

4.5

20.2

% correct (95%
conf.lim)
43
52
55
58
57

(36,
(44,
(47,
(50,
(49,

27.1
24.2

Table 9.19: Performance of a Kohonen network based FE on the determination of the latencies
of peak Pa for various sizes of the Kohonen layer.
As can be seen the performances of the tested FEs on these data are much poorer than
those measured on the data sets used earlier. From this table also emerges that an
increase in the size of the Kohonen layer leads to an increase in the percentage of
correctly determined Pa latencies (correlation coefficient 0.94, p < 0.01). For this reason
FEs with even larger Kohonen layers were also investigated. The results of these
experiments are presented in Table 9.20.
peak Pa
network size

8x8
9x9
10 X 10
11 X 11

% correct (95%
conf.lim)

58
66
63
63

(50,
(58,
(55,
(55,

66)
73)
71)
71)

RMS error (ms)

max. abs. error (ms)

4.1
3.8
4.0
4.1

15.6
18.8
19.4
20.7

Table 9.20: Performance of a Kohonen network based FE on the determination of the latencies
of peak Pa for various sizes of the Kohonen layer.
The performance increases with an increasing Kohonen layer up to a size of 9 x 9
processing elements; use of larger layers does not show a further positive effect on the
FE's performance. For this reason, in subsequent experiments a Kohonen layer size of
9 x 9 nodes was used. Use of a local maximum detection algorithm in combination
with such a FE (with window width as listed in Table 9.18) showed a percentage of
correct Pa latency determinations of 66 % (58, 73), a RMS error of 4.1 ms, and a
maximum absolute error of 19.8 ms. This shows that for such a network size the effect
of the local maximum detection postprocessing algorithm is negligible.
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Results for peaks NO, PO, Na, Nb, and P1

For middle latency peaks other than peak Pa similar experiments were performed. The
parameter settings of the FEs were mainly selected by experience gained from the
experiments on the latency determination of peak Pa. Use of a Kohonen network
based FE with a 9 x 9 Kohonen layer in combination with a postprocessing algorithm
with window widths as presented in Table 9.18 led to the results presented in Table
9.21.
peak

RMS error
(ms)

max. abs. error
(ms)

NO

0.93

3.0

PO

1.2

4.8

Na

3.8

18.0

Nb

6 .8

28.9

P1

8.0

25.8

Table 9.21: Assessment of the performance of FEs based on a Kohonen network for various
middle latency peaks.
Comparison of the results in Table 9.21 with the scoring differences presented in Table
9.16 shows that the RMS error of the FE is larger (in the order of factor 3) than the RMS
of the differences between scorings of the two human experts for peaks NO, PO, Nb,
and Pl.
To obtain more information about the origin of the quite large magnitude of the
various error terms, the performance of the FEs used on the various test sets was
investigated in more detail.
First, the results on test patterns were investigated by grouping them by the time they
were recorded, i.e. before or during the operation. The performances on the AEPs
measured in both groups did not show any large differences. Therefore it may be
inferred that no performance improvements or deteriorations may be obtained by
removing AEPs measured during a specific phase from the total set.
An alternative way of looking at the performances on the patterns can be obtained by
grouping the AEP patterns by patient. As an example the RMS errors on AEPs
grouped by patient for determining the latency of peak Pa are presented in Figure
9.13.
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Figure 9.13: The RMS error on the determination of the latency of peak Pa with test curves
grouped by patient.
As can be seen from Figure 9.13 there are certainly differences in the performances
among the different groups of AEPs, the RMS error ranges from as low as 1.4 ms (for
AEPs from patient SC) to as high as 6.4 ms (for AEPs from patient HD). This shows
that AEPs measured during one session can have a very large influence on the FE's
behavior. Some examples of AEPs that belong to groups with a relatively poor
performance are presented in Figure 9.14.
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Figure 9.14: Some examples of AEP curves for which the FE makes relatively large errors.
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9.5.4 Conclusions
A set of AEP curves recorded from 12 patients during cardiac surgery was used to
investigate the behavior of various FEs potentially for use in an on-line monitor for
anesthetic depth.
To assess the ability of various FEs to determine the latency of brainstem peak V,
experiments were performed with FEs based on a series of multi-layer perceptrons as
well as on Kohonen networks. Results of these experiments showed that the first type
of FE was able to determine the latency correctly in 91% of the cases, the RMS error
made was 0.15 ms, and the maximum absolute error was 0.6 ms. The second type of
FE determined the peak V latency correctly in 86% of the cases, here the RMS error
was 0.32 ms and the maximum absolute error 2.2 ms.
For the middle latency peaks, similar experiments were performed with the emphasis
on the determination of the latency of peak Pa. Here again experiments were done for
the two different types of FEs with various parameter settings and network sizes. The
FE based on the multi-layer perceptrons proved able to determine the latency of peak
Pa in 71 % of the test curves (with an RMS error of 4.4 ms and a maximum absolute
error of 6.8 ms). The FE based on Kohonen networks made a correct determination in
66 % of the test cases (with an RMS error of 3.8 ms and a maximum absolute error of
18.8 ms) .
A comparison of these results with inter-expert differences listed in Table 9.16 shows
that for the determination of the latency of peak V both types of FEs seem to have an
acceptable performance. The percentage of correctly determined latencies is higher
than or equal to the percentage of inter-expert differences smaller than 0.2 ms (which
is 86%), and the RMS error is smaller than the RMS difference in the scorings of the
experts . The absolute error of the Kohonen network based FE (2.2 ms) is higher than
the largest difference between the two experts' scorings (1.7 ms) .
From these results it can be concluded that both FEs in principle are able to determine
the location of peak V automatically with sufficient precision. The FE based on the
series of multi-layer perceptrons seems to have a better precision than the Kohonen
network based FE. It should be noted here, however, that use of the Kohonen based FE
is much more straightforward: it involves fewer choices of parameters, and its training
phases were much shorter and easier to monitor.
For peak Pa, the percentages of correct scorings by the FEs (71% and 66% respectively)
are smaller than the comparable percentage of inter-expert differences (71 %); also the
RMS errors are larger (4.4 ms and 3.8 ms for the FEs vs. 2.7 ms for the inter-expert
differences) . Furthermore, it can be noted that the maximum absolute error made by
the multi-layer perceptron (6 .8 ms) is smaller than that made by the Kohonen based FE
(18.8 ms) and the maximum inter-expert difference (19 .9 ms) .
These results show that, based on observation of the RMS error and the percentage of
correctly determined latencies, the outputs of both FEs differ more from the used
experts' scorings than the calculated inter-expert difference. Whether this difference is
acceptable with respect to the usefulness of the FEs should be investigated by using
statistical tests as was described in Section 7.3. Such methods will be employed on a
larger data set and will be described in Chapter 10. One aspect to be noted here is that
the maximum absolute error made by the multi-layer perceptron is small; this can be
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largely attributed to the 'error-correcting' facility of this FE (as described in Section
8.2.2) .
For MLAEP peaks other than Pa similar results with regard to the performance were
found as for Pa. Closer inspection of the performances on AEP curves grouped by
patient reveal that the performances of the FEs can vary largely between different
recording sessions.

9.6 Conclusions
Experiments using various sets of data indicate that FEs built around a series of multilayer perceptrons as well as those based on Kohonen networks show an acceptable
performance for determination of the latency of peak V in AEPs. The first type seems
to have a somewhat higher precision, but its use is more complicated. ART networks
do not appear to be usable for the determination of characteristic AEP peaks owing to
their extreme sensitivity to global maxima in presented signals and their complicated
mode of operation.
From experiments with feline BAEP curves, that were recorded in a laboratory
environment, inspection of the contents of the weights in a Kohonen layer revealed
that different groups of weights can be discerned . Use of these groupings in order to
create 'specialized' networks revealed possibilities for enhancing the performance of a
FE when less prominent BAEP peaks are to be identified.
With regard to the middle latency part of AEP curves, the determination of the latency
of peak Pa received most attention. It appeared that use of a local maximum detection
postprocessing algorithm in combination with ANNs increases the performance of FEs
for suitable parameter settings of this algorithm.
The performances on the determination of the latency of peak Pa of both the multilayer perceptron based FE and the Kohonen based FE do not differ greatly. For both,
the differences between the FE's output and the expert's opinion are somewhat larger
than the inter-expert differences established.
Evaluation of the applicability of the various ANN based FEs on different sets of AEP
curves not only concentrated on the performance in the sense of the percentage of
correctly determined latencies on various sets, but also on other factors (Section 6.2).
These factors are listed here again together with a short discussion of how they hold
true for the FE based on multi-layer perceptrons (FEMLr) and the Kohonen network
based FE (FEKoH).
1. Number of pattern presentations to complete training: During the performed
experiments it appeared that the number of pattern presentations (training steps)
for a FEKoH is much smaller than for a FEMLr· A Kohonen network and a single
MLP do need a comparable number of training steps (in the order of several
thousands), but since in FEMLP multiple networks are used it also needs multiple
training sessions; for this reason it needs more pattern presentations in its entirety
to complete training.
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2. Time needed to complete training: the same arguments hold here; a training
session for a FEKoH lasts in the order of one hour, whereas for the FEMLr this takes
several hours.
3. Number of exemplars needed to complete training: here no large distinctions
between the various types of FEs were observed. Sets of over 100 patterns proved
to be large enough to achieve sensible training results; results of sets smaller than
about 50 patterns are doubtful in both cases.
4.

Ability to use incremental learning: incremental learning can be employed if
some alterations are made to the FEKOH (Section 8.4.4). For MLPs, and especially a
series of MLPs this is much more difficult to realize. In fact, at the present no
implementation of incremental learning in MLPs could be found in literature.

5. Memory usage: the amount of memory used is mainly dependent on the number
and the size of the weight vectors to be used. A FEMLr to be used for determination
of the latency of an MLEP peak typically uses in the order of 600 KB of memory,
whereas a FEKOH typically needs 1-1.5 MB of memory. This difference is mainly
caused by the fact that FEMLr makes use of compression techniques.
6. Number of layers/processing elements/interconnections: for determination of a
MLEP peak, a FEMLr typically uses in the order of 20 layers with 150 processing
elements and 200 interconnections. A FEKOH uses 2layers with in the order of 50100 processing elements with in its totality 2,500-10,000 interconnections.
7.

Distributed representation of information: the FEKOH spreads its information
much more among a large number of weights than does FEMLr·

8. Ability to implement the ANN in a parallel manner: owing to the fact that FEKoH
works in a much more parallel way it may be expected that for this application
parallelization is easier to implement for FEKoH than for FEMLr (this was however
not investigated explicitly).
9. Number of parameters to adjust: in total a FEMLr typically needs in the order of 50

parameters to be set (mainly depending on the number of MLPs used) when it is to
be trained on the latency determination of one peak. A FEKOH needs the setting of
16 parameters.
10. Chance of immediate success on a new problem: MLPs have proved themselves
useful in a wide variety of application fields. The way they are used here however,
in a series in which part of the input pattern is discarded for each used MLP, is
highly specific for this application, and it may be expected that FEMLr is only useful
in similar applications. Kohonen networks have also been used in many different
applications. The core of the FE, the Kohonen network, can be used to solve
different problems; the postprocessing algorithm used however is highly specific
for this application.
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11. Availability of implementations: implementations of both Kohonen networks and
MLP architectures can be obtained in numerous ways. However, to be able to
build and alter architectures easily tailored to this application, implementations
were developed during the study.
12. Ease of implementation: the implementation of
straightforward than that of the series of MLPs in FEMLr·

FEKOH

is much more

13. Biological plausibility: It is very doubtful whether a network that uses
backpropagation of errors in combination with gradient descent methods to
minimize the error as FEMLr bears any similarity to processes that occur in
biological neural networks. Regarding Kohonen networks: there are indications
that sensory inputs are mapped onto different areas of the cerebral cortex in an
orderly and topology-preserving fashion (e.g., [Ritter and Schulten, 1988]). These
mappings are created thanks to self-organization during the early stages of the
formation of the nervous system. This bears much resemblance to the mapping of
input vectors present in a Kohonen network (e.g., [Coultrip eta!., 1992; Kaski and
Kohonen, 1994]) .

Of these factors 1-3, 5, 9, and 12 are most relevant for the underlying application: they
are directly associated with practical use of the FEs. If we look at the properties of the
two proposed FEs we see that FEKoHemerges as the better choice for points 1, 2, 9, and
12. FEMLP seems the better choice based on factor 5 only. Based on this survey of factors
the choice of FEKoH seems the most obvious. Based purely on the number of correct
latency determinations, FEMLP proved to perform only slightly better. Combination of
these points lead to the choice for FEKOH as FE to be used for the final experiments.
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10 Evaluation of the Chosen Feature Extractor
This chapter describes results of experiments performed with Kohonen network-based
feature extractors on a set of AEPs representative for data that will be recorded by an
eventual 'anesthetic depth monitoring system'. Based on the results of these
experiments conclusions will be drawn regarding the acceptance of ANNs for peak
identification in AEPs in an on-line monitoring system.

10.1 Aim
The experiments described in Chapter 9 concentrated on the development and
evaluation of various ANN based FEs to achieve the most suitable implementation.
The aim of the experiments described in this chapter was to use the FE that emerged
as most promising in a final test.
As was discussed in Section 7.3 the latency determinations produced by the FE should
be interchangeable with the values indicated by the human experts for the FE to be
accepted as a full alternative to visual scoring. This can be verified by comparing the
differences between a set of latency determinations produced by experts with a set of
differences between FE outputs and experts' opinions using a statistical test. For
reasons described in Section 7.3 Wilcoxon's rank sum test will be used in this study.
Conclusions with regard to the usability of the proposed FE will be drawn on the basis
of the results of the performed test.

10.2 Equipment and Methods
The data were gathered as part of a study following on the measurements described in
Section 9.5.2. This study, which was approved by the local Medical Ethics Committee,
was performed at the "Catharina" hospital, Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Data were
recorded from 12 patients undergoing cardiac surgery. Total intravenous anesthesia
was induced using propofol and alfentanil. Auditory evoked potentials were
measured before the patient was premedicated (baseline recording) and during the
operation before, during, and after cardiopulmonary bypass.
The equipment used and its settings were similar those used for the measurements
described in Section 9.5.2. There is, however, one important difference. Whereas the
stimulation and sweep averaging in former measurements were based on the
'conventional' measurement technique described in Section 3.2.2, the AEPs used here
were measured using the 'random stimulation technique' described in Section 3.2.4.
For each AEP recording approximately 10,000 clicks were used .
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The latencies of the brainstem peaks recorded in this study are on average a few ms
higher than values often found in literature (e.g., as listed in Table 3.2). The increase in
the latency is mainly caused by the hypothermic condition of the patients during
surgery. As mentioned in Section 3.3.1.1 a decrease of 1°C in body temperature leads
to an increase in the latency of brainstem peaks in the order of 0.2 ms. In some cases
the body temperature of patients in this study was as low as 28°C. Another cause is
that auditory stimulation is performed via plastic tubes through which an acoustic
signal travels. The relatively slow propagation velocity of sound through air results in
a somewhat delayed arrival at the eardrum of the auditory stimulus which causes the
time an AEP peak occurs after stimulus generation to be increased. In this case, this
causes an additional increase in recorded peak latency of about 1 ms.
To obtain an indication of the differences that exist between latency determinations
produced by human experts 336 AEPs (168 recordings via 2 channels) recorded from
12 patients were scored by four experienced persons. Each scored a subset of about
half of the total set of available curves (AEPs recorded from 6 patients). The subsets
were created in such a way that each AEP curve was scored exactly twice.
In the averaged AEPs the latency of brainstem peak V and of middle latency peaks Na,
Pa, Nb, and, if possible P1, were assessed by visual inspection. If brainstem peak V
could not be detected, the entire evoked potential was scrapped for further analysis.
After the AEPs were scored four subsets of scoring files were available produced by
four experts E1, E2, E3, and E4. The scoring files of E1 and E2 together cover all AEPs
in the original set once, as do the scoring files E3 and E4 together. In this way
differences in scorings can be examined by comparing the contents of scoring files
E1 +E2 (which will be called set A) with the contents of scoring files E3+E4 (set B).
The complete set of AEP curves, that contains data measured from 12 subjects, was
divided into two sets by random selection using a computer random generator. One
set, containing 118 x 2 AEPs recorded from 9 randomly chosen subjects, would be split
later in training and validation partitions to make an initial assessment of the
performance using k-fold cross validation. The other set, containing 50 x 2 AEP curves
recorded from the other 3 subjects, was kept separate; it was to be used as test set for
the final assessment of the FE's performance.
Statistical analysis of the results was performed with use of the SPSS / PC+ package
V4.0. For hypothesis testing, a level of significance of 0.05 was used to separate
significant from non-significant results.

10.3 Results
It was to be expected that AEP curves recorded in this study would greatly resemble

the curves recorded in the study described in Section 9.5. A very superficial
assessment of the quality of the AEPs by visual inspection revealed however that these
AEPs were not as 'well-behaved' as those recorded in the former study, and that
assessment of peak locations would probably be more difficult. Indeed, the differences
in scorings of all AEP peaks, except peak V, were larger than the differences in the two
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experts' scorings listed in Table 9.16. To give an idea of the differences that exist
between latency determinations given by different human experts some quantities
calculated from the scorings and their differences are presented in Table 10.1.
Peak P1 was scored in only 31 (for set A) and 34 (for set B) cases of the 336 processed
curves. This number is too small for peak P1 to be usable for training and testing a
neural network based FE. For this reason peak P1 was not used in the training and test
sessions.
peak

v
Na
Pa
Nb

RMS diff.
(ms)

max. abs.
diff. (ms)

95th perc.

0.26
7.0
5.1
9.3

2.6
24.6
25.8
36.2

0.4
14.6
13.6
26.4

r

(ms)
0.94**
0.40**
0.82**
0 .70**

Table 10.1: Indication (using the RMS difference, maximum absolute difference, the 95th
percentile of the absolute differences, and correlation coefficient r) of the relation between
scorings of the latencies of characteristic peaks produced by two human scorers. The **markers
indicate a significance p < 0.001, i.e., the probability that such a correlation coefficient is
obtained when in reality the two sets are uncorrelated is lower than 0.1 %.
For further comparison with the AEPs used in Section 9.5, the percentage of scorings
with a difference equal to or smaller than 0.2 ms (for peak V) and 2.0 ms (for peak Pa)
is also mentioned here. For peak V the percentage of differences that is 0.2 ms or less
was 93 % (this was 86 % in the pilot study), for peak Pa the percentages of differences
of 2.0 ms or less was 78 % (this was 71 % in the pilot study). Comparison with this
study of the results of the study described in Section 9.5.2 reveals that the percentage
of 'small' differences (0 .2 ms for peak V, 2.0 ms for peak Pa) is higher, but that the
RMS difference (except for peak V) and the maximum absolute difference are also
higher. This indicates that here the experts, if they agree as to which 'neighborhood' in
the AEP contains the peak, make latency estimations that are very close, but also that,
if they differ as to the location of the peak, this difference can be large.
Here the differences in scoring for peak Na are higher than one would expect when
comparing them to those for peak Pa. As was the case in the AEPs recorded in the
pilot study this can again be attributed to the fact that in the recorded set of AEPs a
positive deflection was often found near the normal location of Na. The 'lack of
agreement' that exists in the determination of the location is reflected most clearly in
the small correlation coefficient (0.40) that exists between the latency determinations of
different experts.

10.3.1 Brainstem components
Based on the results that emerged from experiments concerning the determination of
the latency of peak V in the AEPs recorded in the former study (Table 9.17), a FE based
on a Kohonen network with 7 x 7 processing elements was chosen. For the 'local
maximum detection' postprocessing algorithm used, a window width of 2 x 0.4 ms
was used. The parameter settings to be used for training the FE were similar to those
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used in the experiments described in Chapter 9. The number of training iterations was
49,000. The neighborhood function used was a step function in which all
neighborhood nodes were updated equally. During training the neighborhood size
decreased linearly from 6 nodes at the start of the training to 0 nodes at the end.
Neighborhood sizes and learning rates were updated using the methods described in
Section 8.4.1. The output learning rate was kept constant at a value of 0.1 throughout
the entire training sessions.
Preprocessing involved subtraction of the value of the first sample from all pattern
samples in each pattern and subsequently normalizing each pattern. In previous
experiments, the brainstem part of an AEP curve was represented by 50 samples
recorded in the first 10 ms after stimulus presentation because a peak V would never
be present outside this interval. In the AEPs recorded in this study, however, the
latency of peak V was found in some cases to be larger than 10 ms because of
hypothermia and the use of plastic tubes; the largest latency, scored by a human
expert, was found to be 11 .2 ms. For this reason, samples recorded during the first 12
ms were used for the input BAEP curves, i.e. each input pattern consisted of 60
samples.
perlormance assessment using cross-validation
An assessment of the performance using 10-fold cross validation (similar to that used
in Chapter 9) using 227 scored AEP curves yields results presented in Table 10.2.
RMS error
(ms)

max. abs.
error (ms)

95th perc.
(ms)

r

0.35

2.7

0 .6

0.91**

Table 10.2: Indication (using the RMS error, maximum absolute error, the 95th percentile of

the absolute error, and correlation coefficient r) of the relation between the output of a feature
extractor based on a 7 x 7 Kohonen network and the scorings produced by two human scorers
for peak V (N=227) . The **markers indicate a significance p < 0.001, i.e., the probability that
such a correlation coefficient is obtained when in reality the two sets are uncorrelated is lower
than 0.1 %.
These results were obtained using the set of scoring files produced by experts A for
training and validation. To verify whether ANNs trained with opinions from one pair
of experts produced results comparable to those trained with opinions from the other
pair of experts similar training/validation sessions were performed with scoring files
produced by experts B; the results are presented in Table 10.3.
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RMS error
(ms)

max. abs.
error (ms)

95th perc.
(ms)

r

0.39

3.0

0.6

0.91**

Table 10.3: Indication (using the RMS error, maximum absolute error, the 95th percentile of
the absolute error, and correlation coefficient r) of the relation between the output of a feature
extractor based on a 7 x 7 Kohonen network and the scorings produced by two human scorers
for peak V (N=212). The ** markers indicate a significance p < 0.001 , i.e., the probability that
such a correlation coefficient is obtained when in reality the two sets are uncorrelated is lower
than 0.1 %.
To test if these two validation procedures are comparable the null hypothesis that
these sets do not differ significantly in their means was tested against the hypothesis
that the means do differ significantly. The two sets of errors were compared using a
Wilcoxon rank sum test, the results of this test indicate that the null hypothesis cannot
be rejected (p = 0.32). On the basis of this test there is no reason to assume that use of
scoring files produced by experts A would give different cross validation results from
B's scoring files.
Using the tests described in Section 7.3 the results of testing H0 : Jlw - Ft" = J.1 1A _ 8 1 against
H1: J.lw - FE I > J.1 1A_ 81 and H0 : J.11A - FEI = J.1 1A_ 81 against H1: J.1 1 A - Ft:~ > J.1 1A- w that is, testing the
differences between errors calculated between outputs of FEs and differences in expert
opinions revealed that for neither test can the null hypothesis be rejected (p = 0.39 and
p = 0.47 respectively) .
A simple technique for visualizing the differences in peak latency determinations
produced by the FE and experts can be obtained by plotting the differences in latency
determinations against the mean latency determinations for each AEP curve. Such a
plot was proposed for similar problems in which outputs of two methods were to be
compared in order to assess their agreement, e.g., in [Lee et a!., 1989; Bland and
Altman, 1990]). If two methods agree perfectly, the difference is 0 for all peaks, and
such a graph would only consist of points on the x-axis of the graph. If the difference
is generated by random errors only, the points of the graph would be present 'around'
the x-axis without any ordering. If there is some ordering present in such a graph,
such as an upgoing, downgoing, flat, or U-shaped line, this indicates that there is some
systematic difference in the outcomes of the two methods. Although the means of the
two sets may not differ significantly such plots in some cases may show that the two
methods actually do differ. Examples of such plots for the determination of latencies
for peak V are presented in Figure 10.1.
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Figure 10.1: Relationship of difference and mean peak V latency determinations obtained by
(figure a) two human experts and (figure b) the used feature extractor and a human expert.
The plots in Figure 10.1 look very similar. The plots showing the differences between
experts and the difference between the FE and an expert show a large number of
samples on or very close to the x-axis; this indicates that the two methods agree over
the complete range of observed latency values. In both plots large discrepancies can be
found for a mean peak V latency of about 9.0 ms; they reflect cases of BAEP curves in
w hich there are differences in opinion about which complex in the brainstem curve
constitutes peak V.
The assessment of the performance described here is based on the use of cross
validation sets only. As was discussed in Section 6.2.1, to make a final assessment of
the performance a set of test patterns is to be used that was not used earlier during the
various training-validation cycles performed.
performance assessment using a test set

The test set of 100 AEPs described in Section 10.2 was used to test a FE built around a
7 x 7 Kohonen network created during a training session performed in the
experiments described earlier in this section. The test results of this FE are presented in
Table 10.4.
The FE's output is compared w ith opinions from human scorers (experts A) whose
opinion was also used to train the FE and opinions from experts B.
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experts

RMS error
(ms)

max. abs.
error (ms)

95th perc.
(ms)

r

A

0.08

0.6

0.22

1.4

0.2
0.6

0.99**

B

0.98**

Table 10.4: Indication (using the RMS error, maximum absolute error, the 95th percentile of
the absolute error, and correlation coefficient r) of the relation between the output of a feature
extractor based on a 7 x 7 Kohonen network and the scorings produced by two groups of
human scorers (N=100) for the test set. The **markers indicate a significance p < 0.001, i.e.,
the probability that such a correlation coefficient is obtained when the two sets are uncorrelated
is lower than 0.1 %.
The tests to compare the means of the sets of errors and difference in expert opinion,
H o: f.!ln - F£1 = f.11A- B1 against Hl:f.11n- FEI > f.11A - 81 and H o :f.!JA - FEI = f.11A- 81 against Hl:f.!IA - FEI > f.11A - 81
reveal that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected for either test (p = 0.50 and p = 0.36
respectively) .

10.3.2 Middle Latency components
In the experiments concerning the determination of the latency of peaks Na, Pa, and
Nb, FEs based on Kohonen network ranging from 7 x 7 to 9 x 9 processing elements
were used . This was motivated by the results of experiments listed in Tables 9.19 and
9.20. Postprocessing algorithms with window widths listed in Table 9.18 were used.
The parameter settings to be used for training of the FE were similar to the ones used
in the experiments described in Chapter 9. The number of training iterations was
again 1000 x the number of processing elements. The neighborhood function used was
a step function in which all neighborhood nodes are updated equally. Neighborhood
size and learning rate were updated using the methods described in Section 8.4.1. The
output learning rate was kept constant at a value of 0.1 throughout the entire training
sessions.
The used preprocessing algorithms were identical to the ones used in the experiments
concerning middle latency peaks described in Chapter 9.
performance assessment using cross-validation

An assessment of the performance using 10-fold cross validation using 212 scored AEP
curves yielded results presented in Table 10.5.
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peak

N

network
size

RMS
error (ms)

max. abs.
error (ms)

95th perc.
(ms)

r

Na

185

7x7
8x8
9x9
7x7
8x8
9x9
7x7
8x8
9x9

5.4

15.0

11 .6

0.41**

5.7

17.0

11 .6

0.42**

5.5

16.0

11.2

0.48**

5.7

19.2

11.4

0.80**

6.3

24.8

14.6

0.70**

6.6

30.2

16.0

0.66**
0.70**

Pa

Nb

150

128

9.4

35.8

20.8

8.9

29.4

20.4

0.68**

7.8

29.0

15.8

0.77**

Table 10.5: Indication (using the RMS error, maximum absolute error, the 95th percentile of
the absolute error, and correlation coefficient r) of the relation between the output of a feature
extractor based on Kohonen network of various sizes and the scorings produced by two human
scorers for peaks Na, Pa, and Nb. The ** markers indicate a significance p < 0.001, i.e., the
probability that such a correlation coefficient is obtained when in reality two sets are
uncorrelated is lower than 0.1 %.
These results show that for peaks Na and Nb the errors do not differ very much for the
different sizes of networks used although the largest one seems to give slightly better
results than the other two. For peak Pa the FE based on the 7 x 7 network clearly
produced the best results. Because of the relatively good results for peak Pa and the
fact that for the other peaks the minor performance differences do not outweigh the
advantages of having a relatively small network, a FE based on a Kohonen network
with 7 x 7 processing elements was used in subsequent experiments.
As in the method used for peak V, a training /validation session was repeated using
scoring files produced from the other experts for a FE with 7 x 7 processing elements.
Comparing the error sets produced by the two FEs again shows that the hypothesis
that the two error sets do not differ significantly in their means cannot be rejected (p =
0.41 for Na, p = 0.17 for Pa, and p = 0.30 for Nb).
The results of the tests H0 : ll 1n - Fm = ll1A- m against H1: ll 1n - FEI > ll1A- m (test a) and
H0 : ll 1A- FEI = ll1A_ 8 1 against H 1: ll1A - FEI > ll1A - m (test b), performed for the middle latency
peaks are presented in Table 10.6.
peak

p (test a)

p (test b)

Na
Pa
Nb

0.31

0.09

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.01

Table 10.6: 1-sided significance probability for means of absolute errors and absolute interexpert differences for scorings of middle latency peaks.
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The results of these tests show that for peak Na the hypothesis that the means of the
two compared sets do not differ significantly cannot be rejected . For peaks Pa and Nb
however, significant differences in the means are found for both tests.
To visualize the differences in scorings between experts and FE mean/difference
graphs were made again for the determination of the latency of peaks Na, Pa, and Nb.
These plots are presented in Figure 10.2.
The figures show less clear ordering than could be seen in Figure 10.1. The
expert/ expert plots generally show a large density of points close to the x-axis in
combination with some points that are relatively distant from the x-axis. The
expert/FE plots show, in comparison to the expert/expert plots, a shape in which the
density immediately near the x-axis is lower, but that also seems to have fewer points
that are distant from the x-axis (this is most obvious for peak Pa). These plots suggest
that if experts agree as to the location of a peak, their latency determinations are very
close. However, if they disagree the difference in latency estimations can be very large.
The FE seems to occupy an intermediate position, i.e. it is in most cases not as exact in
agreement with the expert's opinion as the inter-expert agreement, but it also makes
no errors that are as large as some inter-expert differences. This is depicted most
clearly in the plots for peak Pa; Figure 10.2c and d .

performance assessment using a test set

The test set of 100 AEPs which was used for testing on the latency determination of
peak V was also used for peaks Na, Pa, and Nb. A FE built around a 7 x 7 Kohonen
network was created during a training session in the experiments described earlier in
this section. The test results of this FE are presented in Table 10.7.
The FE's output is compared with opinions from human scorers (experts A) whose
opinion was also used to train the FE and with opinions from the other human scorers
(experts B).
95th perc.
(ms)

r

34.8

14.8

0.30*

15.2

13.0

0.20

5.3

19.2

10.4

0.76**

7.6

30.7

16.0

0.58**

8.7

27.4

22.2

0.69**

11.4

34.9

30.6

0.54* *

peak

experts

RMS
error (ms)

max. abs.
error (ms)

Na

A
B
A
B
A
B

7.5
6.2

Pa
Nb

Table 10.7: Indication (using the RMS error, maximum absolute error, the 95th percentile of
the absolute error, and correlation coefficient r) of the relation between the output of a feature
extractor based on a 7 x 7 Kohonen network and the scorings produced by two groups of
human scorers for the test set. The ** (*) markers indicate a significance p < 0.001( p < 0.01),
i.e., the probability that such a correlation coefficient is obtained if the two sets are
uncorrelated is lower than 0.1% (1 %).
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Figure 10.2: Relationship of difference and mean peak latency determinations for peaks Na,

Pa, and Nb obtained by two human experts <figures a, c, and e) and the FE used and a human
expert (figures b, d, and j).
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The results of the tests H0 :J-L18 _FEI = f-l 1A_ 81 against H 1:J-L 18 _m > J-L1A-BI (test a) and
H 0 :f-LIA-FEI = fl1A_ 81 against H 1:f-L 1A-FEI > f-l 1A_ 81 (test b), performed for the middle latency
peaks are presented in Table 10.8.
peak

p {test a)

p {test b)

Na
Pa
Nb

0.38
0.00
0.00

0.25
O.Q1

0.00

Table 10.8: 1-sided significance probability for means of absolute errors and absolute interexpert differences for scorings of middle latency peaks.
Here the same pattern is visible as was encountered with the assessment of the
performance using cross-validation: for peak Na, the hypothesis that the means of the
error sets and inter-expert sets do not differ significantly cannot be rejected whereas
for peaks Pa and Nb this hypothesis can be rejected.

10.4 Conclusions
Experiments were performed to provide a final assessment of the performance of a FE
for locating peaks in AEP curves measured during anesthesia. The available set of
AEP curves was divided into a part used for assessment of the performance using
cross-validation, another part was kept separately and only used once in the final
stage to provide an indication of the performance. Each available AEP was processed
by two human experts who assessed the position of peaks V, Na, Pa, and Nb.
Examination of the differences between the scorings of the experts shows that for peak
V there is a good agreement between the experts' opinions. For middle latency peaks
the differences in scoring are much larger. For peak Na the agreement is noticeably
small (Table 10.1).
For peak V, the indications of the performance using validation sets revealed that the
difference between the FE's determination of the latency of peak V and the expert's
opinion, calculated using RMS difference, maximum absolute difference and 95th
percentile of the difference, is larger than the inter-expert difference (Tables 10.2 and
10.3 vs. 10.1). This difference however is still acceptable: the correlation coefficients
between the outputs of the FE and the experts are still high (0.91) and statistical tests
to assess the significance of differences between various sets do not provide grounds
for rejecting the hypothesis that the difference between the FE and the experts are
larger than inter-expert differences.
Use of the test curves for peak V showed results similar to those obtained with the
validation curves (Table 10.4). Based on error measurements, correlation coefficient as
well as on statistical tests on the significance of the differences, the degree of
agreement between FE and experts is acceptably high for these sets.
Experiments concerning the latency determination of middle latency peaks showed
that for the cross validation sets the general trend for 'degree of agreement' between
the FE and experts follows the inter-expert agreement, i.e., the RMS error, maximum
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absolute error 95th percentile and correlation coefficients (Table 10.5 vs. Table 10.1)
show a similar trend for the different peaks (smallest agreement for peak Na, largest
for peak Pa). For peak Na no significant difference between the sets that reflect the
disagreement between FE and the experts and sets that reflect inter-expert differences
could be found . For peaks Pa and Nb however there is a significant difference
discernible in the means of the various sets.
The experiments indicate that scorings produced by the FE for peak V and Na can and
the scorings for Pa and Nb cannot be used interchangeably with those produced by a
human expert. Therefore, the independent use of this FE in an on-line anesthetic depth
monitor, where the latencies of peak Pa and Nb are especially relevant, cannot be
considered sufficiently safe.
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11 Discussion and Recommendations

11.1 Discussion
In this thesis the research on several ANN-based feature extractors for automatic
determination of the location of characteristic peaks in auditory evoked potentials has
been described. An important incentive for this study was the need for a system that
automatically extracts relevant information from recorded AEP curves. Such a system
should function as part of an anesthesia monitor of neurophysiological functions as
proposed in an earlier study [Cluitmans, 1990). The need to be able to extract
information automatically from AEP curves is rooted in the need for such a system to
function 'on-line', i.e. the system has to record and interpret data during operations in
the operation room and without delay.
Automatic peak identification in AEPs is necessary in an on-line monitor, but it can
also be of value in other applications where the location of characteristic peaks in
evoked potentials, such as the ones described in Chapter 2, contains pertinent
information.
Reported research on pattern recognition and feature extraction techniques to be used
with auditory evoked potentials has concentrated on three groups of tasks; the
detection of the possible presence of a response in a recorded signal, the distinction
between normal and abnormal AEPs, and the identification of characteristic peaks in
these signals. Proposed techniques include use of methods and paradigms such as
filtering techniques, syntactic pattern recognition techniques, rule base systems, and
artificial neural networks (e.g. [Wong and Bickford, 1980; Valdes-Sosa et a!., 1987;
Alpsan, 1991; Gabriel et a!., 1980; Fridman et a!., 1981; Boston 1989; Bruha and
Madhaven, 1988; Gronfors 1993a; Gronfors 1993b; Delgado and Ozdamar, 1994]).
Applications of methods reported in literature invariably address the use of these
methods for brainstem AEPs only; the methods described in this dissertation
concentrate on both the brainstem and middle latency part of AEP curves.
Identification of peaks in AEPs is performed by human interpreters who examine
these signals visually, largely with recourse to their experience. Methods using
filtering and peak-detection algorithms that operate on specified time windows in
these signals provide no solution to the automatic identification of peaks in
pathological or noisy AEP curves. This follows, for example, from studies described in
[Gabriel et a!., 1980; Fridman et a!., 1981; Pratt et a!., 1989). More sophisticated
methods using rule bases [Boston, 1989), syntactic techniques [Gronfors, 1992), or
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combinations of matched filters and rule bases [Delgado, 1993] still present difficulties
in processing abnormal or very noisy signals.
Motivated by the notion that the task of peak identification is mainly performed on the
basis of human experience, i.e., by processing a large number of AEP curves, initially
with the aid of someone who is already experienced, and not on straightforward rules,
the use of artificial neural networks was considered for this task. These networks
'acquire' knowledge by processing a large number of example cases and are especially
suited for solving problems in which knowledge that cannot be made explicit is
needed. Although use of connectionist techniques has been reported for various
pattern recognition tasks in AEP signals, these techniques have not, to the author's
knowledge, yet been employed for peak identification.
A large variety of ANN types exist and it is not feasible to investigate all of them.
When the properties of the signals to be processed and the underlying task to be
performed have been considered a large number of ANN architectures can be ruled
out in an early stage. For example, ANNs that solely process binary input values are
not suited for this application since it uses real-valued inputs. Also, the FE to be used
must be able to process example cases in combination with an expert's opinion for
these cases: this indicates that some kind of supervised learning is likely to be
employed in the FE. This does not imply that unsupervised networks cannot be useful
here; they can be used, for instance, to create prototypes of input patterns. Based on
such considerations three types of ANNs were chosen in an early stage of our research
because of their potential usefulness for identifying peaks in AEP curves.
Multi-layer perceptrons trained with the backpropagation algorithm were examined
first because these networks have been applied successfully in a large variety of
applications reported in literature. As such they may be considered a reasonable
starting point for research on the usefulness of ANNs.
A second type of networks investigated are ART2 networks. Descriptions in literature
show promising properties (e.g.: rapid self-organization and incremental learning) of
these networks with respect to pattern recognition applications. These favorable
properties make ART2 networks potentially useful for the underlying application. A
supervised version of these networks that is able to incorporate expert's opinions is
provided by ARTMAP networks. Because these networks comprise ART2 modules a
preliminary study of the behavior of ART2 networks on AEPs was performed.
As the last type of ANN to be investigated the Kohonen neural networks were chosen.
These networks also use self-organization to create 'recognition categories' but have a
less complicated mode of operation than ART2 networks. Such networks, when
combined with extra layers and a slightly different mode of operation, can also be
employed as part of a FE that uses supervised learning and incremental learning.
Initial research concerning the properties of various ANNs was performed using
synthetic AEP curves. Curves of this type were used in an early stage because they
provide a way of using an unlimited amount of data. Also, the effect of change in the
signal quality on the performance of ANNs can be examined by changing the SNR of
the signals. The 'difference' between curves in various sets can be altered by
manipulating the variance with which peak latencies and amplitudes are generated,
which allows investigation into the possibility of processing varying AEP curves.
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Lastly, use of synthetic AEPs in preliminary research eliminates the complications that
exist with the different opinions different experts can have. In this way a more
straightforward method for assessing the performance of various ANNs can be used .
Experiments showed that from the three groups of ANN based FEs investigated those
based on a series of multi-layer perceptrons and FEs based on Kohonen networks
show an acceptable performance for determining the latency of peak V in AEPs. ART
networks do not appear to be very suitable for the determination of characteristic AEP
peaks, thanks mainly to their extreme sensitivity to global maxima in presented
signals. From several discussions on neural networks related news groups on Internet
it appeared that more researchers have experienced trouble in successfully using ART
networks for 'real' problems, especially in applications in which noisy data are to be
processed. This raises the question of whether the purported positive properties
always manifest themselves well enough in real-life applications. The rather nebulous
descriptions in the literature about these networks do not help very much to
determine e.g. concrete ranges of parameter settings to be used for the networks to
function properly; this makes use of these networks in a variety of real-life
applications rather difficult.
Experiments with feline BAEP curves showed that for Kohonen networks, weight
configurations that show certain 'groupings' of weights that are similar were created
during training; each grouping represents a particular type of BAEP curve. Use of
these groupings to create specialized networks showed an increased performance for
recognizing relatively small peaks. To be able to use such a FE, it is necessary that the
weights in the Kohonen network can be clustered sufficiently in order to divide the
total set of training patterns into subsets. If this is not possible one cannot train the
specialized networks. Therefore the U-matrix has to be inspected to decide whether
there are clusters present in the Kohonen layer or not. If there are clusters present, it is
possible to generate test- and training sets for the second-level network. In the
experiments with feline BAEPs clusters were present in the Kohonen layer, but it
should be noted that occurrence of these clusters relies heavily on the data sets
presented to the network. For experiments with MLAEP curves, and human BAEP
curves groupings in the weight vectors could not be discerned . This indicates that,
although the use of specialized networks can help to identify less prominent AEP
peaks, the possibilities for training such networks with noisy data (i.e. not recorded
under laboratory conditions) are limited.
The use of the local maximum detection proved to be able to increase the performance
of FEs for some peaks. A drawback of the use of such an algorithm is that it tends to
increase the maximum absolute error the FE makes.
Auditory evoked potentials of humans recorded during surgery are not as smooth as
feline AEPs recorded under laboratory conditions; they contain much more noise, and
peaks are most often not represented by local extrema. Therefore, an algorithm like the
one used here in the postprocessor provides no means for enhancing the performance
of a FE in the general case, but it shows that implementing explicit knowledge in an
algorithmic form can increase the performance considerably in some cases.
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In experiments regarding the middle latency part of AEP curves, the determination of
the latency of peak Pa received most attention owing to its importance for measuring
the effects of anesthetics on the central nervous system. It appeared that use of a local
maximum detection postprocessing algorithm in combination with ANNs increases
the performance of FEs for suitable parameter settings of this algorithm.
As a result of experiments performed with AEPs recorded during a pilot study, the
performances on the determination of the latency of peak Pa by both the multi-layer
perceptron based FE and the Kohonen based FE do not differ very much. For both, the
differences between the FE's output and the expert's opinion are somewhat larger
than the inter-expert differences found. The main differences of both FEs lie in the
complexity and the effort needed to train them. A FE based on a series of multi-layer
perceptrons is much more complex (both in topology and number of parameters to be
adjusted) and requires a much longer training time.
For recognition of brainstem peaks various studies performed earlier can be used for a
comparison of the results of the used ANNs. Boston [Boston, 1989) reports a correct
latency determination recognition score of 11 out of 13 waveforms (85%) for peak V. A
rule-based system used in combination with matched filtering techniques [Delgado
and Ozdamar, 1990, 1994; Delgado, 1993) yielded a correct latency identification of
peak V (allowing an error of 0.2 ms) in 88% of the BAEPs of normal subjects and 83%
of abnormal subjects. A syntactic approach in combination with filters [Gronfors,
1993b] yielded a performance varying from 66 % (for 70 dB clicks) to 81% (for 90 dB
clicks), the main reason for its misclassifications being extra or missing peaks in the
signal. For the FE based on multi-layer perceptrons a correct percentage of 91% was
scored; for the Kohonen based FE this score was 86% (also allowing an error of 0.2 ms).
This shows that the scores obtained with these ANN based FEs are at least comparable
with results obtained using alternative methods. Also, the alternative methods
mentioned tend to experience much trouble with BAEPs in which peak V is not 'large
enough' (e.g., [Boston, 1989; Delgado, 1993]). The ANN based FE does comply with
the expert's indication of peak V even if this peak is relatively small. Some other
methods showed difficulties in identifying a latency if a peak was outside its usual
range (e.g., [Fridman et al., 1981; Gronfors, 1992, 1993a]). Although processed AEPs in
this study sometimes contained peak latencies that were very different from their
normal values, this did not lead to noticeable performance degradation. Also, the
presence of large extra peaks in the signal did not lead to problems in peak
identification whereas it hampered peak identification based on e.g. an attributed
grammar [Gronfors, 1993b).
The main difference with earlier investigated methods is that no assumptions are
needed about the frequency content of the signal, or the magnitude of the peak to be
identified. Although it has not been tested explicitly it can be argued that, because no
explicit knowledge is needed, an ANN based FE can also be used to determine the
location of characteristic peaks in, e.g., VEP and SEP recordings.
For peaks in the middle latency parts of AEPs no results of studies could be found in
literature with which to compare our results. It was found that, using Wilcoxon's rank
sum test to compare the results, for peak Na there is no reason to assume that the
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difference between the developed FE's output and the opinion of an expert is larger
than the inter-expert difference. For peak Na, the RMS errors produced by the system
and the inter-expert differences are 6.2 ms and 7.0 ms respectively. For peaks Pa and
Nb, the differences between the FE's indication of peak latencies and the opinion of
human experts are significantly larger. Here, the RMS errors produced by the system
and the inter-expert differences are 7.6 ms and 5.1 ms (peak Pa), and 11.4 ms and 9.3
ms (peak Nb) respectively. Considering this, it is clear that the FE used in its current
state is not ready to function independently in an on-line system that uses AEP
characteristics to assess the effect of anesthetics on the CNS.
Use of the FE as an aid to reduce the time to score peaks however is very well possible.
A rough estimate of the time that a human expert needs to score the four peaks V, Na,
Pa, and Nb in an AEP file that contains 2 curves (2 channels) is in the order of 30
seconds to 1 minute. For the AEPs used in the experiments described in Chapter 10,
the FE scored the four peaks for both channels in a file in 0.3 s (using a 80486DX2 PC
with a clock frequency of 66 MHz). For peaks V and Na the scorings can be expected
to be reliable enough, for peaks Pa and Nb it can be expected that some of them are in
the wrong position. If necessary, corrections to the peak locations can be made easily
using the interactive scoring program. This process will take considerably less time
than scoring all peaks 'from scratch' does. For use in clinical studies in which BAEP
peak V is of importance (as was described in Chapter 2) the proposed FE can also be
very useful as its identifications of peak V are comparable to those of human experts.
As has been shown, the main part of the errors made by the FE concerned latency
determinations of middle latency peaks. Some examples of cases in which the FE made
serious errors in latency estimations are presented in Figure 11.1. Errors occurred most
frequently in curves containing peaks with a very small amplitude (such as the curve
depicted in Figure 11.1a); if such curves also suffer from relatively high noise-levels
(such as the curve in Figure 11.1b) the latency determination can become very
inaccurate. Peak amplitudes tend to be small especially for deeper levels of anesthesia
(as mentioned in Section 2.5.1). This implies that identification of middle latency peaks
during deep anesthesia poses most of the problems for the FE.
Presenting a curve that is very different from the ones used during training has a large
negative effect on the FE's performance. The curve in Figure 11.1c is an example of a
curve that deviates greatly from earlier used patterns: there is a large 'positive'
complex in the interval where in all other patterns used a negativity (around the Na
complex) was present. This highly different input pattern heavily hampers the correct
latency determination of peaks in the neighborhood of the 'unexpected' complex. A
last example of a pattern that poses difficulties for the latency estimation of especially
peak Pa is presented in Figure 11.1d. The middle latency part of this curve consists
mainly of one large positive 'hill' on which other peaks are superimposed. Although
more than of such curves were recorded and used during training, the FE has
difficulty in processing them; in this case there are two candidate peaks superimposed
on the large positive deflection for peak Pa of which the FE chooses the wrong one.
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Figure 11.1: Some examples of AEP curves in which middle latency peaks are located
incorrectly by the feature extractor.
The sequence in which the various peaks occur in an AEP curve is strict; peak V
always comes earlier that peak Na, peak Na always comes before Pa, and the latency
of peak Pa is always smaller than that of peak Nb. This explicit knowledge could be
employed in the formulation of rules to ensure that the FE's output always obeys the
correct order. Such rules, however, could only be used in situations in which more
than one characteristic peak is to be scored in one single run of the feature extraction
program: e.g. if peak Pa is to be scored first and peak Nb in a later run (or by visual
examination) it is impossible to say in advance how high the maximum latency of
peak Pa is allowed to be. The current implementation of the FE does not use such
explicit rules to assist an ANN's estimation of a peak latency. The ranges of possible
peak latencies (especially Pa and Nb) are such that in theory latency estimation for
which the latency of peak Nb is smaller than that of peak Pa might be generated.
Although application of such a rule can obviously be useful, the number of cases in
which it will be needed is likely to be very small: in all test cases examined during the
study (which contain in the order of 104 processed curves) only eight times did a
situation occur in which an 'illegal' peak ordering was generated . ANNs that were
trained using a far-from-optimum parameter set, during early experiments, yielded
low accuracy of latency estimation; yet in the vast majority of cases they did not
produce inconsistent peak identifications.
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11.2 Recommendations
For identification of the most important peak in brainstem AEPs, peak V, the most
useful FE that was developed during this study performs satisfactorily. For
identification of middle latency peaks Pa and Nb, however, improvements are still
desired if such a FE is to be used as part of an on-line monitoring system. As was
experienced during the evaluation of the FEs, most problems occur with middle
latency peaks in AEPs with small amplitudes, especially when the averaged waveform
has a poor SNR. Also, processing of AEP curves that deviate strongly from curves
used during training is prone to give erroneous results.
The only solution to the problem of curves not used during training is the use of as
many different AEP waveforms as possible for creation of the ANN weights. A way to
implement this is by keeping open the possibility of incorporating information after an
initial training phase, i.e., by using incremental learning. The possibilities and
principles to implement incremental learning were discussed in Section 8.4.4. Initial
experiments with relatively simple signals were performed, but the possibilities of
incremental learning should be investigated further using 'real' data recorded during
operations.
The problem of processing, noisy, middle latency AEPs with small amplitudes is more
difficult to solve. The problem of small peaks was encountered in earlier studies
concerning identification in brainstem AEPs (e.g., in filter based systems [Pratt et a!.,
1989], expert systems [Boston, 1989], and in a rule based system that is combined with
matched filters [Delgado, 1993]). A possible solution might be found in training a
separate network that is specialized in processing middle latency AEPs with small
amplitudes and/or combining this with a set of rules. Such rules could, for example,
make use of the knowledge that middle latency peaks with a small amplitude are
likely to have relatively large latencies (e.g., [Thornton, 1990; Cluitmans, 1990]). Also
some knowledge about 'commonly encountered' and 'less-likely' inter-peak distances
might help to process difficult curves more effectively.
Although not completely suited to function 'stand-alone' in a clinical situation an
ANN based FE is useful as an alternative for 'complete' visual scoring, and its use can
be time-saving [de Beer, 1995]. Here, the use of the FE might be thought of as being
analogous to the use of optical character recognition (OCR) software. Although
modem OCR software is still not suited for completely independent use and without
supervision of an human reader, it can be used to save much time that would
otherwise be spent completely retyping documents.
The investigated ANN based FEs do show favorable properties such as the ability to
deal with peaks that lie outside their 'normal' range and 'extra' peaks or complexes in
the signal that cannot be found with other techniques. However, the study also shows
that ANNs do not provide a complete solution to the problem of processing signals
with small amplitudes. It is the author's opinion that ANNs are certainly useful for
solving part of problems like the one treated in this thesis, but that it is necessary to
combine them with other methods, such as expert systems, to make optimum use of
them in real-life applications.
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Summary

This thesis deals with a study on the usefulness of artificial neural networks for
identifying characteristic peaks in Auditory Evoked Potentials (AEPs). Various types
of neural network based systems were investigated on their possible use for
functioning as part of an on-line monitor to assess the effect of anesthetics on the
central nervous system (CNS) .
Chapter 1

In Chapter 1 a general introduction about the background of the study is given. The
problem of measuring 'anesthetic depth' is briefly described, and the fact that changes
in certain features in AEPs correlate with effects of anesthetic agents on the CNS is
mentioned. Subsequently, a short description of the difficulties that exist in extracting
these features is given.
Chapter 2

Chapter 2 presents a description of various types of evoked potentials that are
recorded and interpreted in clinical environments. First, visual and somatosensory
evoked potentials are discussed. After that, auditory evoked potentials are treated
with special attention to their application in assessing the effects of anesthetic drugs
on the CNS. Studies performed earlier revealed that the position and amplitude of
characteristic peaks in AEPs are valuable quantities for such an application.
Chapter 3

Chapter 3 focuses on the type of signals that were used in this study: auditory evoked
potentials. The methods used to measure these signals and the signal properties are
described. A discussion of the way these signals are interpreted, by experienced
scorers who examine these signals visually, and the way they are to be used in an online monitoring system leads to the objective of the study. The objective is to
investigate whether artificial neural networks are suited to process AEPs in such a
way that they can be used to automatically identify characteristic peaks in these
signals.
Chapter 4

In Chapter 4 a number of techniques are treated that can be used to perform pattern
recognition tasks in neurophysiological signals. After a general description of these
techniques the focus is moved to the domain of this study: techniques for pattern
recognition tasks in AEPs. Studies published in literature concentrate mainly on the
brainstem part of AEPs whereas in this study the middle latency part of these signals
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is of primary interest. Identifying peaks in these signals poses difficulties for many
types of pattern recognition techniques due to the often very poor signal quality and
large variety of shapes the signals can have. Artificial neural networks may be useful
here since they have been reported to be effective in similar applications.
Chapter 5

In Chapter 5 various aspects of artificial neural networks are presented. Examples of
learning rules and network architectures are discussed . Special attention is paid to the
types of networks that were used during this study: networks using the
backpropagation algorithm, ART networks, and Kohonen networks. The chapter
concludes with a comparison between artificial neural networks and biological neural
networks.
Chapter 6

Here, the rather theoretical overview of Chapter 5 is put into a more practical context.
Ways of implementing artificial neural networks and measuring performance are dealt
with. Methods dealt with in this chapter, form the basis for techniques used to
investigate artificial neural networks in this study.
Chapter 7

Chapter 7 describes the environment in which the developed artificial neural networks
based feature extractors are to be employed. Also, the requirements that a feature
extractor must be able to meet if it is to be used in an on-line monitoring system are
described. The most important requirement is that the feature extractor's
determinations of peak locations have to be indistinguishable from those made by
human experts: the difference between the outputs of the system and the values given
by a human expert should be comparable to the differences that exist between the
opinions of different human experts.
Chapter 8

Chapter 8 treats the various neural network based systems developed and used
during this study. Single networks trained with backpropagation as well as systems
built around a series of such networks are discussed. The latter consists of a series of
separate networks all of which are trained to solve part of the problem using relatively
simple decisions; combining the outputs of these networks leads to an estimation of
the location of the sought peak. Also, the operation of ART2 networks is treated in this
chapter. Such networks have the purported properties that they can categorize input
patterns in a self-organizing manner and are able to implement 'incremental learning'.
Finally, Kohonen networks and extensions thereof are treated; their operation is
described together with an interpretation of the network weights. Use of the ordering
of network weights may allow the use of a Kohonen network in combination with
specialized networks.
Chapter 9

In the ninth chapter, experiments performed to assess the performance of the various
systems described in Chapter 8 are covered. Synthetic data, data recorded from
anesthetized cats, data recorded from humans during sleep, and data recorded from
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humans during operations were used to assess the merits of the various networks.
Results that emerged from the performed experiments indicate that ART2 networks
are not useful for this application: this is due to their sensitivity to the position of
global maxima in the input patterns and their sensitivity to noise. Systems consisting
of a series of networks trained with backpropagation and systems based on Kohonen
networks are suited better for this application; they show comparable performances.
Considering the relatively large complexity and long training time associated with
systems based on series of backpropagation networks the choice was made the
perform final experiments with the system based on Kohonen networks .
Chapter 10

This chapter describes the final performance measurements with the system based on
Kohonen networks. Data measured from anesthetized humans during operations were
scored visually by four different human experts. This was done to assess the interexpert differences that exist in scoring characteristic peaks in AEPs. For peaks V and
Na no significant differences between the system's determination of peak locations
and those of human experts could be found. The RMS errors produced by the system
and the inter-expert differences are 0.22 ms and 0.26 ms (peak V), and 6.2 ms and 7.0
ms (peak Na) respectively. For peaks Pa and Nb however, there is a significant
difference (p<O.OS): if two human experts agree about 'which complex' constitutes a
characteristic peak, their interpretations of the peaks' locations are generally more
close than when compared to the system's output. Here, the RMS errors produced by
the system and the inter-expert differences are 7.6 ms and 5.1 ms (peak Pa), and 11.4
ms and 9.3 ms (peak Nb) respectively.
Chapter 11

In the final chapter of this thesis conclusions and recommendations that follow from
the study are presented. It is concluded that proposed the Kohonen network based
system provides a useful means for automatically identifying peak V in AEPs: its
performance is comparable to that of other methods reported in literature, even for
AEPs in which the location of sought peaks differs dramatically from 'standard' values
(with which other methods often have trouble). For middle latency peaks,
improvement of the system is necessary if it is to be used 'stand-alone' during surgical
operations. Problems arise in particular with (noisy) AEPs that have small amplitudes
and with AEPs that differ from the ones used during training. The system can
however be employed to considerably decrease the time needed to score AEPs
visually. The author suggests that implementation of incremental learning and a
combination of explicit rules with neural networks can be expected to make the
system more suited for the underlying application.
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Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift behandelt een onderzoek naar de bruikbaarheid van kunstmatige
neurale netwerken voor het herkennen van karakteristieke pieken in 'auditieve evoked
potentials' (AEPs). Verschillende op neurale netwerken gebaseerde systemen zijn
onderzocht op hun mogelijk gebruik in een systeem dat tijdens operaties toezicht
houdt op de effecten die anesthetica hebben op het centrale zenuwstelsel.
Hoofdstuk 1
In Hoofdstuk 1 wordt een algemene introductie gegeven over de achtergrond van het
onderzoek. De kwestie van 'anesthesiedieptemetingen', het feit dat veranderingen in
bepaalde kenmerken van AEPs correleren met effecten die anesthetica hebben· op het
centrale zenuwstelsel en problemen die ontstaan bij het bepalen van deze kenmerken
worden kort aangestipt.
Hoofdstuk 2
Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een beschrijving van verschillende soorten evoked potentials die
gemeten en gebruikt worden in een klinische toepassingen. Eerst worden zgn. visuele
and somatosensorische evoked potentials behandeld, daarna worden auditieve evoked
potentials besproken. Bij de behandeling van deze laatste signalen wordt speciale
aandacht besteed aan hun mogelijk gebruik bij het bepalen van effecten die anesthetica
op het centrale zenuwstelsel hebben. Uit eerder gedaan onderzoek blijkt dat de positie
en amplitude van karakteristieke pieken in AEPs nuttige grootheden zijn voor een
dergelijke toepassing.
Hoofdstuk 3
In Hoofdstuk 3 concentreert de aandacht zich op het type signalen dat tijdens deze
studie gebruikt is: auditieve evoked potentials. Er wordt een beschrijving gegeven van
technieken die gebruikt worden om deze signalen te meten. Ook worden verschillende
signaaleigenschappen van AEPs beschreven. Een schets van de manier waarop deze
signalen tot nu toe ge"interpreteerd worden (door ervaren personen die de signalen
visueel beoordelen) en de manier waarop ze gebruikt moeten worden in een
automatisch meetsysteem leidt tot een beschrijving van het doe! van deze studie. Het
doe! is te onderzoeken of kunstmatige neurale netwerken geschikt zijn om AEPs op
een zodanige manier te verwerken dat ze gebruikt kunnen worden om automatisch
karakteristieke pieken in deze signalen te identificeren.
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Hoofdstuk 4

In Hoofdstuk 4 worden een aantal technieken behandeld die gebruikt kunnen worden
in patroonherkenningstaken voor neurophysiologische signalen. Na een algemene
introductie wordt de aandacht gericht op het toepassingsgebied van dit onderzoek:
patroonherkenningstechnieken toegepast op AEPs. Eerder gepubliceerde onderzoeken
concentreren zich voornamelijk op het verwerken van het zgn. 'brainstem' gedeelte
van AEP curves terwijl in dit onderzoek het 'middle latency' gedeelte juist van belang
is. Vee! patroonherkenningstechnieken hebben moeite met de identificatie van pieken
in dit soort signalen, dit komt voornamelijk door de vaak slechte kwaliteit van de
signalen en het feit dat de signalen in vele verschillende vormen kunnen voorkomen.
Kunstmatige neurale netwerken zijn succesvol toegepast voor het oplossen van
soortgelijke problemen en mogelijk kunnen ze voor deze toepassing van nut zijn.
Hoofdstuk 5

In Hoofdstuk 5 komen verschillende aspecten van kunstmatige neurale netwerken aan
het Iicht. Verschillende voorbeelden van leerregels en netwerkarchitecturen passeren
de revue. Speciale aandacht wordt hierbij besteed aan netwerken die tijdens dit
onderzoek gebruikt zijn: netwerken die gebruik maken van het 'backpropagation'
leeralgoritme, ART netwerken en Kohonen netwerken. Het hoofdstuk eindigt met een
vergelijking tussen kunstmatige neurale netwerken en biologische neurale netwerken.
Hoofdstuk 6

In dit hoofdstuk wordt het theoretische overzicht uit Hoofdstuk 5 tegen een praktische
achtergrond gezet. Aandacht wordt besteed aan manieren om kunstmatige neurale
netwerken te implementeren en aan methoden om de prestaties van deze netwerken te
meten. Deze methoden vormen de basis voor technieken die in dit onderzoek gebruikt
zijn om kunstmatige neurale netwerken te beoordelen.
Hoofdstuk 7

Hoofdstuk 7 behandelt de omgeving waarin de in dit onderzoek ontwikkelde
kunstmatige neurale netwerken gebruikt moeten worden. Vervolgens worden de eisen
behandeld waaraan een systeem moet voldoen wil het zelfstandig in een
operatiekamer gebruikt kunnen worden. De belangrijkste eis is dat de door een
netwerk gemaakte schattingen van pieklocaties niet te onderscheiden mogen zijn van
schattingen die door experts gemaakt zijn. De verschillen tussen de uitkomsten van
het systeem en de schattingen van een expert mogen niet groter zijn dan de verschillen
tussen de schattingen van experts onderling.
Hoofdstuk 8

In Hoofdstuk 8 worden de verschillende op kunstmatige neurale netwerken
gebaseerde systemen behandeld die in dit onderzoek ontwikkeld en gebruikt zijn.
Enkele netwerken die getraind worden met 'backpropagation' en systemen die uit
meerdere van dergelijke netwerken bestaan worden beschreven. Dit laatste systeem
bestaat een serie aparte netwerken waarin elk netwerk geleerd wordt om door middel
van een relatief eenvoudige beslissing een stukje van het uiteindelijke probleem op te
lossen. Door middel van het combineren van de uitkomsten van de verschillende
netwerken wordt een uiteindelijke schatting van de positie van de gezochte piek
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verkregen. Vervolgens worden ART2 netwerken besproken; zulke netwerken hebben
volgens de literatuur de eigenschap dat ze aangeboden patronen geheel zelfstandig
kunnen indelen in verschillende categorieen en dat ze bovendien in staat zijn altijd
nieuwe patronen 'bij te leren'. Tenslotte worden Kohonen netwerken en uitbreidingen
daarop behandeld, onder andere komen hun werking en de manier waarop de
netwerkgewichten ge"interpreteerd en gebruikt kunnen worden aan het Iicht. Gebruik
van de ordening van netwerkgewichten maakt het in sommige gevallen mogelijk het
Kohonen netwerk in combinatie met meer gespecialiseerde netwerken te gebruiken.
Hoofdstuk 9

In Hoofdstuk 9 worden de experimenten die gedaan zijn met de in Hoofdstuk 8
beschreven netwerken behandeld. Kunstmatig aangemaakte data, data gemeten bij
onder narcose gebrachte katten, data gemeten bij mensen tijdens slaap en data
gemeten bij mensen tijdens operaties werden gebruikt om de verschillende netwerken
te evalueren. Uit deze experimenten volgt onder meer dat ART2 netwerken niet
geschikt zijn voor gebruik in deze toepassing. Dit komt voornamelijk door hun grote
gevoeligheid voor globale maxima in de te verwerken patronen en hun
overgevoeligheid voor ruis. Systemen die gebaseerd zijn op een serie netwerken die
getraind worden met backpropagation en systemen gebaseerd op Kohonen netwerken
voldoen beter, ze Iaten vergelijkbare prestaties zien. Rekening houdend met de relatief
complexe opbouw en lange trainingstijd van backpropagation netwerken wordt
besloten de laatste metingen te doen met systemen die gebaseerd zijn op Kohonen
netwerken.
Hoofdstuk 10

In dit hoofdstuk worden metingen beschreven die gedaan zijn om de prestaties van
het op Kohonen netwerken gebaseerde systeem te beoordelen. Data gemeten bij onder
anesthesie gebrachte mensen tijdens operaties werden verwerkt door vier
verschillende experts door middel van visuele inspectie. Op deze manier kon een
schatting verkregen worden van de verschillen die bestaan in de bepaling van de
pieklocaties tussen experts onderling. Voor pieken V en Na werden geen significante
verschillen gevonden tussen de plaatsbepalingen van pieken gegenereerd door het
systeem en die gemaakt door experts. De RMS fouten gemaakt door het systeem en de
inter-expert verschillen bedragen respectievelijk 0.22 ms en 0.26 ms voor piek V en 6.2
ms en 7.0 ms voor piek Na . Voor pieken Pa en Nb is er echter wei een significant
verschil (p < 0.05) : als twee experts het eens zijn over het complex waarin in een piek
zich bevindt dan verschillen hun schattingen over het algemeen minder met elkaar
dan met de uitkomst van het systeem. Hier bedragen de RMS fouten gemaakt door het
systeem en de inter-expert verschillen respectievelijk 7.6 ms en 5.1 ms voor piek Pa en
11 .4 ms en 9.3 ms voor piek Nb.
Hoofdstuk 11

In het laatste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift worden de conclusies en aanbevelingen
die volgen uit het onderzoek besproken. Een conclusie is dat het op kunstmatige
neurale netwerken gebaseerde systeem bruikbaar is voor het automatisch identificeren
van piek V in AEPs: zijn prestaties zijn vergelijkbaar met die van in de literatuur
gepresenteerde technieken, zelfs voor AEPs waarin de Jigging van de gezochte pieken
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erg verschilt van 'standaard' waarden (hiermee hebben andere methodes vaak
moeite) . Voor het herkennen van 'middle latency' pieken is nog enige verbetering van
het systeem nodig wil het zelfstandig tijdens operaties gebruikt kunnen worden.
Vooral (ruisachtige) AEPs met kleine amplitudes en AEPs die vee! verschillen van
curves die tijdens training gebruikt zijn vormen een probleem. Het systeem kan echter
wei gebruikt worden om de tijd anders nodig is om AEPs geheel 'met de hand' te
scoren te bekorten. De auteur suggereert dat de implementatie van een mogelijkheid
om de netwerken te Iaten blijven 'bijleren' en een combinatie met expliciete regels het
systeem geschikter maken voor deze toepassing.
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Nawoord

Het feit dat op de kaft van dit proefschrift maar een naam staat suggereert ten
onrechte dat dit boekwerkje het resultaat is van het werk van maar een iemand. In
werkelijkheid hebben natuurlijk vee! meer mensen bijgedragen aan de totstandkoming
van dit proefschrift.
Eerst en vooral wil ik Pierre Cluitmans noemen. Pierre, het is ondoenlijk al jouw
bijdragen hier te vermelden, maar zonder jouw grote inzet was dit proefschrift er
helemaal nooit geweest. Jouw nimmer aflatend enthousiasme en grote bereidheid tot
meehelpen, zelfs in tijden dat je agenda weer eens meer dan vol was, hebben diepe
indruk op mij gemaakt. Bedankt!
Professor Beneken wil ik bedanken voor de grote hoeveelheid tijd en energie die hij
gestoken heeft in het doorlezen van eerdere versies van dit proefschrift. Uw talrijke
ideeen en suggesties hebben dit proefschrift aanzienlijk leesbaarder gemaakt.
Ook Professor Gielen wil ik graag bedanken voor het doornemen en inhoudelijk
beoordelen van de conceptversies van dit proefschrift. Verder wil ik op deze plaats
dr. van Beem bedanken voor zijn bereidwilligheid om als 'human expert' vele AEP
curves te scoren. Nigel Durrant wil ik graag bedanken voor zijn nuttige adviezen
omtrent het gebruik van de Engelse taal.
De collega's van de Vakgroep Medische Elektrotechniek hebben allen, direkt of
indirekt, maar altijd op een prettige wijze, bijgedragen tot de voltooiing van dit werk.
Hierbij wil ik iedereen hartelijk bedanken. Nicole de Beer, Andriana Prentza, Maarten
van de Velde, Bert Muller, Luc Cluitmans en Sjoerd Ypma wil ik met name bedanken
voor zowel hun praktische als meer 'spirituele' bijdragen.
Aan het werk dat is beschreven in dit proefschrift hebben vee! afstudeerders en
stagiairs een niet geringe bijdrage geleverd; hiervoor ben ik ze bijzonder erkentelijk.
Vooral Jan Habraken en Bart Freriks ben ik vee! dank verschuldigd voor het werk dat
ze verricht hebben in de eerste fasen van dit onderzoek.
De door mijn huisgenoten, en met name Peter en Marieke, getoonde belangstelling en
geboden gezelligheid hebben mijn Ieven 'buiten werktijd' aanzienlijk leuker gemaakt;
iets waarvoor ik ze erg dankbaar ben. Mijn broers Rob (zonder wiens hulp dit
proefschrift een stapellosse velletjes zou zijn gebleven) en Paul en hun gezinnen wil ik
hartelijk danken voor hun interesse. Tot slot wil ik mijn ouders bedanken voor de vele
steun die ik van hen mocht ontvangen.
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behorende bij het proefschrift

Peak Identification in
Auditory Evoked Potentials using
Artificial Neural Networks
door
M.J. van Gils

1.

Het op abstracte wijze beschrijven van nieuwe typen kunstmatige neurale
netwerken zonder daarbij een indica tie van praktisch bruikbare
parameterinstellingen te geven kan leiden tot onnodig grote inspanningen van
andere onderzoekers en is als zodanig laakbaar.

2.

Het is een misverstand te veronderstellen dat, als dat op dit moment mogelijk zou
zijn, het implementeren van een kunstmatig neuraal netwerk met een grootte11
15
orde van 10 neuronen en 10 verbindingen zoiets als een kunstmatig brein
oplevert.

3.

Het overdreven filteren van evoked potential curves om deze visueel
aantrekkelijker te maken kan deze signalen vervormen of er zelfs zeer relevante
informatie uit verwijderen.
B.L. Grundy in C. D. Blitt (ed.), Monitoring in Anesthesia and Critical Care Medicine,
Churchill Livingstone, New York, 1985.

4.

Het zelf schrijven van programmatuur om een neuraal netwerk te emuleren levert
meer inzicht en ruimte voor het uitproberen van nieuwe ideeen op dan gebruik
van softwarepakketten met 'kant en klare' implementaties.

5.

De zegswijze 'alle waar is naar zijn geld' gaat maar zelden op voor software.

6.

Het trainen van sommige soorten neurale netwerken is een vorm van numerieke
optimalisatie die grote parallellen vertoont met het door een kangoeroe laten
zoeken naar de top van de Mount Everest.
Warren 5. Sarle in ftp ://ftp .sas.com/pub/sugi19/neural/kangaroos (org. ingezonden als
posting in usenet nieuwsgroup comp.ai.neural-nets, september 1993).

7.

Door gebruikmaking van een optimale distributiefunctie voor het genereren van
te verwerken (test)data is het mogelijk elk willekeurig classificatiealgoritme als
'beste' algoritme aan te wijzen.
G. Nagy, Candide's Practical Principles of Experimental Pattern Recognition. IEEE
Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence, 5 (2): 199-200, 1983.

8.

Fondsen, cooperaties en overheidsinstellingen moeten rockmusici net zo serieus
nemen als componisten en beeldhouwers en opleidingsinstituten zouden speciale
beurzen moeten geven aan getalenteerde rockmusici.
Camille Paglia, The New York Times, 16 april1992.

9.

De term 'digitale snelweg' is slechts in die zin goed gekozen dat ook op zo een
snelweg op bepaalde tijden van de dag de transportsnelheid tot bijna nul daalt als
gevolg van filevorming.

10. Een nadeel van het gebruik van CO-ROMs als naslagwerk is dat men vaak direct
bij het gezochte onderwerp terecht komt.
Door het niet meer te hoeven bladeren mist men een blik op informatie over
'alfabetisch dichtbij zijnde' maar totaal andere onderwerpen die vaak minstens zo
interessant blijkt te zijn als de oorspronkelijk gezochte informatie en die
bij had kunnen dragen aan een bredere algemene kennis.

Eindhoven, 16 mei 1995.

